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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation and Research Field
Man deals with water. He either tries to defend himself against water - think of flooding,
sinking, wave loads, coastal defense - or to take advantage of it sailing, harbours,
irrigation, hydroelectric power.

The fields mentioned above involve large and costly projects. For example, building
and sailing a large ship involves a lot of money, effort and risks. In order to minimize
costs and risks, people carry out research using models of a relevant part of reality, e.g.
hydrodynamics..

Our present interest is with the field of ocean engineering. Practical applications are
to be found in ships sailing on seas or lying in harbours, anchored floating production
platforms and fixed oil drilling rigs at sea, among other things. Here, design questions
arise, e.g. what is the behaviour of a ship in certain sea states; what forces are exerted
on ships or platforms by (high) waves; how do moored or coupled floating constructions
respond to waves and current, in particular, are they likely to collide? Another motive for
developing (numerical) models is the wish to understand the processes at work in waves,
flows and wave-body interactions. The insight gained can be used for practical purposes
afterwards.

Answers to the above questions can be found from experiments or from physical-
mathematical models. For some particularly complicated questions, minimum require-
ments for these models are

robustness;

stability;

accuracy;

efficiency;

fully nonlinear wave representation;

general flows; -

general body shapes;

forward velocity of bodies.

In this thesis the above research questions are addressed in the following way. A physical-
mathematical model is employed to describe the wave-body problem. This model is recast
into a numerical model, which is translated into algorithms and a computer code.

i



2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

1.2 Existing Methods and Previous Results

Existing methods for studying waves and wave-body interactions include experiments,
analysis, and numerics. For both scientific and applied research, so-called 'wet' exper-
iments are carried out in basins with scale models of bodies like ships and platforms.
Their advantage is that the flow does not have to be simplified: the flow is real. This
implies that no physical effects are excluded a priori. Disadvantages include that scale
experiments suffer from scaling effects as regards inviscid and turbulent effects, and the
limited accuracy and completeness of measurements, since intruding instruments disturb
the flow. They are also relatively costly and inflexible: e.g. the shape of scale models
is not always easily modified in the desired way. Results from scale experiments provide
useful verification and validation material for analytical and numerical models. We will
mention two publications. [105] has forced cylinders of various cross-sections to oscillate
at small amplitudes for a range of frequencies and motion directions. His measurements
provide hydrodynamic forces, which are compared with results from analytical linear
frequency-domain models (LFDMs). He concludes that potential theory is capable of
accurately predicting the hydrodynamic force coefficients in heave and sway for a num-
ber of two-dimensional objects with different shapes and for a large range of frequencies.
When viscous effects àre relatively important in the experiments, the LFDM results de-
viate from the experimental ones. [99] conducted similar experiments in heave only and
they continue the amplitude range to values of the order of the draughts of the bodies.
Comparison of the principal-frequency components of the forces in their small-amplitude
experiments with LFDM-results is usually reasonable to good. The same holds true when
the double-frequency forces for the circle are compared with second-order perturbation
methods (SOPMs). For higher amplitudes differences between experiments and theoreti-
cal methods become larger. Since the dimensions of his models where considerably smaller
than in [105], viscous effects are expected to be much larger in a relative sense.

Cheaper to apply than scale experiments are analytical methods, which may also be
more flexible if they are sufficiently general. A disadvantage is that simplification of the
physics in the model is needed to enable actual solution of flow problems. Such solutions
have the advantage that, in principle, they provide information everywhere in the flow.
Analytical methods for modelling waves date back to the previous century, e.g. [1], [96],
[7], and [55], see [37]. Wave-body interactions were treated by [27], [28], [100], [70], and
[51], see [59].

In ship hydrodynamics two subproblems of wave-body interaction are sometimesdis-
cerned. One is the radiation problem concerned with the waves and forces in the case of a
body moving in otherwise still water. Complementary to this is the diffraction problem,
where an incident wave field is disturbed by a body which is kept at rest in the fluid.
Often these flow problems have been linearized in order to enable explicit solution. For
time-periodic flows, the temporal and spatial behaviours of the flow may be separated.
A spatial Laplace problem for the flow potential is solved first. Afterwards the temporal
behaviour is added by multiplying the spatial solution with an appropriate time-harmonic
function. This is a description of so-called linear frequency domain methods or LFDMs.
Often solutions in closed form cannot be found, so concrete results have to be obtained
by numerical methods applied to e.g. series expansions representing the solution.

[101] introduced an analytical LFDM and applied it tó the radiation problem of a
semi-submerged circle oscillating in heave. He gave hydrodynamic coefficients in a range
of frequencies for this two-dimensional problem. Similar work was published later on.
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[1071 gave results on the dependence of the hydrodynamic coefficients on the water depth.
[50] described how hydrodynamic coefficients may be obtained for more generally shaped
bodies in two dimensions. [2] presents a method where hydrodynamic coefficients of the
semi-submerged sphere are determined from the diffraction problem. An overview of
linear analytical methods for the interaction of sailing bodies and waves using various
approximations was given by [74]. [52], [57], [46], and [47] present series expansions for
the potential in the fluid around a semi-submerged sphere and ellipsoids and give values
for the hydrodynamic coefficients in various modes of motion.

The use of perturbation methods has led to second-order theories of fluid forces on
bodies in water for studying larger motions. They involve super- and subharmonics of
the principal frequency in the case of a time-harmonic first-order problem. For each such
frequency the temporal and spatial behaviour of the flow potential are separated. The
spatial problem is then solved for each relevant frequency, and afterwards these solutions
are joined by adding them after multiplication with their appropriate time-oscillating
functions. For a body oscillating in heave [62] presented a solution which is of second
order in the motion amplitude. The second-order part of the force consists of a constant
offset and a part which oscillates at twice the motion frequency. [78] extended this theory
to sway and roll motions. [75] later extended the second-order theory with the excitation
of bodies by incoming waves. All these authors gave results on second-order forces for
approximately square bodies, but there are considerable differences in their results.

For a range of practical problems, the above analytical methods provide useful solu-
tions. Their simplifications, however, prevent finding useful answers for many problems
mentioned in Subsection 1.1. On the other hand they may produce valuable verification
material for more complicated models.

A common limitation of analytical methods is that closed analytical solutions cannot
always be found. For complicated geometries and flows, series expansions in terms of
closed-form potential fields in space may also be impossible to find. Several other meth-
ods have been developed to solve the time-dependent (potential-)flow problems, among
them volume discretization methods (VDMs). They have the advantage that they involve
sparse-matrix equations, which are relatively cheap to solve. On the other hand they are
rather unwieldy because of the discretization of the interior of the flow, particularly in the
case of a moving free surface. When the flow is described in terms of a velocity potential
satisfying Laplace's equation, the Laplace problem can be translated into a boundary
integral equation (BIE). BIE methods (BIEMs) allow to limit spatial gridding to the flow
boundary. This has the advantage of greater ease with modelling moving boundaries. A
disadvantage is the fact that they involve full-matrix equations. Moving boundaries allow
the full nonlinearity of the free-surface problem to be captured. In this case superposition
of solutions is not sufficient for an accurate solution, and the temporal evolution has to
be solved for explicitly.

With the objective of accurately modelling realistic nonlinear effects, many researchers
have developed two-dimensional time domain numerical models based on BIEMs. The
principle was introduced by [65] for the computation of two-dimensional spatially periodic
(overturning) gravity waves on infinitely deep water. [22] included a forcedly moving
body, in a non-periodic domain, and calculated the transient nonlinear reaction force on
it. Finite-depth calculations with steep and overturning waves were first reported by [102].
Nonlinear force registrations on a fixed and a free three-dimensional vertical cylinder were
obtained by [48]. [20] showed how a linear solution in the far field can be matched to the
nonlinear solution in the near field in an axially symmetrical three-dimensional problem.
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They calculated nonlinear force signals on forcedly heaving bodies. [35] demonstrated the
versatility and accuracy of BIEMs in several two-dimensional wave problems. A time-
domain BIEM has been developed as an accurate and efficient computational tool for
the simulation of general free-surface potential flows in three dimensions by [85] and [86].
Quadratic approximation of both the panels and the potential and linear approximation
of its normal derivative contribute to its second order global accuracy. [85] was able to
accurately model linear and weakly nonlinear waves. [108] present a fully nonlinear BIEM
and apply it successfully to wave making and to radiation and diffraction problems. [93]
proposed aBIEM and show results for the force and the moment on a truncated vertical
cylinder which compare well to reasonably well with experimental results. Results in two
dimensions on the excitation by incoming waves of a rectangular barge were shown by
[14]. They stably simulated the motion of a rectangular barge in long waves for over thirty
periods. To determine the force on the barge from its acceleration they used a linearized
relation between the two quantities. [15] showed that their two-dimensional BIEM can
model the flow near an impulsive wavemaker in the initial stages with great accuracy if
the discretization is adequate. [4] reported of results obtained with a desingularized BIEM
by [64]. They include the determination of hydrodynamic coefficients of a half-immersed
square in sway, and of nonlinear forces on a T-shaped body. An outline of a second-order
time-domain BIEM was published by [49]. They present first- and second-order forces on
several forcedly oscillating two-dimensional bodies. [9] developed new algorithms to model
the panel geometry and to adapt the grid motion in a fully nonlinear three-dimensional
BIEM. [10] showed that their BIEM is capable of accurately and stably modelling high
nonlinear waves for several wave periods. He has also simulated the three-dimensional
evolution of a wave in interaction with bottom topography, up to the point of breaking
[16] extended his BIEM so that it can now model the motion of freely floating as well
as of forcedly moving objects. He performed tests with forced moving objects to study
the method's accuracy. He showed it can stably and accurately simulate the damped
free oscillation of a floating body. [24] has shown a nonlinear BIEM using flat triangular
panels and has given results for the free (decaying) oscillation of a semi-submerged sphere
in an unbounded free surface and in a cylindrical container with fixed walls. A BIEM with
a linearized free surface and body motions was used by [79] to compute hydrodynamic
coefficients of a half-immersed circle at zero and small horizontal velocity. They use
periodic body motions to obtain these coefficients. [80] also uses step-response functions
to determine the hydrodynamic coefficients, with better results. [97] presents a two-
dimensional BIEM and a three-dimensional algorithm for the free motion of a body in
waves, and demonstrates its accuracy. A linear BIEM for the simulation of the diffraction
around and drift forces on floating bodies has been studied by [45]. A method for ships at
stationary forward speed in otherwise still water was presented by [81]. He has applied a
raised-panel method to predict the wave-making and wave resistance of ships and reports
excellent agreement of his results and experimental results.

From the above list it is clear that many two- and three-dimensional BIEMs have been
developed, both linear and nonlinear. This work generated a lot of experience with and
insight in such methods. On the other hand, no three-dimensional (potential-flow) model
has been developed so far that can model general freely floating bodies interacting with
waves and current. It is expected that such a BIEM can in principle answer many design
questions. They may also serve to provide boundary conditions for more complicated
models, e.g. involving turbulent and viscous effects.

Developments are also going on in such models that are not restricted to potential flow,
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but include viscous effects, see [30], [60], and [19], turbulent effects, see [61], or allow
breaking and re-entering waves, see [58] and [104]. In cases where these effects are impor-
tant, such models may be of scientific and practical use.

Certain aspects that are closely related to the development of BIEMs have been stud-
ied in detail by many researchers. We will refer to their work in due course whenever we
touch upon these aspects in the remainder of this thesis.

1.3 Problem Formulation and Research Goals
We are presently concerned with developing a three-dimensional computational method
for accurate modelling of general interaction of objects standing or floating (freely) in the
free surface of a fluid and the waves on this surface and the current beneath it.

As has been indicated in Section 1.2, many contributions have been made in the
past to partially solve the above hydrodynamic problem. Fully nonlinear models are
now well-known tools applied to two-dimensional settings, but their application to three-
dimensional situations is still rare. Results in two dimensions show that nonlinear methods
can be accurate as well-established lower-order methods, see [35]. Their advantage is that
they can be applied to far more general problems and produce good results, see e.g.
[38]. This is the main motivation to continue working on a generally applicable three-
dimensional fully nonlinear computational method.

The present research goal consists of the development and implementation of a three-
dimensional general method for the simulation of the fully nonlinear interaction of freely-
floating bodies and water waves. This comprises both the mathematical model, which
should be suitable for a computational method, and the numerical algorithm, which should
be stable, robust, accurate, and efficient.

1.4 Outline of this Thesis
The aim of the present thesis is to relate novel developments in the field of modelling wave-
body interaction. In particular, attention is focused on three-dimensional time-domain
BIEMs. In Chapter 2 we first give an overview of the underlying computational method
for the simulation of flows and their interaction with (floating) bodies. We discuss it
in considerable detail to indicate the starting point of the present research and to pro-
vide background material for a good understanding of the remainder of this work. The
physical-mathematical model in terms of differential equations is described. The trans-
formation to boundary-integral equations is given, as well as the discretization applied in
the present computational method along with accuracy and stability considerations. The
method described in Chapter 2, 'equipped' with a few improvements, has been validated
in two dimensions, as is described in Chapter 3. Its accuracy is shown for small-amplitude
motions of a circle and a square lying in the free surface, and also its capabilities for large
motions and a high wave in a tank. We present these two-dimensional results before
Chapters 4 and 5 because they have been carried out before the developments reported
in the two chapters mentioned had been introduced in the method.

-

The method has been further improved and extended after this validation, as is de-
scribed in the following two chapters. Three-dimensional body boundary conditions are
given in Chapter 4 as well as methods for the evaluation of several terms in this body
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boundary condition. next we give an outline of the algorithm used for the simulation
of free body motions, which can be applied to coupled bodies as well. Furthermore we
describe a method for accurate calculation of fluid forces on a body, which is also essential
in modelling free body motions. Finally we present a new algorithm for the simulation
of free body motions based on an alternative body boundary condition. As regards the
numerical treatment, in Chapter 5 we present circle-symmetric absorbing boundary con-
ditions for the closure of the truncated, numerical domain. Next we elaborate on body
gridding and the algorithm for quadrature of the pressure to obtain the fluid force on
a body. The efficiency of solving the spatial (Laplace) problem is treated next. Finally
we describe methods for adaptive time-stepping and gridding in a numerical method for
floating bodies in waves.

The results of the previous chapters are used in Chapter 6 to demonstrate the merits of a
BIEM 'equipped' with the above developments. We present results of three-dimensional
numerical computations. Forced motions in a free surface of a semi-submerged sphere are
shown to be simulated stably and very accurately. The method is shown to perform very
accurately in free body motions in a free surface for small motions.

Conclusions from the present research and recommendations are given in Chapter 7.



Chapter 2

Computational Method

2.1 Introduction
In this chapter we give an outline of the present computational method to help under-
stand the remainder of this thesis. In Section 2.2 we present a mathematical model for the
physical problem of a free-surface flow interacting with forcedly moving surface-piercing
bodies. (Freely floating bodies are treated in Chapter 4.) In Subsection 2.2.1 we treat the
differential equations describing a free-surface potential flow, the boundary conditions,
and the initial conditions. Together they state the mathematical problem. As a next step
towards practical application of this model to general problems, in Subsection 2.2.2 we
transform the boundary conditions which include time derivatives to time integral equa-
tions, and the field equations into boundary-integral equations (BIEs). Since analytical
solution of these equations is in general impossible, the integral equations are discretized
in Subsection 2.2.1 to open the way for numerical treatment. In Section 2.3 we describe
the present numerical method. The discretized equations are used in a time-domain panel
method described in Subsection 2.3.1, where we give a flow diagram of the computational
method based on the numerical method showing its structure in a compact way. In Sub-
section 2.3.1 we give criteria for the truncation of the physical time interval and the space
domain which may be necessary to enable practical computations. The influence of both
the temporal and the spatial resolution on the accuracy is discussed in Subsection 2.3.2.
Finally, in Subsection 2.3.3 we give criteria and describe techniques used to keep the
method stable in actual calculations.

2.2 Mathematical Model

2.2.1 Differential Equations
In this subsection the differential equations of the present mathematical description of
the free-surface potential flow are given. They include two field equations, one for the
mass conservation and one for the acceleration of the flow, which are valid throughout the
flow, boundary equations valid only on the flow boundary, and initial conditions giving
the initial state of a flow to be simulated. Another field equation used in determining the
fluid pressure is also presented.

The quantities used in this thesis are nondimensionalized using the scales given in
Table 2.1. Every single variable is scaied with a quantity with the same dimension and a
magnitude typical of this variable in the problem concerned. The length scale, denoted
by L*, is related to the size of a body involved. For transverse two-dimensional Cuts of

7



8 CHAPTER 2. COMPUTATIONAL METHOD

bodies we take their half-beam, for three-dimensional bodies we would take their length,
but for the sphere we take its radius. The gravitational acceleration g is the acceleration
scale. The time scale, defined as .%/L*/g*, is the time needed for an object or particle to
fall a distance L*/2 when in free fall starting from rest. The fluid density p is used as the
density scale. These basic scales are used to create scales for all other quantities involved
as well.

Table 2.1: The scales for several quantities used in this thesis

Field Equations

We consider a free-surface flow contained in a region ì or E ff2 bounded by 8ft
We distinguish the following boundary types: the free surface , the bottom B, fixed or
floating body boundaries S, and artificial lateral boundaries A, see Figure 2.1 for a sketch.
Throughout this thesis, we only consider a flow model with inviscid, incompressible, and
homogeneous fluid without surface tension, and rotation of the flow is also discarded.
Mass is conserved and because of the incompressibility, this may be expressed by:

Vv=O, (2.1)

where V. is the divergence operator and y is the velocity (field). The expression states
that, locally at any position in the flow and at any time, the velocity field is in accor-
dance with the requirement that no mass is created or destroyed. Because of the fluid's
incompressibility, in effect this means that volume is conserved.

Apart from this specification of the kind of flow we are interested in, the most impor-
tant thing is to know how the flow evolves. Because of the simplifications and assumptions
mentioned above, the flow evolution is governed by the Euler equations (one per direction
component):

Dv =Vpk (2.2)

where y Dz/Dt represents the velocity of any arbitrary fluid particle in the flow
considered, and D/Dt is the material time derivative operator related to a moving particle.

quantity symbol scale (3D) scale (2D)
length,position

volume
(gravitational) acceleration

angular acceleration
time

velocity

angular velocity
density

mass
force

pressure
potential

L and z
V and A
g and a

t
y
.'

p
m
F
p

L
V (L*)3

g/(L)2

L*

A* _

g/(L)2
/L/g L*/g*

,JL*g*

Jg/L

p*V*
p*V*g*
p*L*g*

p*A*
p*A*g*
pL*g*

L/L*g* L/L
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It can be expressed in terms of a local time derivative and an advection term according
to

D 8 (2.3)

Furthermore V is the gradient operator, p is the ambient pressure, and k is a unit vector
pointing upwards, opposite to the direction of gravitation; k represents the scaled force
of gravity.

As has been mentioned above, the flow is assumed irrotational. Indeed, it can be shown,
see e.g. [16], that a flow governed by the above equations remains irrotational once it
is irrotational. Since any irrotational vector field can be represented by the gradient of
a scalar potential field, this allows a simplification by introducing a velocity potential
according to

vmV . (2.4)

The potential is assumed continuous throughout the flow. Using this quantity, we rewrite
the equations to obtain

in , (2.5)

for the continuity equation, and

DVcbVk , (2.6)

for the Euler equations. The above equations apply at every point (equation (2.5)) or to
every particle (equation (2.6)) within a fluid flow with the specified characteristics.

For a complete description of a free-surface flow according to the above model the Euler
equations do not have to be imposed explicitly in the flow's interior. Indeed, the problem
of finding a flow pattern at any point in time which satisfies the above equations can be
stated mathematically as a purely spatial Laplace problem for ç5 on 1(t). It is sufficient
to have the potential satisfy Laplace's equation in the flow interior and have it satisfy
a time dependent dynamic boundary condition derived from an integrated form of the
Euler equations at the free surface, apart from other boundary conditions to be discussed
later. The reason why we do not have to impose the Euler equations explicitly in the flow
interior is that it is automatically satisfied under the assumptions made.

To derive the dynamic free-surface boundary condition mentioned above, which will
be done in later in this subsection, we need an integrated form of the Euler equations to
obtain the pressure p from which the force on (freely) floating bodies is calculated. The
Euler equations (2.6) are vector equations where the pressure p appears as a gradient. To
obtain the pressure itself, they are integrated, see e.g. [90], to obtain Bernoulli's equation:

- (t+V.V+z) , (2.7)

where z = O is taken at the still-water surface and p = O is taken at the free surface.
This equation gives the hydrodynamic pressure in any point in the flow as a function
of the local time rate of change of the potential, the velocity and the vertical position.
The vertical coordinate z is known everywhere. At a certain point in time, V follows
from the solution for ç of Laplace's equation. This gives us two of the three terms in the
right-hand side of equation (2.7).
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We still need a relation for ct if we are to find p. We realize that, under certain
smoothness conditions which we assume are satisfied, the order of partial space and time
derivatives can be changed without changing the result. Applying this to Laplace's equa-
tion for çb, we find

z5t=0 ,in . (2.8)

This means that a Laplace problem needs to be solved for ç5t as well as for ç.

Until now we have given two partial differential field equations, namely Laplace's equation
for ç5 and for ç5, and a diagnostic equation, namely Bernoulli's equation with which p
can be expressed in terms of other quantities which we are going to use further on.

Boundary Conditions

For both Laplace equations given above, we need boundary conditions on t9l, which
consists of F, B, S, and A. Below we discuss the boundary condition on each boundary
type separately.

F'ree Surface Three boundary conditions are needed on the free surface F. The time
evolution of the shape of the free surface is governed by a kinematic boundary condition.
The time evolution of qS is governed by a dynamic boundary condition. The value of ç5,
necessary for Laplace's equation for çS is given by a different form of the dynamic boundary
condition. These three boundary conditions are given in the present paragraph.

We start with a description of the shape change of the free surface. The free surface
follows the motion of the fluid particles in the free surface: the free surface of a potential
flow consists of the same fluid particles throughout its evolution, except in certain cases,
like when free-surface particles approach or leave a solid body in a tangential way, think
of water. leaving a tube and entering the air. The kinematic condition expresses the fact
that the free surface follows the motion of the free-surface particles, and it reads

onF(t) (2.9)

It gives the Lagrangian velocity Dx/Dt of any point on F in terms of the local gradient
Vç5 of the potential field, which is equal to the local material fluid velocity. This equation
allows the evaluation of the time evolution of t9 (t), and therefore of í (t), by integration
in time.

We also need a boundary condition on F for the Laplace equation for ç5. It is found by
combining Bernoulli's equation (2.7) and the definition of the material derivative equa-
tion (2.3). Taking into account that the density of the air above the free surface is much
smaller than that of the fluid, we set the pressure on F equal to zero. Thus we find the
dynamic free-surface boundary condition for ç5 = O. A mere algebraic change recasts it
into a boundary condition for = O. The two conditions read respectively

- - z , on F (t) , (2.10)

= Vç5Vç5z , on F(t) , (2.11)

which are of Dirichiet type. The first condition gives the time evolution of ç5 in any mate-
rial point and following its motion according to equation (2.9). In the second condition ç5
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is expressed in terms of V, so (bt can only be calculated at the same time as the potential
field is calculated or after it has been determined.

The description with Laplace's equation for in the flow's interior and the dynamic
and kinematic boundary conditions on the free surface suffices for the description of a
free-surface flow extending to infinity in the negative vertical direction and all horizontal
directions.

Impermeable Boundaries In this thesis we are concerned with flows having additional
boundaries of different nature. We proceed with impermeable parts of the boundary 9cl,
like the bottom, wave flaps, pistons and (floating) bodies. Locally, at these boundaries,
the fluid velocity normal to it, n Vq5, is equal to the normal velocity of these
boundaries. Here n is defined as the unit vector locally normal to the impermeable
boundary and pointing into the fluid. The normal derivative çb n Vç of cb bears
a more complicated relation to the normal acceleration of these boundaries. It is given
by [97], equation (16), for a boundary formed by a translating and rotating solid body of
constant shape. We will discuss this relation later on, in Chapter 4, but we use some of
the results here to give an expression for çb on the boundary of a forcedly moving body.

Let VG be a 6-vector consisting of the 3-vector VG denoting the velocity of the body's
centre of gravity XC and the 3-vector WG indicating its angular velocity. Its time derivative
A is made up of the acceleration aG of the centre of gravity and the body's angular
acceleration c. Furthermore let N be a 6-vector consisting of the 3-vector n, indicating
the local normal vector in a point on the body boundary, and the 3-vector r x n denoting
its cross product with the vector r connecting XG and a fluid particle which is contact
with the body boundary. The boundary conditions for q, and tn in a fluid particle
sliding along the body boundary read:

onS(t) , (2.12)

Ç5tn = N AG + R1 (Vç - VG - WG x r) . (Vq - VG - W x r)

+n. [WGx(wGxr)+2WGx(V_vG_WGxr)_V(V.V)] , (2.13)

onS(t)

Here R is the local radius of curvature of the boundary in the direction of the fluid velocity
relative to the boundary's velocity, so of V' - VG - '-G x r. In the special case of a fixed
boundary, e.g. the bottom 13, the above equations reduce to

= O , on 5(t) , (2.14)
= O , on 8(t) . (2.15)

These boundary conditions for the Laplace problems are of Neumann type. They allow us
to model fixed and forcedly moving impermeable boundaries. The case of freely floating
bodies is treated in Chapter 4.

Using Laplace's equation for and the boundary conditions given above, we can
describe the time evolution of free-surface flows with a bottom and other, fixed or forcedly
moving, impermeable boundaries.

Open Boundaries Often we wish to model a flow which is virtually unlimited by phys-
ical lateral boundaries. For example, the wave-body interactions of ships and platforms
at sea takes place in a flow which has a vast horizontal extent. This means that waves
can enter the area of interest from far away and also that waves generated in this area
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can travel away virtually without meeting any obstacles. We wish to model this laterally
open character of the flow. In the mathematical model we therefore assume that the
horizontal dimensions of the flow are not only vast but even infinite. If the depth is large
compared to characteristic horizontal physical length scales of the flow, the bottom in the
mathematical model may also be assumed to be infinitely deep for the sake of simplicity,
introducing only negligible differences in the flow behaviour.

In the present mathematical model, an open-boundary condition at the boundaries at
infinity should mimic the flow outside Q which exists in the physical situation as
much as possible. This may include the following tasks. It should prescribe waves and
current oían ambient flow field to enter the domain, if present. Flow-making conditions
may be used to prescribe for waves and/or current according to a certain theory or obser-
vations. Many theories have been developed for the description of (wave) flows including
linear, second-order, see e.g. [91], and fully nonlinear ones, see [82]. Another task is to
have outgoing waves radiate outward to infinity. Furthermore it should prevent distur-
bances to enter the domain. If all tasks are performed at the same time at a boundary, we
call the condition a general open-boundary condition. If no flow is prescribed at infinity,
it is called a radiation condition or absorbing boundary condition (ABC).

ABCs have to meet certain conditions if they are to be useful. In an excellent review
of absorbing boundary conditions, [31] mentions the following set of tasks an absorbing
condition should accomplish.

The problem in Q is mathematically well-posed.

The truncated domain problem is a good approximation of the original, infinite-
domain problem.

The absorbing condition on A is highly compatible with the numerical solution
scheme used.

The numerical method together with the absorbing condition forms a stable numer-
ical scheme.

The amount of spurious reflection generated by the absorbing condition is small.

The absorbing condition involves only a small computational effort.

When a steady state solution is sought, the numerical scheme reaches the steady
state rapidly.

Until present no general perfect absorbing boundary condition has been found. Devising
an absorbing boundary condition is therefore a matter of trade-off of the degree to which
it satisfies each of the above requirements.

In theories where the free-surface conditions are linearized, there are techniques to sim-
ulate this laterally open character of the flow by so-called Green's functions, see e.g.
Chapter 5 in [45], which incorporate the behaviour of the free surface in this horizontally
infinite region. We will be adopting numerical technique requiring the computational
domain be truncated at a finite distance from the area of interest. The resulting explicit
lateral boundaries are called open if they are not related to an object such as a bottom,
a wall or a wave-making flap.
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Because the position of an open boundary is not given by the shape of an object,it
has to be determined in a different way. 19], Chapter 4, has shown that in the absence
of an extra boundary condition on the edge 3F of the free surface, these edges should
move in a material way along with the fluid particles for well-posedness. (If vaj. - Vq,
where vF is the velocity of the free-surface edge, would point outward in lateral direction,
hyperbolic instability would occur.) The remainder of A may then move in a non-material
way allowing fluid to pass through A. If it would move in a material sense, it might
become curved in a way that numerical instabilities would occur. Therefore we choose
a curtain-like motion for A following its upper edge 0F as far as its horizontal motion
is concerned. The motion of the open boundary is expressed by the following kinematic
boundary condition:

Dx
=Vq+Va , onA(t) (2.16)

where Va is an alignment velocity and Va = O at the intersection OA with the free surface
if no flow-making condition is prescribed at A.

We now pass to the actual absorbing conditions that may be applied at A. Several
kinds of absorbing boundary conditions have been developed in the past for free-surface
problems. An exact absorbing boundary condition has been given for linearized wave
problems by [21]. A big advantage of this condition is that ít is not based on any extra
assumption about behaviour of the solution. The main disadvantage for practical use of
this condition is that it consists of pseudodifferential equations, which are non-local both
in space and in time. This complicates direct application in numerical models. Further-
more, since it is based on linear theory, it is not clear beforehand how effective it is for
the nonlinear problems we are presently interested in. However, they have proven to be
very helpful in a number of problems. The pseudodifferential equations can be approx-
imated by partial differential equations which can be used as local absorbing boundary
conditions. Depending on the order of approximation, différent absorbing conditions have
been derived, see e.g. [44], [88] and [8]. A disadvantage of these conditions is that the
differentialequations need to be tuned to the expected wave field.

In almost all cases we have used Sommerfeld's radiation condition as ABC, which is
based on a linear approximation of the outgoing waves. At any point on the boundary
it can only absorb waves with one (horizontal) wave number . For the Laplace problem
for and for we have, respectively:

c= - + Vç5 , on A(t)Dt
, onA(t),

where c is the phase velocity of the outgoing waves. Clearly i and c have to be provided
either as an a priori estimate or as a function of the flow evolution before this ABC

can be used.

The above partial differential equations form one of the categories of absorbing boundary
conditions. Another category consists of prescribing a certain behaviour of the solution in
the flow outside the domain with a Dirichlet-to-Neumann or DtN-relation. Examples of
their application are found in e.g. [18] for a time-independent Laplace problem, and [92]
for a time-dependent surface-wave problem. The latter report an amplitude absorption
coefficient of CA = 0.995 when the absorbing boundary is at a distance of one wave-
length from a wave-making object. A third type of absorbing waves is by a translating

(2.17)

(2.18)
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vertical piston. [12] have derived a practical transfer function for low-frequency waves
which determines the horizontal motion of the piston as a function of the actual fluid
force acting on it. They have reported amplitude absorption coefficients CA > 0.85 for
wave frequencies w < v', where H is the depth of the horizontal-bottom flow. The
absorption coefficient approaches unity in the limit for w + 0. In a fourth category of
absorbing conditions artificial damping is applied to the flow in regions near the lateral
boundaries A. [24] applied artificial damping on the free surface and reported good ab-
sorbing performance. The artificial damping at the free surface may be combined with
each of the other absorbing boundary conditions at adjacent lateral boundaries A. [13]
found that artificial damping can be applied in a way such that it is complementary to the
absorption by a piston: the former absorbs shorter waves best, the latter longer waves.
The amplitude absorption coefficient in certain two-dimensional surface-wave problems
was always CA 0.85.

Initial Conditions

In Subsection 2.2.1 we have derived field equations for and , namely the Laplace-
equations. These field equations do not involve time. The description of the time evolu-
tion of the flow comes in through the boundary conditions, which have been derived in
Subsection 2.2.1. Some of them give explicit conditions on the boundaries, others only
prescribe the time evolution of the flow at the boundary. They need to be integrated in
time. For this we need initial values of the quantities to be integrated at the time t = t0

at the beginning of a calculation.

To begin with, the initial shape of the flow region has to be determined. We set Oí (t0)
From below it is bounded by the bottom. Laterally, the domain is bounded either

by artificial lateral boundaries or by objects like pistons, at the upper side its boundary is
determined by the shape of the free surface. The initial shape of the free surface may be
prescribed according to a certain wave theory. The initial shape 8o serves as an initial
condition for the kinetic boundary condition equation (2.9) at the free surface and the
kinetic boundary condition equation (2.16) at an open boundary.

In the case of a boundary formed by a moving body, its initial position is determined
by the initial position and orientation of this bodies:

XG (t0) = XG.o (2.19)

RG(to) = RG,O (2.20)

where R is defined as a matrix containing the three unit vectors which point in the
directions of the body's principal axes of inertia and which form an orthonormal system, so

Rc = [Ç,j, k]. For an illustration of coordinate systems see Figure 2.2. The subscripts
p are indicative of the frame of the principal axes of inertia (PAl), the superscripts e
ìndicate that these vectors are expressed in terms of the earth-fixed coordinate frame

.7e, ke. The actual position of the boundary is determined by the shape of the body.
Only the wetted part S of the body boundary is part of the flow region's boundary acl(t).
To determine this wetted part in a nonlinear flow where the degree of submergence of a
body may vary, the shape of the whole body needs to be known. The intersection 3S of
.T and S is called the waterline. It can be an empty set if the body is completely above
the free surface or completely submerged.

Next we treat the field variables and per boundary. The initial conditions are
indicated with subscript 0. Since the free surface is a Dirichlet boundary we give the
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Figure 2.1: Sketch of the flow domain Q and boundary types on

Figure 2.2: The coordinate systems used in this thesis. The earth-fixed system has origin
O. The fixed-orientation frame and the frame of the principal axes of inertia share the
origin in the centre of gravity X
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initial values of çL and ç along this boundary:

= , ori F(t0) , (2.21)

= V0Vozo , on(t0) (2.22)

Since follows directly from the (solution for) the -field, its initial value need not be
prescribed explicitly.

On open boundaries with Sommerfeld's radiation condition (2.18) based on partial
differential equations, we need to prescribe:

= , on A(t0) , (2.23)

where the çt are given.

By remarking that the initial values on boundaries with prescribed conditions are au-
tomatically given in the prescriptions, we finish the description of all initial conditions.
This completes the description of the mathematical model. It consists of two field equa-
tions, one for and one for , together with appropriate boundary conditions and initial
conditions. Under certain conditions the mathematical problem of solving these field
equations with boundary and initial conditions is well posed, see 85]. A general proof
of well-posedness is not easy to give. In the remainder of this work we will assume the
problems treated are well-posed. After they have been solved, the resulting solution for
the flow and body motion can be studied.

2.2.2 Integral Equations
Above we have given Laplace's equation for which imposes that volume can neither
be created nor destroyed in its interior. The driving mechanism, however, is described
by another field equation, equation (2.6), which we discarded almost completely, except
at the free surface. Here it serves, in integral form, as the dynamic boundary condition
equation (2.10): it captures the dynamics of the flow. Other boundary conditions also
drive the flow, by enforcing a certain velocity for example. This will be reflected by the
fact that the numerical time evolution of the flow will be captured by the time integration
or updating of values on the fluid boundary.

The conservation of volume means that the flow is incompressible, which implies that
in the interior of the flow information is transported at infinite speed. For example, if
we push against the fluid at one end of the boundary, the influence of this action is
transmitted at infinite speed to every point in the flow, including those on the boundary.
One implication of this is that each point on the boundary is directly connected with all
other points on the boundary. (Another effect of this pushing is that waves may be created
at the free surface, which travel at a finite speed under the influence of gravitation.) This
is a physical explanation of the direct global coupling and it will be reflected by the
boundary integral equation that will be given below.

The prescriptive boundary conditions together with the time integration of boundary
conditions that give time derivatives of a boundary quantity determine the evolution of the
flow including the shape of its domain; the field equations 'merely' serve to communicate
the changes between all points at the boundary. This insight suggests splitting the problem
in a temporal problem of finding the evolution of the boundary and a spatial problem of
finding the interior flow and the communication between all points on the boundary.
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Time Integration

We formally carry out the time integration of the boundary conditions containing mate-
rial (or total) time derivative of quantities by writing them in vector form as u. More
specifically u contains the position of the moving boundaries F and open boundaries A
as well as the value of ç5 on these boundaries. Its total derivative ú = f(t, u) is integrated
from the initial time t0 onwards in the following way:

u(t) = u(to) + f f(r, u)dr , on (t) , (2.24)
to

with t E I [t0, ts], ts t0 where I is a certain time interval. On fixed or forced
impermeable boundaries the time dependent position and orientation and ,, and çbtn are
prescribed, rather than integrated.

Space Integration

We now exploit the fact that Laplace's equation is elliptic to reduce the problem with the
field equation in 1 to a boundary-integral equation (BIE) which only involves the shape
of and values on 2. This simplification process has been described extensively in e.g.
[85]. He described how various BIEs may be derived for the problem at hand. Motivated
by accuracy and efficiency arguments, he chose one particular BIE to build a numerical
model. The present method is based on his work, and we will simply state the BIE it is
based on.

We assume the flow region l (t) is singly connected, and that its boundary ô2 (t) is
piecewise smooth. (The results in e.g. [25] demonstrate that the requirement of singly-
connectedness does not always have to be satisfied in the case of fully sumerged bodies.)
Furthermore let ç5 and çb be C2-continuous and let the fundamental solution be given by
G (z; ) = 1/ (4irft - xI) in three dimensions and G (z; ) = 1/ (2ir) in (1/I - xJ)
in two dimensions. Then for z on a smooth part of ô Green's third theorem yields:

(z) =11 [G (; ) ç5 () - G (; z) ç5 (e)] dA , (2.25)

The same equation holds for çb as well. In this way the Laplace equations for both çS and
are transformed into BIEs. They express that ç5 (ç5t) in any point on the flow boundary

is given by an integral along this boundary of terms containing çb, (ç5tfl) and ç5 (ç5t) 'mod-
ulated' by G and G, respectively. Thus the boundary values are interlinked through the
BIE, which has replaced the incompressibility and volume conservation properties on the
present mathematical level. The functions G(; z) and G(; z) describe the contribution
of a unit source (related to çb,) or dipole (related to ç5) in ¿ to the value of the potential
(ç5) in z.

An advantage of this transformation is the reduction by one of the number of dimensions
involved, namely from a differential equation to be satisfied in ì to a BIE to be satisfied
on 8. Other advantages of the BIE-formulation will become clear when the numerical
model is treated. A disadvantage can also be foreseen at this point. The differential oper-
ator of the differential (Laplace) equation works locally, whereas the integral operator
f f in the integral equation works globally. This difference is responsible for the fact that
volume discretizations of the problem can be made to correspond to sparse matrices where
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£ c
ßE

1 1/6 0

2 1/3 1/2
3 1/3 1/2
4 1/6 1

Table 2.2: The values of the coefficients used in the RK4 time-stepping method

there are only direct relations between neighbouring points, whereas boundary discretiza-
tions correspond to full matrices with non-zero elements throughout the matrices because
their is a direct relation between all points.

2.2.3 Discretized Equations

A general time integral equation is given in Subsection 2.2.2, equation (2.24). There the
vector u containing the positions of and quantities in the collocation points is integrated.
Its time derivative, given by f(t, u) depends on the solution of the spatial problem, i.e.
the BIE described in Subsection 2.2.2. In the present Subsection we will discuss the time
and space discretization of the BIE. The combination of the time integration and the
solution of the spatial problem will result in a time-stepping method based on positions
of and quantities in a limited number of collocation points on

Time Discretization

Because of a favourable stability region and the absence of an iteration process, [85] has
chosen to use the classical fourth-order Runge-Kutta method (RK4) for the numerical
time integration. Furthermore, according to [71], Section 3.6, an advantage of RK4 is
that 'for solutions that show marked and sudden changes in trend, Runge-Kutta methods
may be expected to perform better than Predictor-Corrector methods, which will be led
astray by their reliance on the trend of previous steps'; another advantage is that adaptive
stepping is easier to implement for Runge-Kutta methods. A disadvantage of RK4 is that
four evaluations of f(t, u) are needed each time step.

For the time discretization we choose S + 1 points t in time with t E I, t_1 < t,
i E {0,.. . , S} and S E I'J. Define t - t_1. (The time-step size and points t
need only be determined after the integration has reached time t_1.) Next we approximate
the exact values u(t) with u by successively carrying out time steps according to the
classical fourth-order Runge-Kutta method (RK4). » reads

= O (2.26)

= f (t_1 + ßAt, u_ + , L = 1, 2,3,4 (2.27)

= u_ + ¿ti (iK1 + cx2K + c3K + ci4K) (2.28)

and is applied at every time level t_1, i E {1, . . . , S). The values of ûg and , £ E
{1, 2,3, 4} are given in Table 2.2. For a derivation of this time-stepping method see e.g.
[33]. The truncation error is O(t') per time step.
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Space Discretization

The space integral relation is given by the BIEs in equation (2.25) for the Laplace problem
for (and q as well). This equation only holds in points z on smooth parts, like F, of
the boundary Oft We now describe a panel method for the discretization of these BIEs.
It is based on the method developed by [85], [9], and [10]. This space discretization is
applied at all time levels in the time-discretization method. For the discretization of the
space integration we divide all smooth parts of O into patches 2k, k E {1, K} where
K is the total number of patches, see Figure 2.3. Because we will be using quadrilateral
panels (see below), the patches are chosen such that each of them has four vertices Qkt,
£ = 1, 2,3,4 that are connected by smooth curves Rk( as edges. At the vertex Qk edges
R.k((t_1)mod4) and R.k meet at an angle ?J)ki E (0, 7r). In this fashion, c9 is covered with
patches Pk that have rectangular topologies.

To facilitate the determination of finite-difference weights, see Appendix B, we relate
each patch in this physical domain to a rectangular computational domain C,, through
transformations T,. that are C2-continuous and one-to-one, so Tk : C,, Pk, see Figure
2.3. They map the vertices Vk of Ck onto Qkt and its edges ek onto R-kj. In each
computational region Ck an origin is chosen in VkI, a u-axis along E1 in the direction of
Dk2 and a v-axis along E4 in the direction of Dk4.

Now C,, is subdivided into smaller rectangles, called panels, of equal size. ¿'kl is divided
into mI. equal parts, Ek4 into n equal parts, mk, fl E IN. The divide lines u = i and y = j,
i E {1, mk}, j E {1, flk}, are called grid lines. The panels' centres at (u, y) = (i - -
are called CPs (CPs). By the transformations T,, all these panels, grid lines, and CPs
are related to panels, grid lines, and CPs on Oft In physical space, the grid lines are
generally curved. The set of grid lines, panels, and CPs belonging to one patch 2k in
physical space is called a network. In total the boundary of the flow region is divided into
N i'- m,,nk panels with as many CPs, where m and Ttk are the numbers of panels
in either direction on network Pk.

Using the concept of panels, we will now give the first step of discretizing the BIE in
equation (2.25). We apply it in a CP z2 and represent the boundary O by the sum of
all the panel surfaces LA2, i = i . . N. They still exactly cover Oft The result of this
exercise reads

(x)= [[[c (; z') () - G (; x') (e)] dAe, j = 1,.. . , N. (2.29)

(t)

This equation is exact, since we have not introduced any approximation yet.

To continue, we need descriptions of the 'connection lines' 7kt of adjacent networks.
From there we will work our way towards the descriptions of panel geometries. Note that
one network edge may coincide with (parts of) edges of more than one adjacent network,
and that the networks may be connecting either smoothly or at an angle. In the present
method the intersections are determined with extrapolations from the three outermost
rows of CPs parallel to these intersections. The present intersection algorithm, which has
been developed by [9], Appendix A, is limited to application to neighbouring networks
with the same resolution along their common edges such that the outermost CPs on both
networks lie more or less opposite to each other with respect to their intersection line
or common edge. In this respect the present algorithm limits the spatial distribution of
resolution.

Consider an outermost CF near a network edge and two consecutive CPs in the di-
rection away from the edge on the same network, see Figure 2.4. A quadratic local
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?ki

Computational domain Physical domain

k4

Figure 2.3: Three networks on the physical boundary ÔQ in the right of this figure, and
one network in the computational domain in the left. They are divided into panels. The
network Cj. in the computational domain is mapped to Pk in the physical domain by
transformation Tk

Figure 2.4: Two networks connecting at an angle. Points on the connection line are
determined from extrapolations using CPs on the adjacent networks. The connecting line
is approximated using a cubic spline

k3

k4

s
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approximation is made of the curve, a so-called intra-grid line, through these CPs. This
curve is extrapolated towards the network edge, where it approaches a similar intra-grid
line of the adjacent network. In general, these extrapolated curves do not intersect, since
they are only numerical approximations of the real grid lines. Nevertheless we need a
uniquely defined point defining the numerical approximation of the intersection point.
An iterative procedure is used to find such an intersection point, see [9], Appendix A.
This intersection point is then used as one point on the intersection line or common edge
of two networks. The procedure is cárried out for all CPs near network edges to find sets of
'intersection' points defining numerical approximations of all the intersection lines. These
points may be associated with the points (u,v) = (i - 1/2), (mk,j - 1/2), (i - 1/2,nk),
and (O, j - 1/2) in the computational domains Ck respectively, although they do not lie
exactly at these positions. The intersection points at network edges near the vertices
are used in similar extrapolations and iterative procedures to determine these vertices
Qkl, which are common to at least three adjacent networks. The intersection lines R.kt
are further approximated using cubic splines z (s), where the coordinates of points along
the intersection lines are given as functions of a computational coordinate s which takes
integer-minus-one-half values at the intra-grid line intersection points, and integer values
at network vertices. In this way, the edges and vertices of all networks are determined.
One disadvantage of this method is that they are 'passive' points obtained from extrap-
olations from the interiors of the networks. A more intrinsically accurate method would
be to actively move points on the intersections according to their velocities. Particularly
at intersections of free-surface networks with non-free-surface networks like on the lateral
boundaries A or body boundaries S, it might be advantageous to use extra information
available in CPs apart from their positions.

The next step is to approximate the panel geometries, which are based on local cur-
vatures approximated with a local quadratic approximation of the boundary, and the
distributions of and , on the panels, which is based on Taylor expansions with tan-
gential derivatives approximated with a local quadratic approximation, as proposed by
[9], Subsection 5.1.2. The local quadratic approximation in each panel is determined
from the positions of and values of quantities in a molecule of 3 x 3 CPs, one of which
is the GP concerned, see Figure Bl. First a local coordinate frame, consisting of three
orthonormal unit vectors 81,82, fl, is created in the GP of each panel. The first two are
taken in directions locally tangential to the boundary, and the third is taken normal to
the boundary pointing into the fluid. The GP positions in a molecule are then used to
determine weights to be used in a finite difference scheme to obtain the local curvature of
the boundary and the tangential derivatives of and ç along the boundary. The aim is
to express the curvature and tangential derivatives in terms of values known in the CPs
in the moiecule using the finite-difference weights. We have worked this out for a central
GP in a molecule in Appendix B. For the other points a slightly different procedure is used.

After the discretization, the boundary integral equation (2.29) can be approximated by a
set of linear equations:

[ci (c 8i) ] =0 , i = 1...N , (2.30)

where C are the source coefficients, associated with G and C the dipole coefficients,
associated with G. Together they are called influence coefficients. In fact equation
(2.30) contains a set of N linear equations in 2N quantities, namely the and the
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, j = i . . N. In this representation of the original BIE, the are known on Dirichiet
boundaries and the are known on the Neumann boundaries. This reduces the num-
ber of unknOwns to N as far as the BIE contains only Dirichiet and Neumann boundary
conditions. In principle, therefore, equation (2.30) can be solved. We rewrite it as

AX=BYEb, (2.31)

where we have collected the unknowns and the knowns in the N-vectors X and Y respec-
tively. The coefficients in front of the unknowns in equation (2.30) are collected in the
N x N-matrix A and the negative of those in front of the knowris in the N x N-matrix
B. See Figure 2.5 for an illustration of the structure of the matrices and vectors. In the
absence of free body motions, the same matrix equation is used for t, since in that case
15tn is known on the wetted body boundary S.

The matrix A is neither symmetrical nor positive definite, and A is full as well. In
the computations described in Chapter 3 the above matrix equation has been solved
by Gaussian elimination because the number of panels was small, in those described in
Chapter 6 the matrix equation has been solved by an iterative method, namely the Bi-
Conjugate Gradient method as described by [89]. After solving the matrix equation (2.31),
and a similar one for , , ç and çL are known in all CPs i = 1.. . N. This is the
numerical solution of the spatial problems in the form of BIEs for and t.

2.3 Numerical Method
2.3.1 Time-Domain Panel Method
Above we have described a time-stepping method, the well-known classical fourth-order
Runge-Kutta method, for the time integration of the boundary conditions on the boundary,
O2 of a flow domain 2, and a panel method for the solution of the BIEs related with
the problems zØ = O and L4 = O in ft A brief description of their combination to a
time-domain panel method follows. The method consists of a time-marching scheme in
which solution of the spatial problem is embedded.

Prescribe CP positions x1, body positions, orientations, velocities, and accelerations
x, R, V, A at t = t0
Determine panel curvatures Rl, Rl2, Rl and finite-difference weights w, w,

a dS1S1 3152' 8282

Calculate influence coefficients C and

Prescribe or calculate known boundary conditions 51, çb at Dirichlet and , ç at
Neumann boundaries at t = t0

Solve matrix equations to find , and
, ç in all CPs at t = t0

Calculate body forces Fk at t = to

Repeat for time n = i to n = S

Repeat for intermediate RK4 level L = i to L = 4

* Calculate CP velocities y5 and time rates of change of boundary conditions
at t = ta_1 + /3t * K
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* If m < 3
Prescribe or integrate CF positions x3, body positions, orientations,
velocities, and accelerations x, Ra, B, A to or at the intermediate
level t = ta_1 + 13t+îtn using K
Define panel curvatures R, R2, R and finite-difference weights w,

zm im zm d
32 SISI' 3132' 5232

Calculate influence coefficients C2 and C

Integrate or prescribe boundary conditions , ç at Dirichlet and ,

ç7 at Neumann boundaries at t = ta_i + ße+itn
Solve matrix equations to know Øi, and in all CPs at the
intermediate level t = ta_1 + ße+iAtn

Calculate body forces F' at the intermediate level t te_1 + /e+itn
* End if

-. End repeat

Calculate or prescribe CP positions x2, body positions, orientations, velocities,
and accelerations x, R, V, AkG,, according to u = Un_1 + tn(iiKi +
a2K2+a3K3 + a4K4)

- Determine panel curvatures R, R2, R and finite-difference weights w, w,
wim wim and WimSjS 3132' 3252

- Calculate influence coefficients C and C-

- Integrate or prescribe boundary conditions ', at Dirichiet and at
Neumann boundaries at t = tn

- Solve matrix equations to know ç, and , ç in all CPs at t = t,

- Calculate body forces F' at t =

. End repeat

The computer code expressing the above algorithm has been set up according to this
sequence. It represents the basic structure of the method. Most of the analytical back-
ground ideas have been briefly explained or mentioned above. But a numerical method
involves not only this but also techniques specific to numerics. They will be dealt with in
the next Subsection.

Truncation of the Physical Problem
When numerically simulating physical phenomena, choices have to be made as regards the
truncation of the physical time interval and space domain down to the magnitudes covered
in the simulation. Depending on the resolutions chosen, the magnitude of the interval and
domain is limited by the available resources, namely CPU time and computer memory.
Therefore a trade-off has to be made between computational accuracy and costs. One
aspect of this is insight in the necessary magnitudes of the time interval and the space
domain used in the simulation. A few guidelines which we have used for the calculations
described in Chapters 3 and 6 are given below.
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Time Interval

For the calculations described in Chapters 3, 6, physical arguments are used and com-
bined with the simulation goal to estimate which magnitudes are necessary to guarantee a
certain accuracy of the results. We shall assume that a basic time scale T can be identified
for the phenomenon to be modelled; it might be an oscillation period of the dominant
process, e.g. a wave period of incoming waves or an oscillation period of a body's motion.
Nonlinear interactions within the fluid and with floating bodies may lead to a largest rele-
vant timescale T+ determined by subharmonic effects and to a smallest relevant timescale
T_ determined by superharmonic effects.

The length of the numerical time interval I is determined by the interval needed for
irrelevant transient effects (originating from e.g. the starting up) to disappear and by the
duration of relevant physical phenomena that have to be captured. When hydrodynamic
coefficients are to be determined from harmonic oscillations of a body of period T, the
largest relevant time scale is T = T and I is typically a few oscillation periods; if the
motion of a moored vessel is to be simulated, subharmonic time scales T+ > T are often
relevant for the determination of I. Generally we put I = rT+.

Space Domain

The dimensions of the numerical flow domain are determined by the criterion that it should
be large enough for the physics to be represented accurately enough. Three relevant factors
are the dimensions of the physical domain filled with relevant phenomena, the duration I
of the simulation, and the dependence on the distance to the relevant flow region of the
efficiency of absorbing boundary conditions available.

If we do not consider bottom topography, the vertical dimension G of the relevant
physical domain is determined by the draught D of a floating body involved, the maximum
relevant wavelength À±, the bottom depth H, and a measure x indicating how deep below
the keel the influence of the floating body on the flow reaches. For a definition sketch of
these and other quantities, see Figure 2.6. We have

G = H , if H and H D + x , (2.32)

G = mint7+, D +x) , if H> À and H > D + x , (2.33)

A numerical domain the depth of G is sufficient for adequate simulations of the physical
processes.

In the absence of a current and bodies with forward velocity, the horizontal dimension
K of the relevant physical domain is determined by a measure indicating how far from
the bow or stern the influence of the floating body reaches, the largest relevant group
velocity c9 (of potentially disturbing waves) that occurs, the simulation interval I, and
the dependence of the effectiveness of any ABC used on the distance from the region of
interest of the flow. When an ABC used which completely reflects waves with a group
velocity of c9 (thus acting like a wall for these waves), the horizontal dimension K of the
relevant physical domain is

K max(O, c9+I) . (2.34)

A numerical domain of length K is sufficient for adequate simulations. In the linear
limit and on flat bottoms the largest relevant group velocity cg+ never exceeds the linear
shallow-water velocity 'J belonging to a depth of G, so < in that.

If the ABC is more efficient, K may be less than the value given in the above equation.
It is difficult to give a general rule for the minimum safe distance of the absorbing lateral
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boundary part in terms of its absorption characteristics. It depends strongly on the nature
of the reflected signal in relation to the phenomena of interest. Important information for
a judgement of the quality of an absorbing boundary condition are its reflection coefficient
and its reflection direction as functions of the wave number. Knowledge of this function
may help determining the value of a particular absorbing boundary condition for a certain
flow problem.

2.3.2 Accuracy
A prerequisite for accurate results is stability, which is discussed below. First we shall
assume that stability is guaranteed. Both the time and the space discretization introduce
errors which are inversely proportional in some sense to the resolution. Increasing the
resolution generally increases the accuracy. We discuss the inaccuracies associated with
time and space discretizations and state practical accuracy criteria for the resolutions
which have been applied in this work.

Time-step size

An explicit general practical time-step-size criterion is hard to give, since an error analysis
for a coupled problem with many time steps and boundary integrations is very compli-
cated, and it is not undertaken here. [85], Chapter 10, has carried out analyses of errors
due to the time discretization and to spatial discretizations for certain simplified problems.

After introducing the temporal discretization in Subsections 2.2.3, we have indicated
that the errors in the numerical results are of O (t4) for the temporal problem for fine
enough discretizations, which holds per time step. [85] gave the following, more precise
estimates of local amplitude and phase errors, LZ and ¿I respectively, due to the time
discretization alone and per time step for waves in the linearized free-surface equations if
the RK4 time discretization is used:

= Ze_th(t0t)8
1

= (wt)5 + O (wt)7

where Z is the wave amplitude and w its frequency. RK4 is therefore slightly dissipative
and introduces slight phase errors if wtt « 1. An accuracy condition on the time step is
based on the criteria that the relative decrease in Z due to numerical dissipation do not
exceed a certain maximum O < « 1 at the end of the simulation interval I and that the
absolute value of the phase error in 1 due to numerical dispersion stay below a certain
value f. From equations (2.35) and (2.36) we derive the following accuracy conditions.
We take into account only the lowest-order part of the errors given there and use the fact
that the number of (equally sized) time steps is I/st to find

1 9k1()
1 15 1()

where the approximation ln (1 - ) -( has been made. These conditions should hold
for all relevant wave phenomena, the most stringent condition being found for the short-
est relevant wave period. The usefulness is limited since they are based on a local error

(2.35)

(2.36)

(2.37)

(2.38)
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Using the inverse function P1 of P, we find

d < -P-' (-f) . (2.42)

This condition should hold for all relevant wavelengths separately, the strictest one being
given by the shortest wavelength.

For waves of the basic relevant wavelength \ iii the calculations described in this -work,
we typically had ¿d .< 0.0625A, and I 4T. From Figure 10.3 in [85] we find that
P(2ird/\) P(0.39) 0.003. The phase error due to the spatial discretization is then
estimated to be

< 0.012 2ir 0.075 . (2.43)
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analysis.

In the computations described in later chapters, typical values we have used were =
0.025T and I = 4T, where T is the basic oscillation or wave period in the problem. From
the above estimates we readily see that if the spatial problem at any level in time were
solved exactly, we would have

LZ/Z L 3. i0 , (2.39)

L 110527r6105 (2.40)

throughout the computations. We expect that these errors are small enough for our
purposes.

Grid Size

[88] has analyzed the error caused by the spatial discretization alone for the simplified
problem of a linear free surface. In his analysis q is approximated by a linear function
on each panel and ç5, by a constant. He showed that a three-dimensional panel method
similar to the present one with the said approximations of and q on a regular grid with
rectangular panels of equal size causes no numerical dissipation, and very little numerical
dispersion if the panel dimension is small enough compared with the wavelength \. It can
be shown that the smallest representable half-wavelength on such a grid is given by the
distance zd between a panel corner and the panel diagonal not crossing it. From [85],
Figure 10.3, gives an indication of the relative error P ( - c)/c in the phase velocity as
a function of the-resolution, where is the numerical phase velocity and c the exact phase
velocity. The given results for P hold for a BIEM for Vq which is two-dimensional rather
than a BIEM for ç5 which is three-dimensional; otherwise the methods very similar. From
the figure it is concluded that P differs less than 0.003 from unity if for the resolution
holds that 27r/À < 2.

For the present method, where q5 is approximated by a quadratic function and çt,., by
a linear function, we expect no more unfavourable behaviour. Writing I - cl/c =
P (27rd/.)), assuming a simulation interval I, and requiring that the maximum abso-
lute phase error within the numerical domain stay under f for waves with wavelength )
and period T, we derive the accuracy condition:
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Clearly this phase error estimate exceeds the one caused by the time discretization. As
far as phase errors of this magnitude occur they are expected to occur mainly at the
extremities of the numerical domain and at the end of the numerical time interval I. This
gives an impression of the kind of phase errors that can be expected. -

2.3.3 Stability
Apart from the accuracy, the stability of the methods is also influenced by the time-
step and grid size. Stability conditions for both resolutions can be derived. A practical
approach for numerical calculations is to begin with a choice ¿Xt and zt such that preset
accuracy conditions are met. After that an upper limit for the time-step size which still
allows a stable calculation can be determined as a function of the grid size using the
stability conditions, which is studied first. Next we consider the influence of the time
evolution on the grid quality and adaptations that help to maintain an acceptable grid.

Time-Step Adaptation

For the present method, the stability has been shown to be conditional. This statement
is based on two observations. The first is that many useful results have been produced
by the present computational method, see [9] and [16]. The second is that for certain
combinations of time step dimensions and panel dimensions, no stable results have been
obtained. It appears that stability conditions have to be met for a computation to give
useful results. Some of the stability conditions are known explicitly and are used to adapt
the time-step size to the grid and the physics at every time level, if necessary.

The stability conditions are related to the stability requirement of the particular time-
integration algorithm, stating that the time step size should be smaller than a constant
times the smallest (wave) period or inverse growth rate that may occur in the fully dis-
cretized problem. Below we give the stability conditions applied in the present method.

[20] have given a stability condition for the time-step size t based on spatially exact
solutions to the linear free surface stability conditions (subscript L). Based on an analysis
of a linearization around the nonlinear solution on a free surface of infinite length, [9],
Sections 6.3 and 6.4, determines the evolution of particular non-physical disturbances.
This leads to the nonlinear free-surface stability condition (subscript f). The condition
given by [20] can be considered the linear limit case of this nonlinear free-surface stability
condition. [9] also gives a derivation of a so-called radiation stability condition (subscript
r), earlier mentioned in [85], Section 12.3, that applies when the boundary condition
(2.18) is used on the artificial lateral boundaries.

The resulting time-step conditions are summarized by

27r9tERstab
T

where T E C is a time scale and 9 = ±1, ±i depending on the actual condition considered.
Rstab E C is the stability region of the particular time stepping scheme adopted; we use
RK4. It can be shown that the nonlinear free-surface condition is met if condition (2.44)
is satisfied for both T < Tj and T < T, where T and i-i, are as defined below. For RK4
this means that all stability conditions mentioned are satisfied if

2\/.t < -T
7r

(2.44)

(2.45)



Here IÇdI is the fluid velocity along the free surface in the direction of the line through the
panel corner and perpendicular to the opposite diagonal. These formulae are based on
an analysis of regular rectangular grids. The time scale re can be interpreted as the wave
period of /d gravity waves on a linearized free surface (in the deep-water approximation),
r,., is the time needed to pass the distance d with the fluid velocity Çd, and r,. is the
equivalent for the phase velocity c. For stable computations all the above conditions have
to be met, in addition to the accuracy conditions given above. This is brought about by
choosing small enough time steps and by automatic time-step adaptation according to
the above criteria during the calculations.

Grid Adaptation

During calculations, an initially adequate grid may become inadequate for the repre-
sentation of the flow due to the evolution of the flow and body motions as well as the
redistribution of the grid points by their material motion. For example 'stretching' of
the grid on the free surface .T may render it too coarse for a good description of waves
short with respect to the local panel dimensions. On lateral boundaries A the part near
the intersection 9.F with the free surface may drift away from the lower part near the
intersection ôB with the bottom.

If a computational method is to be flexible, it should be able to detect that the dis-
tribution is evolving toward an unacceptable distribution before it occurs, since the initial
distribution cannot usually be chosen such that it stays acceptable throughout a compu-
tation if the grid moves in a purely material fashion. Furthermore they should be able to
adapt the grid in such a way that it continues to be acceptable.

There are several ways to prevent unacceptable distributions. One is by simply regridding
the surface with a new set of CPs having no 'individual relations' with the original ones.
This has the advantage of large freedom in the choice of the new distribution and number
of poiñts. This can be done on boundaries whose shape is prescribed, like rigid floating
bodies and fixed bottom topography. Their shape is known exactly and the boundary con-
ditions for ç5,., and Ç5tn are determined from the body velocity and its exact shape. whereas

and ç are determined from the solution of a BIE. Therefore it does not matter, that
the new CPs after regridding have no relation with the old CPs before regridding, if only
the grid is adequate.

A disadvantage in the case of non-prescribed boundary shapes, is a relatively large
loss of information by interpolations used for determining the new CPs on an interpolated
surface defined by the old distribution at the same point in time, see [9], Section 5.1.1.
This poses problems when regridding is applied to boundaries with non-prescribed shapes
like the free surface. At this point we realize that only the velocity component normal
to the free-surface boundary determines its shape changes. The choice of the tangential
velocity components (of the grid points), however, is free and is part of the numerical
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is satisfied when for r each of the following time scales is substituted:

29
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(2.47)=
kd I

= - (2.48)
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solution technique, see {10. This has lead to a method for the adaptation of the physical
velocity v of the material points with an adaptation velocity Vq to obtain the grid velocity
vg of the grid points:

vmv,+v . (2.49)

The adaptation can be a combination of a correction velocity v and an alignment velocity
v (only applied on lateral and bottom boundaries), see Figure 2.7. The grid adaptation
on the boundary applied by [9) and in the present work is based on changing the tan-
gential CP velocity components in response to five grid properties. The first adaptation
mechanism detects uneven CP distributions and furthers an equidistant distribution and
centralizes the CPs on their panels, the second one detects regions with large surface
curvatures and responds by pulling CP's towards them, and the third pulls them towards
regions where large velocity gradients have been detected. The fourth mechanism coun-
teracts grid distorsion near network edges, whereas the fifth keeps the lateral boundaries
aligned and the bottom points 'attached' to the artificial boundaries. They aré meant to
serve to keep the distribution acceptable and adequate. Their effects can be tuned using
parameters, but no systematic study of the effects has yet been reported. The magnitude
of the correction velocities v is such that IIvIt where Lix' is a measure of
the local panel dimensions. By adapting the grid in this way, there remains always an
individual relation between each grid point on a new time level and the original grid point
at the previous level, particularly because the correction velocities are small. This ensures
a relatively accurate transfer of data to the new point. A shortcoming of this method
is that it tends to redistribute the CPs evenly along the surface, except when large cur-
vatures or velocity gradients occur. This may be highly undesirable, for example in the
case when a high resolution is needed in the region near a ship throughout the calculation.

When quantities are integrated according to material derivatives in the analytical de-
scription, these integrations have to be changed according to the correction and alignment
velocities. This applies to e.g. Dçb/Dt on the free surface F and lateral boundaries A.
The material derivative is replaced with the grid derivative defined as

+ (v . V) = + ((vg - V) . V) , (2.50)

see also [43], Section 4.4.
An adaptation mechanism should detect that the grid is evolving toward an unac-

ceptable grid before it occurs, and then respond in an adequate manner. The mechanism
described above responds to three actual grid properties rather than future grid proper-
ties, which causes a delay in the response. In Subsection 5.5.2 we will go into this subject
further.
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Figure 2.7: Physical, correction, and alignment velocities on the free surface, the artificial
lateral boundary, and the bottom
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Chapter 3

Validation in Two Dimensions

(This chapter is an adapted and extended version of [6].)

3.1 Introduction
Before the extension of the present computational method from fluid-body interactions in
two dimensions to those in three dimensions was undertaken, it was necessary to assess
the merits of the two-dimensional method based on the work by [16]. In particular we wish
to know whether it is accurate and whether simulating realistic fluid-body interactions is
feasible.

[16] has already carried out a verification and a validation study on the present method
in two dimensions. In his Chapter 6 he concluded that his results for the hydrodynamic
coefficients of a circle in heave and in sway are in fair agreement with those from lin-
ear theory and with the experiments by [105]. He stated the importance of well-chosen
numerical-tank dimensions to obtain results that compare well with results from linear
theory in a domain which is infinite in the horizontal and downward vertical directions.
In his Chapter 7 he reports on large-amplitude free heaving decay tests of a circle and a
rectangle, as well as of large-amplitude free rolling decay tests. The motion of a freely
decaying circle which is semi-submerged in equilibrium due to an initial vertical dis-
placement of three quarters of its radius is shown to be in fair agreement with linear results
by [67]. In his conclusions to this chapter he expresses his surprise to his observation that
only small nonlinear effects are visible in the free-motions of the bodies in his calculations.

Since questions remained as to the merits of the method we have decided to conduct
new experiments for validation of the method. The second-order accurate fully nonlin-
ear panel method as described in Chapter 2 is to be used by naval engineers to study
wave-body interaction. Since the present method is relatively new, its capabilities in
comparison with linear methods need to be demonstrated. We show its accuracy -in cases
where nonlinearities are negligible, as in the small-amplitude experiments described in
Subsection 3.5.1. The method also needs to demonstrate its capabilities in a wider range
of cases. Therefore we have carried out calculations for large-amplitude body oscillations
in Subsection 3.5.2, to find out if they are stable and if credible force signals and wave
motions are produced, as well as for a high free-surface wave in a tank in a sloshing ex-
periment. For these simulations material for comparison is available. The aim is to show
in how far and with what discretizations accurate results can be obtained.

The contents of this chapter are as follows. In Section 3.2 we briefly describe the con-
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cept of hydrodynamic coefficients, the radiation of energy by outgoing waves, and the
amplitude dependence of the fluid force on a vertically oscillating body. In Section 3.3 we
describe changes to the method aimed at an accurate determination of only the relevant
part of the fluid force and at an accurate and cheap approximation of the geometry of the
boundary of the fluid domain. The numerical treatment in the oscillation experiments
is indicated in Section 3.4: we describe the experiments and the truncation of the time
interval and the space domain for numerical purposes, and we perform sensitivity tests
to find guidelines for choice of the resolution. The numerical results of small as well as
large-amplitude forced body motions are presented in Section 3.5, as well as comparisons
with results from other methods. In Section 3.6 we show results of the calculation of
sloshing of fluid with a free surface in a tank with rigid walls, which are then compared
with those from various other methods.

3.2 Fluid Forces
In Subsection 3.2.1 we introduce the concept of hydrodynamic coefficients (i.e. added
mass, damping, and spring coefficients) which are related to fluid forces on bodies in
small-amplitude oscillations, as well as the radiation of energy by outgoing waves. Brief
remarks on the amplitude dependence of the fluid forces for large-amplitude oscillations
are made in Subsection 3.2.2.

3.2.1 Hydrodynamic Coefficients
Because the force on a body is relevant for in the interaction between a flow and a body,
we will describe the relation between the fluid forces on an oscillating body and the added
mass and the damping coefficient according to linear theocy. This means that the body
and the free surface are assumed to perform infinitely small motions. The description will
be confined to heave (vertical) motions, but it generalizes to sway (horizontal) and roll
(rotating) motions.

We consider a body which is forced into a prescribed harmonic vertical motion ZG(t) =
z0 + a sin wt of infinite duration, where a and w are so small that nonlinear terms in
the mathematical model are small. This implies, among other things, that a is so small
that the body can be considered wall-sided. This means that the beam B (breadth at
the waterline) of a body changes only little during the oscillation and that the (scaled)
sideward velocities induced in the fluid at the waterline of the virtual still free surface
are small. (In that case the nonlinear term (1/2)V Vç in the free-surface condition
is small.) Let the beam at the waterline be given by B(z) and let ¿B be the largest
deviation from B(z) of B in the interval z E [-a2, a2]. Furthermore let C be the largest
absolute value of dB/dz in the same interval, so the maximum sideward velocity has an
absolute value of Ca2w. Then we require that

B(0)
« (3.1)

Ca2w « i (3.2)

We can then neglect the nonlinearities and use a linear approach. The total vertical fluid
force on the body can then be written as:

F2 = V(d22 - C22ZG - - azzzG) (3.3)
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see e.g. [105]. Here Vd denotes the vertical force when the body and the fluid are in
rest with the body at ZG = z0. If this is its equilibrium position, which can and will be
assumed below without loss of generality for forced body motions, = i and Vd is

equal to the mass of the body, which is given by m = V (because of scaling no density
appears explicitly), V being the equilibrium under-water volume (area in two dimensions)
of the body. The spring coefficient c = B is the gravitational force on an amount of
fluid with a cross section equal to the water-plane area (length) B of the body and with
unit height. (Remember we have removed the fluid density and gravitational acceleration
by nondimensionalizing all the quantities.) Both and c are known from the body
geometry and average position z0 alone. The damping coefficient b2 and the added-mass
coefficient generally depend on the body geometry, on z0, on the geometry of the
physical flow domain, and on w.

Since we are considering a linear system, the force F in response to the harmonic input
signal of the harmonic body oscillation is also harmonic (apart from a constant offset),
be it with a phase lag with respect to the motion. Since V(d - czG) is a constant plus
a harmonic oscillation, this idua can expressed as follows:

F - V(d + czc) = A2 sin(wt - a) = V(b + aa) . (3.4)

Here is the amplitude of the vertical force in response to the vertical oscillation and
c is its phase lag. On substitution of zG(t) = a sinwt into equation (3.4), we can find
expressions for the added-mass and damping coefficient as functions of the prescribed
motion and the force signal. For the sake of clarity we give the definitions of the hy-
drodynamic coefficients that will be considered in this thesis. In a concise notation they
read:

( a,, ( (cos a,) /w2
l, ba,, ) - (sina,)/w

for the coefficients in direction u caused by an oscillation in the direction y. In the two-
dimensional case considered here, 'u and y indicate either y, z or . Thus we established the
sought after relation between the fluid forces on an oscillating body and the hydrodynamic
coefficients. The added-mass coefficient when multiplied with the body acceleration gives
the part of the force which is half a cycle out of phase with the body oscillation. The
damping coefficient when multiplied with the body velocity gives the part that is a quarter
cycle out of phase.

The use of hydro dynamic coefficients is widespread in the field of marine hydrodynam-
ics, and we will be using it in Subsection 3.5.1 to analyse the fluid forces on oscillating
bodies. From the above description it is clear that for an accurate determination of the
hydrodynamic coefficients, an accurate force signal is needed. This in turn requires au
accurate pressure distributionon the body in an integrated sense, therefore an accurate
solution of the flow, so of the Laplace problems for and Çt, as well as of the time in-
tegration. In this sense, if the coefficients are determined accurately, the method can be
concluded to perform well.

The damping coefficient can be related explicitly to the energy flux from the oscillat-
ing body to the fluid and which is radiated away to infinity by outgoing waves. The
average rate dW/dT of energy transfer to the fluid is given by

t+T
dW i= f F(r)rj(r)dr = bzzw2a2

(3.5)

(3.6)
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where T is the oscillation period. The average rate dE/dt of energy radiation for linear
waves on deep water is given by

dt 2w
i h2

(3.7)

see e.g. [91], Chapter 4. Here h is the amplitude of the (monochromatic) outgoing waves
at infinity. Setting dW/dt = dE/dt then yields

h = . (3.8)

This formula will be used below to find h when is known. It can also be used to
determine the damping coefficient when the amplitude of the outgoing waves is known.
We will use it in analyzing the accuracy of two geometry approximations of the flow
boundary used in the calculations.

3.2.2 Amplitude Dependence
When the body motions are large, we can no longer neglect the nonlinearities. The force
then depends on the oscillation amplitude. Assuming that the vertical force is periodic,
we can express it in terms of a Fourier series, as follows:

F(t;a,w) = Am(a,w)sin(mwtûm(a,w)) . (3.9)
m=O

Because we will only deal with vertical motions and forces in this subsection, we have
dropped the subscripts z. If we fix the frequency, the force only depends on the motion
amplitude. In the limit for infinitesimally small harmonic motion, we expect to find a
harmonic force signal. with an amplitude A1 oc a, since nnlinearities disappear in this
limit.

For larger amplitudes we perform a perturbation analysis in terms of the small am-
plitude a. We can describe the components of the potential field in terms of functions

mn = ømna' sin(inwt - ömn), m, n E IN. To find out what components really occur, we
study their mutual interactions. The only nonlinear term, (1/2)V. V, in the equations
that causes exchange of energy between waves with different frequencies is a quadratic
term. We can distinguish the components mn according to whether m and n are even (e)
or uneven (u). We denote by cpq, (p, q = e, u), the character of a component with m and
n even or uneven according to the value of p and q, respectively. Since the first component
caused by the forced body oscillation has the character i it is easily demonstrated that
the quadratic interactions (multiplications, which are commutative) have the following
results:

'ee (3.10)

'uuee uu (3.11)

eeee 'ee (3.12)

Thus components with characters . or 'e do not occur in this flow. Therefore we
expect that the Am, m = 0, 1, 2,3, will depend on a approximately according to the
following relation:

Am [i+ (_1)n_m] 7mn ,a « i (3.13)
n=m
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for certain constants Ymn This expresses that for even m only powers of a with even n
and for uneven m only powers of a with uneven n play a role. We will use this when
analyzing the amplitude-dependent force on a rectangle in heave oscillation in Subsection
3.5.2.

3.3 Numerical Accuracy
Before applying the panel method as described in Chapter 2, we have improved its nu-
merical accuracy in two ways to obtain more accurate results. An improvement of the
approximation of the boundary geometry is described in Subsection 3.3.1. In Subsection
3.3.2 we propose a method to enhance the accuracy of the calculation of the force on
a (partly) submerged body. These improvements will allow us to obtain both accurate
calculations and accurate post-processing to determine the force.

3.3.1 Geometry Approximation
From [17] we know that in [16] the numerical approximation of the network geometry, in-
cluding boundary curvature, was carried out with a cubic spline whose break points were
chosen as the coordinates in the computational domain, i.e. simply integers counting
the collocation points. Also for the small-amplitude oscillations presented in this Subsec-
tion 3.5.1 we have used the cubic spline (CUSPLI) method. After these calculations we
have replaced it, for efficiency reasons, by the local quadratic approximation (LOQUAP)
described in Appendix B and developed by [9].

To get an impression of the difference in the results are obtained with either method,
we carried out a test. We oscillated a semi-submerged (approximate) square with sides
equal to the beam length B, see Section 3.4, in the vertical direction with frequencies of
w = 0.504 and w = 1.514 and with an amplitude of a = 0.02 and a = 0.05, respectively.
The respective wavelengths according to nonlinear deep-water theory corresponding to
these frequencies are = 24.7 and \ = 2.74. The square has been kept 'horizontal' in
the centre of the free-surface of basin with a length of K = 593 and K = 66.8 for the
lower and the higher frequency, respectively, and a depth of G = 24.66 and G = 5.0,
respectively. This means the lateral boundaries were twelve wavelengths away from the
waterline. At the artificial lateral boundaries we applied the condition = 0. We used
64 collocation points on the square and at least 32 collocation points per wavelength on
the free-surface. Close to the square the panels had at most twice the length of those
on the square. The time-step size was taken At = T/40. Based on the analysis in
Section 10.4 in [85] for a method of lower order than the present one, we expect that the
phase error per period caused by the spatial discretization with this resolution is below
0.02 2ir 0.003, see his Figure 10.3. After 16 wave periods this would mean a phase error
under 0.30 2r . 0.048. From calculations presented in Section 10.4 and Figure 10.8.d,
both in [9], we conclude that the relative amplitude error of a very high wave with respect
to half the top-to-trough height is about 0.04 after three wave periods for a resolution of
20 CPs per wavelength and 50 time steps per period. Taking into account that the present
method is a second-order accurate method and that these resolutions are already in the
region of quadratic convergence (compare the text and Figures 10.7 and 10.9 in [9]) and
that the waves we study at present are very low, we expect that the relative amplitude
error after 16 wave periods will be less than 0.1. The analysis in Subsection 2.3.2 suggest
that this discretization allows for relative inaccuracies in the wave height of only about
1.3 i0 after 16 wave periods if the spatial problem is solved accurately enough. The
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results further on in this chapter strongly suggest that the latter is indeed true. (The digit
loss was expected to be negligible because we used double-precision arithmetic.) The wave
amplitude was measured at a distance of a little over four wavelengths from the waterline
at times t = 12T, t = 14T, and t = 16T, where T 2ir/w is the oscillation period, and
then averaged. At these times no reflections of the principal-wave component are expected
to have reached the measurement position. See Figure 3.1 for a plot of the free-surface
elevation to the right of the square at t = 16T for w = 1.514; the one with the smaller
wave heights is the result from using LOQUAP, the one with the larger wave heights
from using cubic splines. The results are shown in Table 3.1, together with a theoretical
prediction based on equation (3.8). We have used damping coefficients obtained from an

Table 3.1: Experimental and theoretical amplitudes of wave radiated by an oscillating
square. THELFD indicates theoretical values based on LFDM results

LFDM. The LFDM gave the values = 0.395 and = 0.00571, for the low and the
high frequency respectively. From separate calculations with the present method using
LOQUAP, we have found the values for as a function of a at w = 1.514 given in
Table 3.2. They are based on the principal-frequency force signal and they decrease with

Table 3.2: Frequency dependent results for the damping coefficient

the motion amplitude. These results suggest that the relatively low value 0.0094 for the
wave height may be caused by the amplitude of 0.05 used in that calculation, and that it
might be higher for smaller amplitudes.

Based on the above results and assuming an almost linear flow, we conclude that for
the high resolution used there is no reason to suspect that LOQUAP would give less
accurate results in other situations than CUSPLI, probably even more accurate. Because
we will use comparable grid sizes in the calculations below we prefer to use the former,
since it is cheaper and not less accurate, and applied it to the large-amplitude oscillations
described in Section 3.5.

3.3.2 Analysis of Force Components
Often the fluid force on a body consists of a large constant force which cancels a force
of a different nature, e.g. gravity, plus a small varying force which is associated with the
interesting part of the body dynamics. Numerically the force is determined from a pres-
sure integration along the wetted body boundary. Inaccuracies due to the limited order
of a quadrature method in the integration process may affect the accuracy of the small

w CUSPLI LOQUAP THELFD
0.504
1.514

0.0064
0.0118

0.0064
0.0094

0.0064
0.0100

a b2

0.002 0.00537
0.02 0.00518
0.1 0.00478
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part of the force disproportionally. Therefore we have analyzed the force components and
split it into several physically distinguishable components. In most calculations we then
integrated only the (most) relevant part of the pressure to obtain the force much more
accurately. Below we describe an analysis which applies to wall-sided bodies only and
which has been used in the calculations in this chapter. In Section 4.5.2 we present a
more general technique.

We consider the two-dimensional forced motion of a body in the free surface of a fluid. We
suppose its boundary intersects the free surface in exactly two points. The body is forced
to perform a time-harmonic motion in the heaving, swaying or rolling mode around its
equilibrium position in calm water. From now on we consider the body's center of mass,
denoted by x(t), to be in the calm water surface when the body is in equilibrium. No loss
of generality occurs since we are only considering forced motions here. XG(0) coincides
with the origin of the earth-fixed frame.

Below we give an account of the total nonlinear vertical force on the body. The hori-
zontal force component as well as the moment can be treated in a similar way, the major
difference being due to gravity. Therefore, we will not work out the description for the
latter two components.

Since in this section we will only deal with forces in the vertical direction, we will drop
the subscript z in this section, except in ri2. The vertical fluid force F1(t) working on a
body is expressed as an integral of the fluid pressure times the vertical component of the
local normal vector to the body's wetted boundary S(t), along that boundary. Invoking
Bernoulli's equation (2.7) we obtain

F1
= f (z + t + V)n2dL (3.14)

S(t)

(Recall that - points into the body.) This force can be divided into two parts: a

hydrostatic part F fs(t) zn2dL, and a hydrodynamic part Fd fs(t)(& + (1/2)V.
Vq)n2dL. The former can again be divided into three components according to different
parts of the boundary that are taken into account. We distinguish certain parts of the
boundary of the partly immersed body. At any time t, the part that is lower than the
calm-water level (z = O) is called U(t); the wetted part of the body is S(t). We suppose
that at t = O the body is in its equilibrium position and the fluid is at rest, so U(0) = 8(0).
See Figure 3.2 for a sketch of the definitions. Whenever X and Y are two boundary parts,
which may overlap, then Ix f.,. Using these definitions, we discern the following
components of the hydrostatic force:

. the equilibrium force: Fe fu(o) zndL = V; it is a consequence of the equilibrium
submersion of the body (no equivalent in the sway and roll directions);

the spring force: F fu(t)_u(o) zn2dL, which results from the mere raising and
lowering of the body in a (virtual) calm free surface;

the 'run-up' or 'run-down' force: Fr fs(t)-u(t) zn2dL, which results from the run-
up of water at the intersections with the body boundary.

Using the above partitioning, equation (3.14) is rewritten as

Ff = Fe + F + Fr + Fd

= f Zfl2dL +fznzdL +fzflzdL +1 + V)n2dL (3.15)

U(0) u(t)-u(o) S()-U(t) S(t)
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Figure 3.1: The free-surface elevation resulting from the use of LOQUAP (lower waves)
and CUSPLI (higher waves)
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Calm water surface: z =

Figure 3.2: Various parts of the body boundary lie between the indicated points. 1(t) and
J(t) denote the intersections with the actual free surface, and K(t) and L(t) denote the
intersections with the virtual calm-water surface to the right and left, respectively. They
are all functions of time
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Now the force components are identified that are required for an accurate calculation of
the nonlinear transient force signal, which will be shown shortly.

We will now relate these force components to the components distinguished in equation
(3.3) in the 'linear' limit. Then we will indicate which parts are actually needed for the
determination of the hydrodynamic coefficients.

The first two force components in equation (3.15) are known in a very good approxi-
mation:

Fe+FvV(dzzCzzZG) (3.16)

where Vd is the equilibrium under-water volume and c. = B. When the flow is pre-
dominantly linear, the run-up force Fr plus the hydrodynamic force Fd are approximated
well by

Fr + Fd V(bG + aZZG) (3.17)

See also [105] for a description of the linearized mathematical model for motions of a
partially immersed body.

Since and are easily determined from the known body geometry, we are only
interested in determining and An obvious way to do this, is to measure the total
fluid force F1 exerted on the body by the fluid, and then subtract Fe + F from it - which
are determined from the body geometry and position - to obtain Fr+Fd. Equation (3.17)
may then be used to determine and A serious drawback is that small relative
errors in the measurement of F1 may spoil the accuracy of Fr + Fd, if the latter is much
smaller than the former.

Therefore we have chosen to integrate Fr + Fd separately. This involves an integration
along S(t) - U(t), namely Fr = fs(t)_u(t) zridL. To determine S(t) - U(t) the inter-
section points of the body surface and the (virtual) calm-water surface (z = 0) have to
be determined, apart from the intersections with the free surface. The merits of this
method are demonstrated in Subsection 3.5.1. There we apply it to the determination
of the hydrodynamic coefficients through equation (3.17). In Subsection 3.5.2 we also
apply this technique to obtain the nonlinear force on a rectangle due to a large-amplitude
vertical motion. Since this rectangle is wall-sided, we can do so without loosing any of
the nonlinearities: shape-nonlinearities are absent in this problem.

3.4 Numerical Treatment

3.4.1 Experiments and Flow Domain
In the numerical experiments a body (circle or square) is at rest in otherwise calm water
at t = 0, and at that time ç' = O everywhere in l and on its boundary. At t = O the body
starts a prescribed harmonic motion in either the vertical, horizontal or rotation direction
with amplitude a, u = z, y, , respectively, and at a frequency w, thus

UG(t) = asinwt . (3.18)

We set a = 0.0025 = a and aç, = 0.00125 and carried out experiments at seven values of
w E [0.25, 1.75]. This range is of practical importance because it is approximately centred
around the natural frequency in heave of a body. For such a small amplitude a, the
relative difference between the spring force F,, and CZZZG in equation (3.16) is less than
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0.000025 for a circle, so F,, is approximated very well by VCZZZG. Therefore, applying the
technique described in Subsection 3.3.2 is not expected to affect the accuracy significantly
because of this approximation.

The theory on fluid forces in Section 3.2 assumes harmonic body oscillation for t E
(co, co). The present calculations are sustained until t = 3T for the circle in small-
amplitude motion, and until t = 4T and t = 5T for the square in small and large-amplitude
motion, respectively. Here T 2ir/ is the oscillation period.

We consider the harmonic oscillation of a body which is either a circle or an approx-
imate square. Their beams are equal to B = 2 = 2R, by definition of L = R = 1 as
the length scale for two-dimensional cases, see Subsection 2.2.1. The square has rounded
'corners', with a radius of W = 0.05. Initially the body is half immersed and the fluid is
at rest. The body's center of mass is then in the origin which is in the calm-water line
z = 0; its draught is R. The lower edge of the square is horizontal. We expect that the
waves that are generated by the oscillating body resemble first-order Stokes waves from
some distance from the body onwards. Their wavelength according to linear theory is
known in advance. The oscillation being continued for three to five periods, the influence
of reflections from the artificial boundaries A on the solution near the body is reduced by
placing them at a distance of six wavelengths 6.\ 6(27r/w2 from the body. Using linear
mathematical analysis [107] showed that for a range of frequencies the added mass of a
half-immersed circle 'effectively coincides' with the one for infinite depth if the bottom
is at a depth of ten times the draught. We choose the depth of the numerical basin at
least ten times as deep as the equilibrium draught of the body. Thus, we can compare
our results with those of the LFD analysis for the infinite depth problem. The depth is
also at least one wavelength deep, so that shallow-water effects will be small.

At the artificial boundaries A we imposed a condition that is based on Sommerfeld's
radiation condition:

= cøn (3.19)

where c is the phase velocity of the outgoing waves. This condition is used to determine
Ø at the actual time level from çb at the previous level. (i points inward!) Since the
numerical fluid domain was so long that no principal-frequency waves could reach A
within the duration of the calculations, we have put c = 0. This appears to introduce no
significant errors as can be concluded from the sensitivity-test results in Table 3.4.a.

3.4.2 Gridding and Sensitivity Tests
The density of collocation points is taken relatively large in the region near the body.
We can still obtain a good numerical solution near the body if the local representation at
some distance from the body is less accurate than in its vicinity. This is neither trivial
nor easy to prove in general, and we do not attempt this here. We can reduce the com-
putational effort by gradually increasing the panel length when moving away from the
body. Using such grids, we found that good results - see Subsections 3.5.1 and 3.5.2 -
are obtained with 32 (circle in small-amplitude motion), 64 (square in small-amplitude
motion) or 128 (square in large-amplitude motion) panels on the body boundary S and
at least 16 (circle in small-amplitude motion and square in large-amplitude motion) or 32
(square in small-amplitude motion) panels per wavelength on the free surface F in the far
field. The higher number of panels on the square is used in order to accommodate better
its corners.
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For the integration of the force and the moment [16] used a lower order integration method
with constant integrand values on flat panels. He integrated the total fluid force F1 and
then subtracted Fe + F0 to find F0 + Fd and used the latter to determine the hydrody-
namic coefficients. To illustrate the importance of accurate force integration, we make a
comparison between results obtained according to the method used by [16] and results
obtained by integrating only Fr + Fd and by using a higher order integration method:
Simpson's rule along a cubic-spline approximation of S. For this comparison we calcu-
lated the force amplitude and phase angle c and the hydrodynamic coefficients
and of the circle in heave with w = 1.000 and with 32 break points on S. When
F1 was integrated we have first subtracted -Vc sin wt from the force signal before
and cx were determined. The coefficients were determined from the first harmonic in
the force signal for t E [T, 3T]; see below. The results of this comparison are given in
Table 3.3. It can be seen that the results based on F1 have a difference between the two

Table 3.3: The force amplitude and phase angle and hydrodynamic coefficients for the
circle oscillating in heave at w = 1.000 and t E [T, 3T]. We have used 32 collocation
points on the wetted body boundary S

integration methods which is much larger than the difference when Fr + Fd is used. We
conclude that integrating F0 + Fd yields better results with the present discretization.
Therefore we integrated this relevant part of the force separately for the results below.
We can also see that there is a relative difference of at least -. 0.025 between based
on F1 and on F,. + Fd. This is of the same order as the differences [16] found between
his calculations and LFD results, so this can explain the differences. We know from [17]
that the present discretization is certainly not coarser than the one used by [16].) The
relative inaccuracy in the results from LFD analysis which are also given, are estimated at
less than 0.01. In order to preserve the second-order of accuracy of the flow calculations
for the hydrodynamic coefficients, we carried out the integrations using Simpson's rule,
which has fourth-order global accuracy, see [95].

In the end, time series of the body position and of the forces and the moments are obtained
using data from t E [T, 3T] (circle) or t E [2T, 4TJ (square): at the beginning of these
time intervals transients due to the impulsive start have disappeared almost completely.
Figure 3.3 illustrates this for the oscillation in heave of the circle at w = 1.000 with an
amplitude a = 0.0025. The time series of the motions and the forces are harmonically
analyzed, which yields the amplitudes Am, fli = 0,.. . 4, of the mw Fourier components
of the force signal and their respective phases c relative to the phase of the body's
motion. The values of Am, m i re zero in the linear case, but in the present nonlinear
calculations they have finite values as a result of nonlinearity, truncation, discretization
and loss of digits in the Fourier analysis. In our calculations, the energy transferred to

F1 lower-order 2.91956. iO 35.291° 0.6068 0.4295
F1 Simpson 2.86312 iO 34.154° 0.6033 0.4093
F0 + Fd lower-order 2.83727 iO 33.482° 0.6026 0.3986
Fr + Fd Simpson 2.8379 1 . iO 33.450° 0.6030 0.3983
results from LFD analysis 2.844 10 33.18° 0.6061 0.3963

integrand method
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the body by the water through any mode with m i is always smaller than thousandth
of the energy transferred by the principal mode. This leads to inaccuracies in the hy-
drodynamic coefficients that are comparable with inaccuracies due to other factors to be
mentioned below, so the values of A1 and a1 are accepted and substituted for A and a in
equation (3.5) and the hydrodynamic coefficients are calculated.

We expect that the accuracy of the results is mainly determined by three factors: 1)

the truncation of the physical domain by artificial boundaries and truncation of the time
domain down to three oscillation periods; 2) the finite amplitude of the oscillations, and
3) the discretization in space and time.

In order to study the sensitivity to changes in the set up of the experiments, we per-
formed some tests both for the circle and for the square. To begin with, we show the
results pertaining to the calculation of the added mass and the damping coefficient for
the circle in heave oscillation at w = 0.2524 and a = 0.0025. First, we have studied
the effects of the truncations in space and in time and of the finite motion amplitude.
We have fixed the length of the two panels closest to the waterline to y ir/16 and

= T/40. We have subsequently changed the motion amplitude a, the length I of the
time interval and the length K of the space domain, indicating the distance between the
intersection point of body and free surface and the artificial boundary A on either side
of the body. In Table 3.4.a we give the specifications of the calculations and the results
for a. and The data on the second line correspond to the standard' set-up. The
tabulated figures show that the results are quite insensitive to these changes in the spatial
or temporal truncation or in a: the relative changes in are less than 0.001, and in

less than 0.0005. We conclude that the set-up is adequate for the present validation.
We also performed calculations with different discretizations. We have fixed K 12.\,

Table 3.4: a) Hydrodynamic coefficients for the circle in heave for two spatial, two tem-
poral truncations and two oscillation amplitudes and b) results for two spatial and two
temporal discretizations are shown for the circle in heave

I = 2T and a = 0.0025. Table 3.4.b shows the results when the mesh size and the
time-step are changed. Only the mesh width on the body is given; the grids on the other
boundaries have been changed proportionally. The second line contains the data of the
standard run. Taking into account that the data on the first line are the results for a
coarser discretization than the standard one, we conclude that the discretization errors
do not exceed the truncation errors.

a K I a

0.0025 12,\ + 2 5T 1.7469 0.4861
0.0025 12\ + 2 2T 1.7453 0.4862
0.01 12A + 2 2T 1.7453 0.4863
0.01 20A + 2 2T 1.7454 0.4863

ir/16 T/40 1.7466 0.4867
ir/32 T/40 1.7453 0.4862
ir/32 T/80 1.7452 0.4862
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Next, we have carried out sensitivity tests for the computations of the square in sway
and roll at w = 1.242. Table 3.5 shows results of a, and for oscillation in
sway and of and byçc, for oscillation in roll for four different discretizations. (The values
given for iy are approximately equal to the length of the smallest panels on S.) Here,
a = 0.0025 and a = 0.00125. The results achieved with the coarsest discretization,

ay,

Table 3.5: The added mass and damping coefficients are shown for the square in sway
and in roll at w = 1.242 and for four discretizations.

differ strongly from those achieved with the one but coarsest. We ascribe this behaviour
to the locally poor representation of the shape of the square and of the integrand (force,
moment) near its corners for the coarser discretizations. Only when the two panels closest
to the waterline have a length of y W = 0.05 '- ir/63 there is at least one collocation
point on the curved part 'at' the corner. From the differences between the results with the
finest two discretizations and from comparison of with ayw, we conclude that
the relative inaccuracies of the results for the square in small-amplitude motion with the
standard discretization (y = 7r/64) are of the order of 0.01, which will suit our purpose.
The results of these sensitivity tests indicate the accuracy. of the method.

3.5 Forced Oscillations
In this section we present the results of forced-oscillation calculations. Small-amplitude
oscillations of a circle and a square are considered in Subsection 3.5.1, large-amplitude
oscillations of a square are treated in Subsection 3.5.2. The force signals are analyzed and
compared with results from other methods.

3.5.1 Small-Amplitude Motion
For the circle the +-es and x-es in Figure 3.4 show a. and respectively, as functions
of w, as determined with the present method. The full and the broken line represent

and respectively, from LFD analysis. Also shown are the results by [16] (squares
for a. and triangles for b) which were obtained with basically the same method, but
with different resolution and the lower-order integration technique. Figure 3.5 shows the
present results for ayy and as functions of w. The lines, based on results by an LFDM,
are drawn for comparison. Results by [16] are again shown. From the above sensitivity
results we estimate that the relative inaccuracies in the present added mass and damping
coefficient results are less than 0.002. The values from the present time-domain method
are in excellent agreement with the results from the LFDM. The results in [16] clearly
deviate more from the LFDM results. This may be caused by an insufficient depth, the
lower-order pressure quadrature, the integration of the total pressure instead of only the
relevant part, or by insufficient resolution (of which we have no data that allow a conclu-
sion). At least some of these factors are expected to have contributed to his less accurate

ir/16 0.05287 0.6482 a-0.01545 -0.08874 -0.01333 -0.09338
ir/32 0.05686 0.6514 -0.01929 -0.09449 -0.02060 -0.09625
7r/48 0.05581 0.6475 -0.02224 -0.09415 -0.02199 -0.09561
7r/64 0.05629 0.6467 -0.02265 -0.09424 -0.02250 -0.09515
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Figure 3.4: and as functions of w for the circle. The solid and the dashed line show
and respectively, based on linear frequency-domain analysis. The x-es and +-es

indicate the values of and b2, respectively, resulting from the present time-domain
BIEM, whereas the solid boxes and triangles show the results by [16]
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Figure 3.3: The vertical-force F registration on a circle in heave with w = 1.000 and
a = 0.0025 plotted on a timescale t mod T to facilitate comparisons. The dotted line
shows the force signal during the first oscillation period, the broken and the full lines
(almost coinciding on this scale) the ones during the second and the third period. The
scales can be nondimensionalized according to L* = 0.5, p = 1000, and g* = 9.81
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results.

Figure 3.6 shows and of the square as functions of w. The lines are again based on
LFDM results. We estimate that the relative inaccuracies in the present hydrodynamic
coefficients are less than 0.02. The present values for the square are still in good agreement
with results from an LFDM, although the resemblance is slightly less than for the circle.
This may be due to larger differences in the description of the body shape between both
methods or to the discretization used in either method. We estimate that the relative
inaccuracies in the LFDM results are on the order of 0.03 (see next paragraph).

Figure 3.7 shows the coupling coefficients ay and b for the square as functions of w.
Also shown are the coupling coefficients a5, and From the differences between the
values resulting from both motions, which ideally should be equal, we estimate that the
relative inaccuracies in the present results are on the order of 0.02. The lines are based on
the values for and b0 from LFDM results. For most frequencies the present results
for the coupling coefficients from sway into roll and those from roll into sway agree very
well, which supports the accuracy of these results. In that case, when they deviate more
than 0.02 in a relative sense from the LFDM results, this is considered as a measure of
the inaccuracy of the latter. This is particularly the case for the added-mass results for
w 1.00. The relative differences with the LFDM results for the present values for ay
range from 0.04 to 0.14 for w = 1.75.

3.5.2 Large-Amplitude Motion
In design problems it may be desirable to get information about nonlinear effects of fluid-
body interaction. To illustrate the capacities of the present panel method we studied the
forces on a body that oscillates at medium and large amplitudes. We restrict ourselves
to the square oscillating in heave for two frequencies in the range that is of practical
importance in ship hydrodynamics: w= 0.5048 and w = 1.514. Since, in the remainder
of this section, we are only concerned with vertical motions, we will omit the subscript
z for convenience. We ask how the force signal changes as the oscillation amplitude a
increases from 0.0 to 0.4 or to 0.8. We focus on the amplitudes Am, m = 0, 1, 2,3 of the
corresponding Fourier components of the vertical-force signal. The discretization of the
free surface at and near the square is such that 3w-gravity waves' are the shortest waves
that can be represented with reasonable accuracy.

We have oscillated the square and measured (Fr + Fd)(t) for a = 0.02, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4
during five periods for w 0.5048 and at w 1.514, and at the lower frequncy also for
a = 0.5, 0.6,0.7, 0.8. For a 0.5 at the higher frequency, the intersections of the free
surface F and the square approach the lower corners of the square at a certain time. The
computations could not be pursued further. This behaviour indicates that the square
was almost aerating. In order to prevent too strong impulsive starts, we modulated the
motion during one period by multiplying it with (1/2)(1 - cos((w/2)t)).

Figure 3.8 shows the free-surface profile near the square at t 5.5T for the oscillation
with w = 1.514 and a = 0.4. Nonlinearities are clearly visible in the shape of the waves.
Only two to three short waves are visible. This reflects the property that the disturbance
related to these short waves travels with the group velocity, which is approximately half
the phase velocity for these waves since they travel on deep water. The (nondimensional)
wavelength is 2.74, so this is consistent with the fact that the group of short waves has
only covered a distance of somewhat less than 8 in an interval of 5.5 oscillation periods.
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Figure 3.5: and as functions of w for the circle. Legend analogous to the one in
Figure 3.4
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Figure 3.8: The free-surface elevation and part of the wetted body srface of the square
at t = 5.5T. The square is oscillating in heave at w = 1.514 with a = 0.4. Only the
right half of the domain is shown, since the problem is symmetric. The collocation points
are connected with straight lines. The scales can be nondimensionalized according to the
description in the legend with L* = 0.5
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Figure 3.7: a5 and as functions of w for the square. Legend analogous to the one in
Figure 3.6. In addition, the open boxes and diamonds show the values of a5, and b,
respectively, resulting from the present BIEM
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An illustration of the time registration of a force-signal is given in Figure 3.9 for
w = 1.514 and a = 0.4. The rapid dying out of transients is clearly visible. Yet, even
after two periods the force signal is not completely periodic, which may be partly due to
reflections from the artificial boundaries. Disturbances with length scales larger than the
depth, which is 10, travel at a velocity of about 3.16. Since disturbances with rneasur-
able amplitudes are certainly created during the initial stage of the oscillation and since
K = 34.8 and T = 4.15, after 2.51T reflections will influence the force on the square.
Also present in the force signal are small jumps which are caused by collocation points
passing the body's corners. Note that no smoothing is needed to obtain these results.

We have calculated the Am for all the available signals between 2T and 5T. We used
a least-squares fitting procedure to approximate Am(a) from the numerical results with
fourth-order polynomials; because of the discretization we used in the calculations, we do
not expect that accurate higher-order (than four) contributions from physical processes
are present in the force signals. For both frequencies we used the results for amplitudes
up to and including a = 0.4. During the fitting procedure we took into account that the
inaccuracy of the force signal is mainly proportional to A1, so less weight is attributed to
deviations of the polynomial from the data for the larger motion amplitudes where A1 is
larger. We required that the polynomials pass through the origin: we expect zero force
for zero a. (Note that Fe is not integrated.)

In Table 3.6 we give the values of 'Ymn that follow from the polynomial fit for w = 0.5048
and w = 1.514. Since the higher harmonics in the force signal are superposed on the larger
principal-frequency signal, their accuracy suffers from inaccuracies in the latter. A dif-
ferent source of inaccuracies is the fact that we have no exactly periodic force signal at
our disposal. Estimates for the relative-inaccuracy bounds Emn for Ymn are also given in
Table 3.6 for both w 0.5048 and w = 1.514 in one set of figures, since they are approx-
imately equal for both frequencies. From these results it is deduced that for a E 10.0, 0.4]

Table 3.6: For w = 0.5048 and w 1.514 this table shows the values of the coefficients
'Ymn determined from polynomial fits, and the relative-inaccuracy bounds 6mn for both
frequencies. A dash indicates that the calculated coefficient was smaller in absolute value
than the (absolute) inaccuracy bound

the lowest powers of a per mode m as given in equation (3.13) contribute most to the re-

quantity m . n - 1 2 3 4

0 -0.0021 -0.0643 - -

Ymn 1 +0.600 - - -

(w = 0.5048) 2 - +0.0979 +0.036 -

3 - +0.00316 ±0.035 +0.044

O - . -1.03 - -

'Ymn 1 +4.99 - +0.67 -

(w = 1.514) 2 - +0.756 -0.46 -

3 - - +1.10 +0.47
0 0.3 0.02 - -

Emn 1 0.001 - 0.05 -

2 - 0.02 0.1 -

3 - 0.4 0.1 0.4
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Figure 3.9: The vertical force F on the heaving square when w = 1.514 and a = 0.4. The
signal is shown for the first five periods on a timescale t mod T. The full line shows the
force during the first oscillation period, the densest broken line shows the force during
the second period, and so on to the dotted line which shows the force during the fifth
period. The scales can be nondimensionalized according to the description in the legend
with L* = 0.5, 9* = 9.81, and p = 1000
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spective amplitudes Am. Furthermore a third-order effect in A1 is detected for w = 0.514,
which is according to the expectation given in equation (3.13). Also visible are contri-
butions that are not predicted by expanding in the 'small' parameter a. We must bear
in mind, though, that equation (3.13) is an approximation for small a and that effects
from discretization and truncation (reflection) are present. For each Am the numerical
results are given in Figure 3.10 for w = 0.5048 and in Figure 3.11 for w = 1.514. A1
appears to be proportional to a to a very high degree on this interval. A0 and A2 show a
quadratic behaviour as a function of a, similar to expectations from second-order theory.
The strongly cubic dependence of A3 on a is in accordance with equation (3.13). These
quadratic and cubic behaviours persist even up to a = 0.8 and a = 0.4 for w = 0.5048
and w = 1.514, respectively.

Although we have used an almost square body for the study on amplitude dependence,
we make a comparison with second-order frequency-domain results published by [62], [78]
and [75] for a U-shaped cylinder which is not too different from a square. Its shape is
given by (y,z) = (cos-0.1cos3,sin+0.1sin3)/0.9, E [0,2ir), and has asection-
area coefficient of 0.9405 as compared to 0.9995 for the approximate square. We also
compared with results by [49] who performed second-order time-domain calculations with
a BIEM for an immersed rectangle, which may be viewed as a half-immersed square, as
we will call it from now on. They do not indicate whether or not they rounded the body's
corners. In all these cases the beam-over-draught ratio is 2, like in the present study. In
their graphs we can find results for w 0.5048. In Table 3.7 we show a comparison of
their results for 702, Yll, Y and c13 with the present ones. In order to obtain 'y from
their data, we had to subtract the contribution caused by F,,, which they included in their
calculations. Since the bodies are (approximately) wall-sided, no strong extra nonlinear-
ities are expected from this contribution. The results of the three cases dealing with the

Table 3.7: For w = 0.5048 results for some coefficients 'Ymn and for a2 are given. This
Table compares the values from [62] (L), [78] (P), [75] (P&N) for a U-shaped body, results
from [49] (I&N) for a rectangle with a beam-to-draught ratio of 2 and results from the
present study (B&Z) for the approximate square.
* This is an average value; for various motion amplitudes in the range a E [0.02, 0.4] the
calculated value of a2 varies from 247° to 269°

U-shaped body on the one hand and those dealing with the squares on the other disagree
in magnitude as well as sign with respect to 702; even the three frequency-domain methods
with the U-shaped body disagree among each other. With respect to 722 the three results
for the U-shaped body agree within a margin of 12% from their average value 0.17. The
value for the square from the second-order time-domain method is larger by about 30%
of this mean value, which may be caused by shape differences. The present method gives
a value less than half the value from the second-order time-domain method. Possibly this
is a consequence of the fact that the present method is fully nonlinear, although shape

quantity.. author L P P&N I&N B&Z

702 0.005 +0.004 0.005 +0.1 0.0643
+0.57 +0.55 +0.57 +0.600

722 +0.15 +0.19 +0.16 +0.22 +0.0979
a2 182° 285° 205° 269° 2580*
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Figure 3.10: The dependence of the force components on a for w = 0.5048. The x-es,
boxes, octagons and triangles show the values of A1, 5A0, 5A2 and 5A3, respectively

a
Figure 3.11: The dependence of the force components on a for w = 1.514. The x-es,
boxes, octagons and triangles show the values of A1, lOA0, lOA2 and lOA3, respectively
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effects may be involved as well. The phase angle a2 ranges from 182° to 285°, which is a
large interval of more than 1000. The fact that 722 is of the same order of magnitude for
all methods gives confidence in the competence, within their respective frameworks, of
the methods involved, but the differences remain remarkable and still need a conclusive
explanation.

3.6 Sloshing
An opportunity for a comparison of results occurred when [73] invited several research
groups to carry out two numerical experiments, of which one was a sloshing experiment.
A two-dimensional tank was defined with length L = 1.0, depth H = 0.43750, of which
the bottom and side walls are fixed and impermeable, so = O there. The origin is
chosen on the left side wall at 0.43750 above the bottom, the positive y-axis points to the
right and the positive z-axis points upwards. The fluid in it is inititially at rest at to = 0,
and has a free-surface elevation given by

i(y, 0) = a[1 - (ßy)2]e2 , (3.20)

where a = 0.07500, ß = 3.01887, and 'y = 2.10526. The nonlinearfree-surface flow was
required to develop until ts = 2.27804. All participants were asked to give the values of
h = i7(y,t5), y = çb(y,'q(y,ts),ts), and of w = 0(yp,17(y,ts),ts). Here yp = 0.375
and ts = 2.27804.

We have carried out the computations with three resolutions according to the scheme
= 2 . 0.09905 with Zy = 2 0.02500 on the bottom, n = 0, 1, 2. On the free

surface and the bottom we used 2' 40 panels, on each of the side walls 18, 35, and 70
panels respectively for n = 0, 1, 2. The grid sizes y,-, on the bottom were 4.0, 2.0, and
1.0 respectively. On the other boundaries they differed slightly from these values.

Figured 3.12 to 3.14 show the free-surface elevation calculated with the finest time
and space discretization at t = 0.00ts, O.5Ots, and l.00ts, respectively. The free-surface
profiles at t = 0.50t5 and t = t5 can be compared with the finite-element meshes given by
[32]. At both times we compare (0.00, t) and ij(1.00, t). At t = O.5Ots we also compare the
horizontal position Ymax with the maximum elevation )(ymax, O.50t5) and at t = l.00ts
we compare the horizontal position Ymjn with the minimum elevation ij(yi, lOOts).
These values are given in Table 3.8. There are clear differences between the elevations in

Table 3.8 Comparison of free-surface elevations and positions of the maxima

either method. However, since the differences are approximately constant, we attribute

quantity Berkvens Greaves et al. difference
o(0.00, 0.50t5) 0.034 0.050 0.016
i(1.00, O.50t5) 0.014 0.031 0.017

i(ymax,0.50ts) 0.034 0.019 0.015
Ymax 0.502 0.554 0.052

(0.00, 1.00ts) 0.013 0.026 0.013
(1.00, 1.00ts) 0.070 0.055 0.015

1)(ymax, 1.00ts) 0.024 0.037 0.013
Ymax 0.396 0.389 0.007
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them to an artificial vertical offset of unknown nature in Figures 19, 20, and 21 in [32],
with a value of approximately -0.015. If this is true, both methods are seen to be in
close agreement: differences in the elevations are then on the order of 0.001 (between
1 and 2 percent of the maximum elevation at t = t0). The differences in the horizontal
positions of the extrema are larger, but these values are greatly influenced by the difficulty
to determine them correctly from the figures. In Figure 3.15 the horizontal and vertical
velocities, ç, and çb respectively, at the free surface at t = tg are shown. The results for
the various discretizations for h, y, and w are given in Table 3.9, as well as the results
after polynomial extrapolation (oo). Since generally no collocation point was located

Table 3.9: Results for h, u, and vfor various discretizations, as well as the results after
polynomial extrapolation

at the position (y,h), the results for u, y, and h have been determined with quadratic
intrapolation from the values in the three closest collocation points. All three quantities
show an approximately quadratic convergence, confirming the second order accuracy of
the method. The results we obtained after quadratic extrapolation from those from the
various discretizations are h = -0.02377, u = -0.06101, and y = -0.01444. Table 3.10
shows the comparison of the dimensional results by the participants in the experiment
(numbers 1 to 9). The present method is participant number 6. The velocity vectors (y, w)

Table 3.10: Dimensional values for h, y, and w by nine participants in the comparative
study and by [32]. Scaling with L* = 160 and g 9.81 gives the nondimensional values

given by each of the participants are shown in Figure 3.16. Also shown are the results for
the same quantities given by [32], who used a finite element solver for the spatial problem
(number 10 in the table). Clearly the present results are near the average or almost in
the centre of the between the other results. These data given by all the participants have
been taken from [73]. The anonymization prevents us from identifying the method that

n h h,, - h,,_1 y,, y,, - v,,.. w,, w,, - w,,_1
0 4.0 0.4 -3.7959 - -2.4207 - -0.5782 -
1 2.0 0.2 -3.8016 -0.0057 -2.4176 +0.0031 -0.5739 +0.0043
2 1.0 0.1 -3.8030 -0.0014 -2.4169 +0.0007 -0.5728 +0.0011- -3.803 - -2.417 - -0.572 -

participant number h y w
1 -3.803 -2.456 -0.363
2 -3.860 -2.480 -0.560
3 -3.815 -2.423 -0.577
4 -3.759 -2.411 -0.602
5 -3.820 -2.417 -0.580
6 -3.803 -2.417 -0.572
7 -3.720 -2.480 -0.690
8 -3.811 -2.411 -0.550
9 -3.810 -2.240 -0.560

10 -3.814 -2.453 -0.579
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Figure 3.16: The dimensional values of h and the velocity vectors (u, y) given by all the
participants for comparison, as well as those by [32] (number 10). The vector representing
the present result is in the centre of all the results. Scaling with L* = 160 and g* = 9.81
gives the nondimensional values
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has been used for each individual result. They include boundary element method, finite
difference method, spectral method, and finite element method.

In Figure 3.15 there are clear small spatial oscillations in the surface velocity distri-
bution. They are attributed to an inconsistency in the initial and boundary conditions.
The dynamic free-surface condition at z = i reads

(3.21)

Along the lateral boundary we have -Ø = = O at all times, which implies that çb = O
and = O along this boundary at all times. By differentiating equation (3.21) to y and
applying it in the waterline point (1.0, i(1.O, t)) it follows that m = O where the lateral-
boundary conditions have been used. Therefore, the slope at this waterline should remain
zero at all times. Now at t = O the slope of the free surface in the right waterline point
is given to be = 2a[ß2-y2 y2] exp('y2) 0, according to equation (3.20). This
shows the inconsistency. After changing the initial elevation a little bit such that i, = O
at y = 1.0 by removing a little mass at the free surface near the right wall, ripple-like
phenomena no longer occurred.
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Chapter 4

Floating Bodies

4.1 Introduction
A computational method for the motion of freely floating bodies requires stable and
accurate modelling of the interaction of such bodies with the surrounding flow. The
interaction of floating bodies and the surrounding flow is expressed by a kinematic body-
boundary condition (2.12) for the Laplace problem for the potential ç and a dynamic
body-boundary condition (DBC) for the Laplace problem for its time derivative t. One
aim of this chapter is to come to a conclusion as regards the merits of varioús formulations
for the influence of the flow on the body, and to select an appropriate one for further use
in the present method. Further aims are to show how the flow-body interaction can be
treated numerically in an accurate and efficient way.

The fluid force on a body can be determined by integrating the fluid pressure, given
by Bernoulli's equation (2.7), over the wetted body boundary S. This requires knowledge
of the time derivative of the potential along the wetted body boundary. It may be
determined in various ways, some of which we will come across in this introduction.

In LFDMs, a particular frequency is incorporated in the free-surface condition of
the spatial problem. Solution of this problem gives the spatial pattern of the flow for
that particular frequency. The temporal behaviour and time derivative are then simply
obtained by multiplying the spatial pattern by a time-oscillating function.

In nonlinear problems, qf is harder to obtain. It may be calculated by using backward
finite differences of ç in every CF on S using information from previous time levels, which
requires storage of data of former time levels. This method is easily applied in the case
where the CPs have fixed positions, but calculating Øt is more complicated when they
move, which is generally the case for floating bodies. A shortcoming of this approach
has been pointed out by [103]. They have encountered numerical instabilities (when
using Hamming's fourth-order predictor/corrector method), which is 'probably caused
by the estimation of the "added mass term" by backward differencing in time'. The
problem has also been recognized by [48], who devised an elegant method to get round
the determination of by 'shifting' the time derivative in çb to other terms by partial
integration. [14] state that 'for time-stepping procedures treating each time step as a new
initial-value problem a dependence on the past via a finite difference is not permitted'.

They noticed that, if = 0, so should At = 0, which is clear from the fact that the
order of partial time and space derivatives can be changed without changing the result.
Now ç can be solved for by solving a Laplace problem similar to the one for , as has
already been described in Chapter 2. The solution for /t can then be used to determine
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the fluid pressure with Bernoulli's equation. To solve the Laplace problem in for ç',
boundary conditions are needed on 8cl. In Chapter 2 such boundary conditions have been
given for the free surface, fixed or forcedly moving impermeable boundaries, and open
boundaries. On freely floating bodies, however, neither ç nor are known beforehand.
Instead, the equation of motion of a body, expressing its dynamics, can be used to derive a
condition coupling t71 and ç5 on the body boundary, which may then serve as a boundary
condition for the Laplace problem. This chapter mainly deals with this so-called dynamic
body-boundary condition. [14] gave a linearized two-dimensional version of it and applied
it to the free motion in waves of a rectangular barge, which was simulated stably for tens
of oscillation periods. [16] gave a fully nonlinear three-dimensional version, as a result of
a rather mathematical exercise, and applied it to decay tests of circles and rectangles. He
observed little nonlinearity in the free body motions, which we will remark upon below.
[97] also gave a fully nonlinear three-dimensional version after a very clear, more physical
analysis. One term in his body-bbundary condition needs rewriting into an expression
that can be applied in BIEMs, and he has given a two-dimensional evaluation of it. He
applied his boundary condition to a two-dimensional freely floating body and established
its accuracy, which appeared to be greater than with the use of backward differencing.

In Section 4.2 we will briefly introduce the equation of motion for a floating body,
as well as the concept of an acceleration potential, according to [97]. These basic ideas
will be used in the derivation of the dynamic body-boundary condition (DBC) in Section
4.3, which is given here for a better understanding by the reader. It is strongly inspired
by [97], but is also more general in that it applies equally well to deforming and mass-
distribution changing bodies. We will also compare the resulting condition with those
published by [14] and [16], as well as the implementation used by the latter author. This
results in conclusions as regards their correctness. It will turn out that the condition
given by [97] is the only one that produces correct results in a particular application. In
Section 4.4 we will show how two specific terms in the condition given by [97] may be
evaluated in numerical applications. The present numerical treatment of the motion of a
freely floating body is given in Section 3.4 and is similar to the method given by [16]. It
may be used with any single-step time-integration algorithm, for example RK4 which is
used here. Finally, an alternative for the time integration of the body motion is presented
in Section 4.6, which may be used with the less expensive RK2-2 time-stepping method.
The latter has not been carried out for the present work.

4.2 Dynamics of Bodies and Fluid
In Subsection 4.2.1 we give the well-known equation of motion of a single freely floating
body, mainly for convenient, reference use later on. The acceleration potential is briefly
introduced in Subsection 4.2.2.

4.2.1 Body Dynamics
In pursuit of relations between a body's motion and the force and moment acting on it, we
start from the body's position XG and its orientation Rc, see Subsection 2.2.1. Their time
derivatives depend on the body's velocity VG and angular velocity WG in the following
way:

= VG (4.1)

RG = G x RG (4.2)
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where it is to be understood that G x RG [.I.G X Ç, WG X j, WG x k]. See Figure
2.2 for an illustration of the coordinate frames.

As in Chapter 2 we will now use several, generalized, 6-vectors and a 6 x 6-matrix
comprising translational and rotational components alike and indicated by capital letters.
The body's generalized velocity VG is determined by time integration of its acceleration
A, which in turn depends on the generalized force F, consisting of a force and a moment,
acting on the body. Newton's Second Law of Motion relates this force to the body's
generalized momentum P as follows:

P=F , (4.3)

We define the generalized 6 x 6 mass and inertia matrix as follows:

M=( (4.4)

where m, is the body mass, I the 3 x 3 unit matrix, and ¡i its inertia matrix. This allows
us to express the momentum in terms of the body mass and velocity:

P = MV . (4.5)

Using equations (4.3) to (4.5) we express the time derivative of the body's generalized
velocity its acceleration as follows:

VGAGZIVI'(FMVG) (4.6)

In the case of constant body mass and inertia, M is constant, so its time derivative in the
above two equation vanishes.

The (generalized) force is coupled with the hydrodynamic pressure. In general, the
force and moment on a body can be split in a fluid part, a gravitational part, and a
remaining part including influences due to thrusters, springs, damping and other (freely)
moving bodies to which a body may be connected. This is expressed by the following
equation:

F = F1 + F9 + F0 . (4.7)

Here the subscript f refers to fluid influences and the subscript o to influences of other
natures. F9 = rrik is the gravitational force on the body. The fluid force and moment
are expressed in terms of the hydrostatic pressure as follows:

F1=ffpNdA (4.8)

where the pressure is given by Bernoulli's equation (2.7).
The above relations will be used in the sections below. It is noted here that equations

(4.1) and (4.2), together with equation (4.6) can be used to determine the body motion
and rotation from the force working on it.
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4.2.2 Acceleration Potential
Following [97] we will introduce a second potential, apart from the viocity potential,
called the acceleration potential. First we introduce the fluid acceleration a:

Dvam
Dt

Substituting equation (2.4) into equation (2.3) and substituting the latter into equation
(4.9) yields

Here we used the well-known relation from vector calculus V (a. b) = (a V) b + (b. V) a +
ax(Vxb)+bx(Vxa)witha=Vand b= V, aswel1asthefactthatVxV=O.

Now we introduce the acceleration potential x defined as -.

so that

a = V . (4.12)

We will use this acceleration potential in the description of the interaction of freely floating
body's and the surrounding flow in the next section.

4.3 Dynamic Body-Boundary Condition (DBC)

4.3.1 Derivation of the DBC
Here we will give a derivation of the DBC for the Laplace problem for çb with the aim
of indicating its correctness, which is crucial for modelling flow-body interactions. This
will be done by linking çb on the body boundary S to the acceleration of a fluid particle
sliding along the body boundary. This in turn will be related to the acceleration, velocity,
and local geometry of the body boundary. The acceleration will be coupled with the force
on the body, and the fluid part of the force will be expressed in terms of the pressure
along the wetted body boundary. Since the pressure can be written in terms of t, this
effectively establishes a relation between ç5,, and çb along the the body boundary, which
may serve as a boundary condition on 92 for Açb = O in ft 'In passing' we will also
treat the kinematic boundary condition and give a more general form for impermeable
boundaries than the one given in equation (2.12). Both boundary conditions can also
be used in more general applications with flexible platforms or membranes on a fluid or
vessicles in a fluid.

Consider a fluid particle adjacent to a floating body. The component normal to the body
boundary of its velocity y and its acceleration a is expressed in terms of the velocity and
acceleration potential respectively, thus

(4.9)

(4.10)

(4.11)

nv = n.V (4.13)

na = nV (4.14)
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Using equation (4.11), they are rewritten as follows:

= nv , (4.15)

= n. [a_V(Vc.V)] . (4.16)

The next step is to express y and a in terms of the motion and shape of the body.
To this end we will relate the particle's position, x, velocity, y, and acceleration to
those of the body's centre of gravity. We will denote quantities in a body-fixed frame,
e.g. the principal-axes-of-inertia (FAI) frame, by underlining them. We split the total
time derivative of a quantity following a fluid particle, namely d/dt = V/Vt, into the
time derivative ö/8t in a body-fixed frame and a rotational part WC x. With d/dt =
ö/6t + WC x we then have:

see e.g. [97] or a textbook on rigid-body mechanics. Here r is the vector pointing from
the body's centre of gravity, X, to the position of the fluid particle at the body boundary.
See Figure 4.1 for an illustration of some of the vectors. A crucial point is the distinction
of the velocity of a point fixed on the body boundary given by vc + WC x r for a rigid
body and the velocity y of a fluid particle sliding along the body boundary. Only their
normal components are equal, their tangential components differ in general.

Subsituting the last two equations into equations (4.15) and (4.16) yields

ç5=n.[vC+WCxr+v] , (4.20)

.(4.21)

Now in the case of rigid bodies, and have no component normal to the body boundary.
This is the case analyzed by [97].

Here we will include the more general case of a deforming body in the derivation of
the DBC. We denote the velocity and acceleration of the body boundary as and ,

and we have

nv = nv5 , (4.22)

= n+R'v3v , (4.23)

where R is the local radius of curvature of the body boundary inthe direction of the path
that the fluid particle follows along the this boundary, so in the direction of its tangential
velocity y8 in the FAI frame. R is positive when the centre of curvature lies in the positive
n-direction, which is directed outward from the body. The tangential velocity in the PAT
frame can be written as

y = [ . (Vq - VC - WC x r)]si + [82. (V45 - VC - WC x r)]s2 . (4.24)

Here we have used equation (4.18). In the case of a rigid body, n = 0, so then simply
= - VG - WC x r. Using these equations and the generalized normal vector given

by

N=( n
r X n (4.25)

X = x+r (4.17)

V = vc+wCxr+v (4.18)

a=aG+cxcxr+(J)cx(wCxr)+a+2wCxv, (4.19)
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we now rewrite equations (4.20) and (4.21) to obtain

= NVG+np , (4.26)

ç5tfl = NAG+n+W . (4.27)

Here, W is defined by

w n. (4.28)

+R1{[si.(Vq5vcwGxr)]2+[s2.(VglvcwGxr)]2}
We have thus established the relations of çb,., and ,. along a body boundary with its
motion and shape for the general case of a deforming body. Both ç and W are known
provided VG, and and g, in the case of deformation, are given, and the former one
can be used as a boundary condition for the Laplace problem for .

The next step in search of a dynamic body-boundary condition, is to express AG in
equation (4.27) in terms of the forces working on the body. Substituting from equation
(4.6) for AG, we find

çb = N . M1 (F - 1t'IVG) + W . (4.29)

This relates Ç1tn to the force on the body and a term proportional to the body's velocity
and time-rate of change of its mass distribution as well as to W. If the mass and its
distribution in the PAT frame are constant, then p.'JG which is part of MVG is
called the body's gyro moment, see [98].

Finally, we split the force F into a fluid part and other parts, express the fluid force
in terms of the fluid pressure, and represent the pressure in terms of , according to
equations (4.7), (4.8), and (2.7) respectively. After a little algebra and using F9 = mk
this yields

Ç5tn - N M' ff NdA =

N M' {ff v + NdA + F0 - VG} - . k + W . (4.30)

This is the desired dynamic body-boundary condition. The derivation clearly shows the
physical concepts applied, see also [97]. It is also more general than the one given by
[97], since it allows for deforming bodies and mass-distribution changes. It expresses tn

minus an integral involving cb along the wetted body boundary S in terms of the body
geometry, mass, and velocity, as well as the fluid velocity and forces acting on the body.
No assumption has been made as to the degree of submergence of the body, so this DBC
is valid for all partly and fully submerged bodies. In the calcualtions presented in Chapter
6 we will only consider the special case of rigid bodies with constant mass distributions,
so = O, = O, and the time rate of change of the inertia matrix for the rotation with
respect to the FAI frame j = 0.

4.3.2 Comparison of Three DBC's Published
Before [97] published his DBC, at least two other versions had been published, namely
a two-dimensional one by [14] and a three-dimensional one by [16]. We will now com-
pare them with the DBC given in the Subsection 4.3.1. We will alsò consider the two-
dimensional implementation used by [16], which is the same as the one used for the
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calculations described in Chapter 3. We will point out the differences in comparison with
the DBC in equation (4.30). We will restrict ourselves to rigid bodies with a constant
mass distribution in the FAI frame.

[16] has used the wrong sign in front of the pressure p in his equation (B.9) and he
tacitly assumed that the body's inertia matrix is constant and also diagonal. The wrong
sign was not present in his implementation, which we have also used for the calculations
described in Chapter 3, and for the two-dimensional cases considered the assumption that
the inertia matrix is diagonal is always correct since there is only one plane of rotation.
We have corrected these errors in the analysis below.

It turns out that the main differences are to be found in the quantity W. We will
show the respective expressions for W given by the various authors. We denote by WT the
expression given by [97] and above in equation (4.28), by Wp the expression previously
given by [14] after 'translation' to three dimensions, which is the same as the one given
by [16] and used in the implementation used by [16] and by the author for the results
in Chapter 3. In vector form they read, after conversion to three dimensions for the

These are not the original expressions, we have derived them from the original ones in
Appendix C. Both expressions can be shown to be different.

First we will study equation (A.15) in [16], which is restated here as equation (4.33):

- [hj&,si] = {h11 + i h (± Sk) - [h'1] } si

+ {h2h1&i [(± . S) - (x . Si) !]
} S (4.33)

. 3h1)- (s . si) S3
(IS3 j

In the derivation in Appendix A in [16], in his equation (A.15) he tacitly assumes that
the local (partial) time derivative of the scale factor h1 of the coordinate s1 and of the
associated unit vector i of a curvilinear coordinate system attached to a (floating) body
are equal to zero. Since the curvilinear coordinate system moves with the body, this is
easily shown to be false in general case. Another way to point out an inconsisteñcy in his
derivation is to compare his equation (A.3), which states:

[Si] = (WC . s3)s2 - (WC s2)s3 , (4.34)

which gives an expression for the material time derivative of s, with his equation (A.15)
where the same material derivative should be present, even if it would be in a different
form. Such an identification can, however, not be made in general.

Next, we apply the two versions of the DBC to a simple hydrodynamic problem, namely
the motion of a sphere of radius 1 at constant velocity VC = U Ui along the x-axis
through an infinite (perfect) fluid at rest at infinity. Locally near the sphere there is a

expression given by [14]:

Wy = n.[WC ('ac x r) + 2WG X (V - VC - x r) - y v)]
+R(V - VC - WC x r) . (Vq - VGWG x r) , (4.31)

Wp fl.[WG x (WC X r) + WC x (V - VC - WC x r)
V(V. (VC + WC x r)) + WC x V] , (4.32)

+ 121h h Si
t.

.

(z
3h3

. -s3)
(IS1
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disturbance. Recall that we have made no assumption as regards the degree of submer-
gence of the body in the derivation of the DBC. The sphere is freely 'floating', and the
well-known potential field outside the sphere reads

(x t) = UR (x - Ut)
(435)

2 [(xUt).(xUt)]5
We take the density of the sphere homogeneous and equal to that of the fluid (which is
unity after scaling), so M = 0, and we let the sphere have a constant rotation Wa around
an axis through its centre. (Since the flow is inviscid, this has no consequences for the
potential field.) The vector r connecting any point x with the sphere's centre of gravity
Ut is given by

r = x - Ut = rn(x;t) . (4.36)

Here r = and n is the normal on the boundary of the sphere in the intersection
point of the sphere and r. We introduce spherical coordinates around the sphere's centre
according to

f cos,cos9 \
x - Ut = r = r sincos9

J

= rn(9) (4.37)
\\ Sifl )

where (,z9) E [0,2ir] x [(1/2)ir,(1/2)ir].
We will first give the elaborations of all the terms in the DBC in equation (4.30)

including those in the various expressions of W in equations (4.31), (4.32), and (4.33).
Remind that the DBC is applied at the sphere's boundary, so r = R.. Furthermore

= /(.&'G WC, and F0 = O. The terms read:

tn = _U2R._1[1 - 3(í n)2] (4.38)

= - 3(i . n)2] (4.39)

JJtNdA = O (4.40)

= U2{1 + 3(i . n)2] (4.41)

ffv.vNdA = o (4.42)
s

ffzNdA = irR.k , (4.43)

mk irR.k , (4.44)

MVG = O , (4.45)

n [WC X (WC x r)] = wR. , (4.46)

n[Wx(VVa)J = Ui(Wcxn) , (4.47)

n [y v)] = _U2R.1[1 + 3(i )2]
, (4.48)

- VC) . (V - VC) = _U2R._1[1 - (i n)2] , (4.49)



- VC) . ('c x r) =
x r) (W x r) =

n. [ x V] =

n [V(Vq5. VC)]

n [V(V. (WC x r))]

3.Ui.(wGxn)

1.
( x n)

= U21_[1 - 3(i . n)2]

= U[(jWa)(jn)+(k

(4.50)

(4.51)

(4.52)

(4.53)

WG)(kfl)1 (4.54)
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The reader readily verifies that the left-hand sides and right-hand sides of the DBC when
WT and Wp are used, read respectively

U21-1 + (i n)2] = U27Z1 + (i n)2] , for W = WT (4.55)

U1 + (i n)2] = U2_1[_1 + (i n)2]

+U[(j . WG)((j . n) + 2(k. n)) (4.56)

(k . WG)((k . n) + 2(j . n))] for W = Wp

Clearly only the DBC given by [97] gives the correct result in this case of a sphere travelling
at constant velocity through an infinite fluid.

Based on the above derivation and verification we conclude that equation (4.30) and
W = W,.. is the correct DBC. We will use this one for further computations described in
Chapter 6.

Since we have been using Wp in our implementation for the calculations presented in
Chapter 3, the question arises whether the results are useful. Clearly, all the terms in the
expression for Wp and for WT are of second order in the body and fluid velocity. This
means that for small motions, they can be expected to be small compared with the first-
order terms in the remaining part of the DBC. Therefore we expect very little adverse
effects on the forces determined in the small-amplitude oscillations. This is confirmed
by the excellent results for the hydrodynamic coefficients. For the approximate square
on most parts of its boundary R1 = 0, so the effects are even smaller. A difference
is observed between rotational motions and purely translational motions. For the first
there is still a difference between Wp and WT, for the second there is no difference on
straight parts of the boundary. This may partly explain the differences found between

and respectively. It can be shown that for purely vertical motions in the
y, z-plane where s is taken in the direction normal to the plane, Wp = çb32çb = WT as
long as R' = 0, which is the case on most of the boundary of the approximate square.
Furthermore, on the round 'corners' of the square, existing of quarter circles, it can also
be shown that Wp = WT for purely vertical motions. Therefore results for the large-
amplitude vertical oscillations have not suffered from the incorrect implementation. From
this we also conclude that the calculations concerning large vertical motions of a circle
and a rectangle presented in Chapters 6 and 7 of [16] have not suffered from the mistake
either.

4.4 Working-Out of Two Terms in the DBC
In the DBC derived above there are two terms that need particular attention for their
evaluation. One is the normal derivative of the velocity-squared, which cannot be eval-
uated directly. It needs reformulating in terms of quantities that can be calculated in
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the present method. This is described in Subsection 4.4.1. The other term is the gyro
moment, for which we recount an efficient evaluation method in Subsection 4.4.2 for the
case of a body with a constant mas distribution in its FAI frame.

4.4.1 Normal Derivative of the Velocity-Squared
[97] gave an evaluation of the normal derivative of the velocity squared. in two dimen-
sions. We will derive an expression in three dimensions using (locally) orthogonal curvi-
linear coordinates o, o, ii = cr3 on the body boundary, which locally coincide with the
coordinates s1, s2, and n described in Appendix B. At least locally we have o x 02 = 03
and sH = 1, z = 1,2,3. For the normal derivative of the velocity squared in a point r
on a (body) boundary we then have

!_ (v.v) = -
(9)2]

=
+ (4.57)

where we have introduced scaling factors h indicating the value with which the coordi-
nates o- have to be multiplied respectively to attain unit length. Second-order tangential
derivatives are determined from finite-difference weights and values in a molecule of CPs,
but such an approach is not available in a BIEM for the second-order normal derivative.
It can however be expressed in terms of other available - derivatives through Laplace's
equation in curvilinear coordinates:

h'h'h' t (h1h2h3± + (1'Oui \ Oui) Oo- \ Ou2

a ( 1a+-1h1h2h3 0.
au3 \ Ou3

Substituting from this equation for çi into equation (4.57) yields

=
Ou3 2

_h_3.2 - h_3th2 - 2

1 2
1

Ou 2 Ou °
¡-2 , J-2

' i WSIPSIS3 ' 2 's21Ps2s3 - 1 'Poit - lt2 Woo2

- + h2h1 + h2 _10h3\
'. au1 ao-1

h3 j3
10h3\- (h' - h3-a + h2h
ao-2) 23l ao-2

_3ah3\ 2

ao-3 ao-3
h3 j)

(4.58)

(4.59)

The curvilinear coordinate system has been kept rather general until now. The only
restrictions are that the a = 0-planes do not locally coincide, that we demand that they
be locally perpendicular, and the requirement that the u3 = 0-plane has to be in the
physical domain boundary locally for the normal vector i' to be properly defined. The
latter implies that two derivatives of scaling factors are related to the local curvatures
(which are available in the present method in each collocation point from the quadratic
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local approximation of the panel geometry) in the directions of the tangential coordinate
axes:

-1 Oh1 -1 -1 ah2 -1h1 --R1 - 2 2003 003

For an illustration see Figure 4.2. We will now exploit the remaining freedom. First, the
scaling of the coordinates can be chosen at will; we take

h=1 , =0 , i=1,2,3 . (4.61)
0o

In the present method we apply a quadratic local approximation of the flow boundary.
To that approximation, the ci1 O and the 02 = 0-planes can be chosen such that the
scaling factors satisfy

i=1,2,3 , (4.62)
001 aal
Oh1 Oh3=0 , =0 . z=1,2,3
O02 002

Here we have used the fact that o, 02, y have to be orthogonal only locally in the point
where we evaluate equation (4.59); away from it they may loose their orthogonality. These
curvilinear unit vectors coincide locally with the coordinate system 81, s2, n. Substituting
from equations (4.60) to (4.63) into equation (4.59) finally yields

v) = i&1fl + S2S2fl + + R2
+(R + R1) - (, + )çb . (4.64)

We now have expression for the normal derivative of the velocity squared in terms of
quantities that are available in the present method. In the two-dimensional case this
expression reduces to the one given in [97], Appendix A. This can be seen by letting
0/Osi = O and Rj' = 0. The equation clearly shows the need for second-order derivatives
of both the body geometry and the distribution of along it.

4.4.2 Time Derivative of the Inertia Matrix
The second term in the body boundary condition that we will rewrite is related to the
gyro moment which is part of the term MVG in equation (4.29). In general when
the body rotates, its inertia matrix p changes in time when described in terms of a fixed-
orientation frame, which we prefer to use for our computations. Therefore p has to be
redetermined at every time-level in the simulations. An obvious way to do this is to use
its mass distribution and to carry out the volume integrations to calculate p according to
its definition. If the mass distribution is not given this cannot be done, and if the inertia
matrix is only given once as an initial condition and the mass distribution stays constant
with respect to a body-fixed frame it is unnecessary. We will treat the latter case where
p may change in the body-fixed frame. Since ¡LwG occurs here multiplied by p, we will
study the expression p'/wG. According to Chapter 3 in [90] we have

pP = RPRG , (4.65)

where the superscript p refers to the frame of the body's principal axes of inertia (PAl),
and R0 is the matrix of unit vectors of the frame of principal axes of inertia expressed

(4.60)

(4.63)
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Figure 4.1: A sketch of a ship, an earth-fixed frame and a body-fixed frame, the PAT-frame.
Vector x points at a fluid particle sliding along the body boundary from O, whereas r
points at it from XG

Figure 4.2: A sketch is of the locally orthonormal curvilinear coordinate system with z,
perpendicular in r to the body boundary, which is coincides with a plane u = const. The
tangental unit vectors and the remaining coordinate surfaces through r are also shown
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in terms of the fixed orientation frame. The superscript T denotes the transpose, and p
is a constant diagonal matrix. Since (total) time derivation and transposition commute
for R and since R1 = RT because of its orthonormality, we find, after substitution from
equation (4.65) into 12'lLWG, that

= R [(P)_1RTJPRT + (,P)_4RT + (l)T}
'-G (4.66)

Here we used ¡iP = 4' since in the frame of principal axes of inertia there is, by definition,
no rotational part for the time derivative. The result is an expression which is easily
expressed in terms of the orientation matrix RG, and the inertia matrix and their
time derivatives G x RG and ¡4'. When ¡4' = 0, the second term in the right-hand
side of equation (4.66) vanishes and this formula is easier and cheaper to evaluate than a
numerical volume integration. When ¡4' does change with time, it depends on the nature
of the change whether volume integrations are needed to determine lz' and ¡4 every time
step.

4.5 Numerical Treatment of a Freely Floating Body
We now discuss the numerical method for determination of the force on freely floating
bodies. The solution of the Laplace problem for ç is described in Subsection 4.5.1. In
Subsection 4.5.2 we give an accurate method for the determination of the force on a
floating body.

4.5.1 Solution for the Time Derivative of the Potential
In the case of free body motions we need the DBC equation (4.30) as a boundary condition
for the Laplace problem for . The discretization of this equation is very similar to that of
the Laplace problem for , which has been described in Section 2.2.3. Here we first briefly
describe the discretization of the DBC. The DBC contains integrals of the distributions

, (1/2)Vç. V, and z along the wetted body boundary. As for the main boundary
integral for ' and , Taylor expansions of these distributions are made using tangential
derivatives based on finite differences of values in the CPs in a molecule, see Appendix B.
These OP values are taken in front of the integral, but the quadratic functions of the local
coordinates stay under the integral sign, multiplied with N, see equation (4.30). The
remaining integrands are then integrated over the quadratic approximation of the panels,
which are numbered with j, using the Jacobian of equation (B.15), to obtain quantities
K. The DBC is applied in each CP, numbered with i, on S giving NB extra conditions,
where NB is the number of collocation points on freely floating bodies. In this process
the K are multiplied to obtain C N2 M1K. The extra conditions can be written
as NB linear equations in the quantities and ç5,, on S with known coefficients. They
read

NB

[cy + = -Y' , i = i . . . NB . (4.67)

The 'y' are the right-hand sides of this equation when applied to the x' on S. They consist
of all the terms on the right-hand side of the DBC equation (4.30) and depend on the
body geometry, its velocity, and the surrounding fluid velocity field. The latter must be
solved for before or at the same time as the present Laplace problem for Ç5t can be solved.
In the case of multiple floating bodies, a similar set of equations can be set up and solved
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for each of them.

In the case of multiple freely floating bodies, a set of equations similar to the one in
equation (4.67) can be generated for each body. These sets can be added to the original
matrix equation. In the case of coupled bodies, the mutual forces can be incorporated
in F0 as far as they depend on the positions, orientations, and velocities of the bodies
only. This is the case with coupling by e.g. springs and dampers. In the case of general
couplings, the situation is more complicated since the mutual forces cannot be evaluated
beforehand but should be solved at the same time as . [37] in his Subsection 3.3.3
states that this cannot be done with the present algorithm for determining q5, and the
fluid forces, and that q must be solved for in a different way, e.g. with backward differ-
encing in time.

The above equations are now added to the system in equation (2.30), now applied to
t. This gives the new system

A'X' = B'Y' b' , (4.68)

see Figure 4.3 for the structures of the matrices and vectors. Here X' is an (N + NB)-
vector consisting of the N elements in X and completed with the NB unknown quantities

on S, where 3 j - N. Y' is an (N + NB)-vector consisting of the N elements of Y of
which the NB unknown quantities çfr on S are replaced by zeroes. Its last NB elements
are unity. A' is an (N + NB) x (N + NB)-matrix consisting of the coefficients in front
of the unknowns; it is made up of the elements of A in its upper left N x N-block and
extended with the C' values in front of the NB unknowns on S and the coefficients
in equation (4.67). Finally, the matrix B' is an (N + NB) x (N + NB)-matrix derived
from B by shifting the values in front of the unknowns ,. on S to A' and adding NB
elements yö' from equation (4.67) to its diagonal on the lower right, where i i - N.

The above system of equations can be solved (in principle), which is presently done
with a Bi-Conjugate Gradient method, as for the matrix system representing the Laplace
problem for . The values of çb can then be used to calculate the pressure p and the fluid
forces on any floating bodies or other boundary parts.

4.5.2 Partitioning of Fluid Forces
Since flow-body interactions take place through forces and moments, we need accurate
values of these quantities in the simulations. Here we describe how the fluid force on a
body may be split into a (large) constant part and a (small) varying part. This then leads
to a technique for the accurate numerical quadrature of the pressure on the wetted body
surface to obtain the force on a body, see Subsection 5.3.2. This numerical algorithm is
particularly accurate in the case of small deviations from (hydrodynamic) equilibrium.

Often the motion of a body in a flow consists of relatively small deviations from a
state of equilibrium, where the fluid force balances another force, or from a state where
the fluid force is a constant when considered in a body-fixed frame. For example, for
a ship moving at an approximately steady velocity with only small excursions from this
state, there is approximately an equilibrium of its buoyancy force and its gravitational
force, of its thrust and the (wave) resistance, of the trim and the fluid pitch moment, and
of the rudder moment and fluid yaw moment. If the ships follows an (approximately)
circular path in still water, it experiences a force directed towards the centre of the circle
of more or less constant magnitude. The most interesting behaviour of the ship may be
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the deviations from the equilibrium or the constant motion. These deviations are caused
by deviations of the force which are small compared to the respective, almost balancing
forces. An accurate simulation of the deviations from equilibrium requires an accurate
calculation of the force deviations involved. Since the resulting deviations of the forces
may be the small difference of two large forces, their calculation as such may suffer from
inaccuracies in either of the almost balancing components. This may happen when the
straightforward method is used:

F(t) =Jp(x, t)N(x, t)dA + F9 + F0(t) , (4.69)

S(t)

according to equations (4.7) and (4.8). Here F9 or F0 may almost balance the fluid force
in one or more directions.

The fluid force and moment are determined by numerical quadrature, so that the nu-
merical inaccuracy is proportional to the (m + 1)st derivative of the integrand if m is the
order of the quadrature method. The chances are higher that the (m + 1)st derivative is
large if the absolute value of the integrand itself is large than if it is small, the danger be-
ing particularly large with edged and bumpy bodies. The tactic is to reduce this absolute
value. In the sequel we will separate the forces into equilibrium parts and deviations from
that equilibrium. This allows to evaluate only the deviations thereby often introducing
smaller inaccuracies.

We will now proceed to find a technique which allows a more accurate determination
of the relevant (deviating) part of the fluid force in such cases as mentioned above. Apart
from the actual wetted body boundary 8(t) at time t, we distinguish the corresponding
wetted boundary E(t) on the virtual body in its equilibrium or constant motion. E(t) is
formally related to 8(t) through a transformation e: E(t) = e(s(t),t) and = e(x,t),
where s E 8(t) and ¿ e E(t). The transformation e consits of a translation and a rota-
tion, such that it carries over each point on the body boundary 8(t) to the same material
point on the body boundary E(t) in equilibrium, see Figure 4.4. This means that the
Jacobian J IdAe/dAx = 1. Furthermore we divide E(t), p, and F1 into an equilibrium
(or constant) value (indicated with - ), which is constant in time in a frame attached to
the virtual body in equilibrium or constant motion, and a deviating part (with - ). We
then have

p(x,t) = p-(e(x,t)) +(x,t) , (4.70)

F0(t) = p0(t) + fr0(t) . (4.71)

The frame of reference used in splitting up these quantities depends on the kind of equi-
librium or constant motion. It follows that

F9 + p0(t) = -ifp'i()N()dAe . (4.72)

Substituting from the above equations into equation (4.69) yields

F(t) = [p(x, t)N(x, t) - p(e(x, t))N(e(x, t), t)] dA
S(t)

-i-f (e(x,t),t)N(e(,t),t)dA + E0(t) (4.73)
W(t)

= ffQ(x,t)dAx+Jq()dA
S(t)
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Figure 4.3: The structures of the matrices A' and B', as well as of the vectors X' and Y'
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with obvious implicit definitions of the vector functions Q and q. Here W is the (pos-
itive or negative) area between the actual and the virtual waterline on the actual body
boundary and it corresponds with E on the body boundary in equilibrium (or constant
motion), compare equation (3.15) in Subsection 3.3.2. In the right-hand side of the above
equation we find an integral over the large surface 8(t) of the small quantity Q, as far
as the deviations from equilibrium or constant motion are small enough, and an integral
over a small surface E(t) of the potentially laTge quantity q.

We have extended the surface of integration for ÏiN with the surface part S(t) up to or
down to the waterline, instead of integrating only up to the equivalent of the equilibrium
(or constant-motion) waterline. The former is simpler in the case of panel-wise quadra-
ture with panels crossing the equilibrium (or constant-motion) waterline, particularly in
transient problems with time dependent panel distributions, as is the case here. As a con-
sequence the p-field has to be continued above the waterline in the region e(s(t)) = E(t).

In many cases the integrals in equation (4.73) can be determined with greater absolute
accuracy than the one in equations (4.8), thus allowing more accurate results for F(t).
Of course this tactic can only be applied if E, p and Fh are known. If necessary they
may be determined from a preceding simulation of the equilibrium (or constant) motion.
The above technique has been applied in the calculations described in Chapter 6. Here
we study body motions near rest-equilibrium using for its value when the body would
be in rest and in equilibrium.

4.5.3 Body Motion
Above we have indicated how çb and the fluid force on a body are determined. Further-
more the body's velocity and position and orientation are known at a certain time level.
From the force the acceleration may be determined, whence by integration its velocity
and position and orientation can be found. In numerically time-stepping the solution,
we have to secure that both the body's position and orientation, XG and RG, as well as
its (angular) velocity, VG and WG, are updated to the new time level. The former two
are needed to determine the flow dom.ain's shape, and all of them are used to produce
the Neumann condition on the body boundary S for the Laplace problem for and the
dynamic body-boundary condition (DBC) for the Laplace problem for çb at the new time
level.

In the present method we se an RK4 method for time-stepping. This means that for all
quantities to be integrated in time only their first-order time derivatives are needed. Let
us define a 'vector' u of quantities (three vectors and a matrix) to be time-integrated:

Here the vector g is used to represent all other quantities on which ii depends. At
the starting level for the integration, all the quantities in the latter vector are known;

XG

RG (4.74)
VG

then we need its derivative

/ VG

"e X Rc
aG

(4.75)
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the acceleration can be determined from the force according to equation (4.6). After
integration both Laplace problems can be solved at the new time level. Their solutions
allow the determination of f at this new level. In principle the time evolution can be
stepped in time up to the desired time level according to this algorithm.

A straightforward time-stepping of body rotations according to the above algorithm
would give a complication in the present method. In the present method, the orientation
of a body is described by R, the matrix consisting of unit vectors in the directions of the
principal axes of inertia. An obvious way to integrate such unit vector e in time, using
its time derivative

T=wGxe , (4.76)

is as follows:

e(t + t) = e(t) + (WG x e(t))t + h.o.t . (4.77)

We have observed that integrating according to this formula may lead to the loss of
orthogdnality and orthonormality of the unit vectors because of the finite time steps.
Restoring unit lengths of the new 'unit' vectors would be straightforward, but there is no
obvious best way to change their directions in order to restore orthogonality.

Another, much less severe, disadvantage is that, even if c is constant during this
time step, a phase lag is introduced when using equation (4.77). In this case, the phase
lag per revolution, to lowest order, when using RK4 time stepping, is:

2ir
(arctan(IIWG x eAt) - ---(wGt)27r + h.o.t. (4.78)

120

If k'cIIt « 1, this phase lag is relatively very small. In the case of constant transla-
tional velocity, however, as opposed to the numerical rotational velocity, no phase lag is
introduced by the numerical time integration.

To overcome the main disadvantage we introduce a different way of stepping the ori-
entation matrix in time which preserves the orthonormality of its unit vectors. This
different technique removes the second disadvantage as well.

We are concerned with the rotation of three unit vectors of RG in the fixed-orientation,
which are attached to a body's centre of gravity XG. The rotation takes place about a
(time dependent) axis which also passes through XG. Therefore the finite rotation of a
unit vector e carried out in a time step can be expressed as a multiplication of e by a
matrix representing this finite rotation.

Define the vector w(WG) of unit length in the direction of WG as follows:

Ik'cPwc , (4.79)

such that w'(G) = IwcH1w. Furthermore define

cos(xtcI) , (4.80)

s(tAt,) , (4.81)

where > denotes either ûg or ß,, which are the RK4 coefficients given in Table 2.2.
Now we introduce (r, "-'G), which is a finite-rotation matrix with angular velocity
during an interval r. Then the coefficients " ",G) of a 3 x 3 finite-rotation matrix

are given by

= [1 - +
s(t, WG)?Jicwk , i, j, k = 1,2,3 , (4.82)
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where summation takes place over the index k in the last term. Here 8° is Kronecker's
delta, Ez3k (1 8°)(1 5ik)(1 - 8kz)sign(ii.(i j k)), ir now being a permutation function.
It is easily verified that 6jk, so íl(Xjt,'c) is orthonormal,
as is required for a shape-preserving transformation such as a rotation, and that it does
not introduce a phase lag.

We 'are now ready to present a scheme for the numerical rotation of a (unit) vector e,
which is used instead of the RK4 scheme given in equations (2.26) to (2.28). For a body
with constant ¡i, it reads

= o
= jiG(t_1 + ßtt (/3At, ,t1)e_1)

e = 1«oLt, 4)f(cit,
where G(t_1 + ßt, w1)e_i) denotes the moment on the body at time t_1 +

the £th level in an RK4 time step, and in the orientation Q(ßt, 1)e_1. This
is the orthonormality preserving, and phase-lag free, scheme combined with the RK4
time-stepping method. We have tested it by calculating the motion of a semi-submerged
sphere which given an initial rotation and no moment. The unit vectors in the FAI frame
remained orthonormal, which confirms the quality of the scheme.

4.6 Alternative Time Integration of Body Motion
Above in Subsection 4.5.3 we have described how the motion of a freely floating body
may be stepped in time with an RK4 method. A disadvantage of this method is that it
requires evaluation of f at all four levels in a time step. Since the geometry of the flow
domain changes with time this means that the expensive influence coefficients also have
to be determined four times.

This disadvantage has already been recognized by [9], who applied an RK2-2 time-
stepping method. It involves only two levels per time step, but on each both û = f and
ü = f are needed, see Appendix A. Because the calculation of f is usually much cheaper
than the determination of the influence coefficients, this method is more efficient. Up to
now RK2-2 has not been introduced for freely floating bodies because no algorithm had
been developed for the combination of the two. Below we present the outline of such an
algorithm for a single freely floating body. For the computations in this thesis we have
not used it.

In a straightforward application of RK2-2 to the freely floating body motion we need
ii in addition to u and û given in equations (4.74) and (4.75), which are already needed
for RK4,. see Subsection 4.5.3; it is given by

ü1(t,u,ù,g,)= (GxRG+wGxwGxRG
(4.86)

The problem now lies in determining G and cG, which would be needed to integrate
VG and WC to the next time level. This might be done by solving yet another Laplace
problem for .

(4.83)

(4.84)

(4.85)

There is, however, a different method to obtain VG and WC, joined in Vc, at the new
time level. This method will involve the integration of a vector quantity W (not to
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be confused with the scalar quantity W and its subscribed versions used in Section 4.3)
which is related to VG, and the application of a DtN-like body-boundary condition on S
for the Laplace problem for at the new time level. This DtN-like condition is similar
to the DBC for the Laplace problem for . The body velocity VG is finally determined
from the solution of ç,. on S.

For the derivation of this method we start with formally stating the time integration
for Vc:

V(.t) = V(to) +fAcdi- (4.87)

Using Newton's Second Law of Motion for a floating body equation (4.6), this becomes

VG(t)=VG(to)

+JM-' [ii ( + v + z)NdA - ink + F0 - VG]dT , (4.88)

where use has been made of equations (4.7), (4.8), and (2.7). [106] observed that the
partial time derivative çb appears under a time integral, which suggests that it can be
removed altogether. To exploit this idea, we apply the definition of the total or material
derivative equation (2.3) indicated by either , d/dt, or d/dr - and rewrite the last
equation to

Vc(t)=Vc(to)+ f M1 {ffNdA}dr

M_' {ff (_v. V+ z) NdA - ink + F0 - IV}dr . (4.89)

Using equation (D.8) in Appendix D for time derivatives of integrals over a time dependent
domain, as well as the product rule for derivation, we find:

ffNdA = {ffNdA}_ffÑdA
S(t) S(t) S(t)

_fN[n x (V - VG - G X r)] . dL

The same idea has already been used by [48], although he does not distinguish conse-
quently between partial and total or material time derivatives. The last formula is now
used to rewrite equation (4.89) into

tdí
VG(t)VG(tO)+f

to

+JM-' {_J[Ñ+M(M1)N+ (V.V_z) N] dA (4.91)
t0 S(r)

- fN[nx(V_vG_wGxr)].dL_mk+Fo_IVc}dT
as

J NdA}
S(r)

(4.90)
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where we have applied partial integration of the first integral in equation (4.89). The
integration in the second term on the right-hand side can now be evaluated analytically
in terms of values on t0 and on t. Defining the velocity-related quantity WC and its time
derivative as

WQ(t) VG(t) - M1 II ÇbNdA (4.92)

S(t)

WG M'U, (4.93)

where

u fi [(v. - z) N + + M(M1)N] dA

S(t)

+ f N[nx(VvGGxr)].dL+mkFo+1IVG , (4.94)

8S(t)

equation (4.91) is now rewritten as

WG(t) = WG(to) +f1Tc(Y)dT (4.95)

In principle this equation may be used to integrate WC in time (with RK4) since WC is
known when and ç are known.

The quantity f f NdA can be interpreted as the average velocity VF of the fluid in
s

the volume occupied by the body if the body would not have been there and if the original
potential field would have extended into this volume in a way that is satisfies Laplace's
equation in this region with ç5 = N . VG as its boundary condition. W can then be
interpreted as the difference of the body velocity VG and the virtual average fluid velocity
VF.

We will now show that WC can be determined from known quantities. Using equations
(4.93) and (4.94), we have

WC = {M'}U - M'Ù (4.96)

Using the expressions given in Appendix D it can be shown that

Ú=ffBdA+ fEdLFo+MVG+It(AG (4.97)

S(t) ÔS(t)

where the body-boundary integrand B and the edge integrand E are given by

B [(t + V. V)M(M1) + (M') +

_w]N (4.98)

E [(M(M1) + , + . -
+

N + 2Ñ]
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{nx(Vçb-vC-wCxr)].l
N [u x (V - VG - G x r) + n x (v + y v) (4.99)

-aC-QCxr-wCx(wCxr))].l
Here , d/dt, and d/dr have the same meaning, namely the material derivative of the fluid
flow; the latter is used to avoid confusion about the order in which matrix inversion and
time derivation have to be applied, i is the unit vector tangential to 88(t) in positive
direction with respect to the normal on S, such that ldL = dL. Since the quantities on
the right-hand sides of equations (4.97) to (4.99) are all known on the initial time level
- as far as the time derivatives of M, M1 and F are known - WG is known and W
can be integrated in time using RK2-2. After time-stepping, WG is known on the new
time level, but V is still unknown. Therefore we have no Neumann condition on S for

= 0. Instead we create a KBC of DtN form with WC. Using the definition equation
(4.92) for WC and taking the dot product on both sides of the equation with N in a
particular point on S, we find

Ç5n_N.M1ffÇbNdA=N.Wc (4.100)
S(i)

where we have also used N Vc = . Since WC has been integrated to the new time
level, it is known.

After the Laplace problem for has been solved with the above KBC on S, is known
everywhere on the body boundary. The body's velocity can now be determined by using
the definition equation (4.92), VC can be determined as follows:

VG=WC+ffcbNdA , (4.101)

where the integrand is known.

As can be seen from the boundary conditions (4.30) (DBC) and (4.100) (KBC), the
structure of their left-hand sides is the same. If on the other boundaries the same kind of
boundary condition is used for both Laplace problems, this implies that after discretiza-
tion the same matrix arises for both Laplace problems if KBC and DBC are used as
boundary conditions on the body, since on all other boundaries the type of boundary
condition is the same for both Laplace problems. This allows for a simplification of the
numerical method, since no two different matrix equations have to be set up.

We propose an alternative algorithm for the simulation of freely floating bodies. We
only describe that part that is immediately related to the body motion; the remaining
quantities are treated as has been described in Chapter 2. At a certain time level XC,
RC, V, and Ac are known. Since , t, and the other relevant quantities are known,
W, WC, and WC can be evaluated. Then VG (and AC) are used to integrate XC and
RG with a time-stepping method using first-order (and second-order) time derivatives.
Similarly WC (and WC) are used to integrate WC in time. The right-hand side of the
NBC is evaluated at the new time level and the Laplace problem for is solved using the
NBC. From the solution for the -field, VC is determined. Next the right-hand side of
the DBC is evaluated and the Laplace problem for is solved. This allows the evaluation
of F and therefore AC, as well as of WC and its derivatives W and WC. Thus all the
relevant quantities on the new time level are known and the time-stepping process can be
repeated.
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In principle the above algorithm is suited for time stepping a freely floating body. In-
accuracies may occur in the present computational method when extrapolations are used
to determine values at 8S(t), since the accuracy is locally one order lower near network
edges than on the remainder of the boundary. An advantage in this respect is that the
extrapolated values are subsequently integrated along this boundary.

The question is now raised as regards the gain when using RK2-2 as compared to RK4.
We have stated that the work per time step is smaller with RK2-2 than with RK4, by a
factor of about two. From Subsection 6.1.2 in [9] we conclude that RK2-2 and RK4 have
the same stability regions, so the stability conditions on the time-step size is the same for
both schemes. What also counts, however, is the number of time steps needed on a time
interval, large compared with the individual time steps, to obtain the same accuracy. The
RK2-2 methods use second-order derivatives, and in the present method their accuracy
is lower than that of first-order derivatives, which are the only ones used in RK4. The
influence of the second-order derivatives varies among the RK2-2 methods, so it is wise
to choose one with a small influence. For a three-dimensional free-surface wave problem,
[9] reports almost equal results with an RK4 and a certain RK2-2 time stepping method,
but it remains to be established whether RK2-2 is more efficient for freely floating bodies
and, if so, by how much.
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Chapter 5

Miscellaneous Numerical Aspects

5.1 Introduction
This chapter presents numerical techniques for stable, accurate, and efficient calculations.
Most of these techniques were necessary to enable the computations presented in Chapter
6 and have been used there.

We distinguish between four main themes, to each of which we devote a section. In
Section 5.2 we describe two circle-symmetric absorbing boundary condition for the clo-
sure of the spatial (Laplace) problem at the artificial lateral boundaries of the numerical
domain. In Section 5.3 we first describe the algorithm developed for the numerical de-
termination of the waterline and the gridding of an ellipsoid floating in the free surface.
Next we describe accurate techniques used for quadrature of the pressure ori the wetted
body boundary S and on the boundary part W between the actual waterline and a virtual
equilibrium waterline to obtain the fluid force on it. The solution of the Laplace problem
is the theme of Section 5.4. First we describe the economic storage of the influence coeffi-
cients and the solution of the matrix problem in the present method. Because the present
single-subdomain method is still very expensive for large numbers of collocation points
we discuss the possible implications of the use of domain-decomposition techniques on
the efficiency. The numerical method for time evolution is the theme of Section 5.5. We
describe several time-step conditions that can be useful in the simulation of large motions
of floating bodies. We also discuss the use of grid adaptation which will be indispensable
when the present method is used for large or fast body motions.

5.2 Circle-Symmetric ABCs
In Chapter 6 we will describe numerical experiments, many of which have been carried
out in a cylindrical numerical domain. Because the corresponding physical problems
were circle-symmetric (to a high degree), we used circle-symmetric absorbing boundary
conditions. {31J gives an account of absorbing boundary conditions (ABCs) that have
been developed for wave fields among other things. A particular family of ABCs for the
two-dimensional linear wave equation is based on a pseudo-differential operator which is
nonlocal in space and time. Members of this family are obtained by successive rational
approximations of this operator. A first-order circle-symmetric ABC for ç obtained in
this way is given by:

C

2r

85

(5.1)
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where c is phase velocity of outgoing waves to be absorbed, and r is the horizontal radius
with respect to the (wavemaking) centre of the problem.

Differentiating equation (5.1) to time gives another ABC:

(5.2)

which is also circle-symmetric. If this second-order ABC is used instead of the first-
order ABC, the solution for the potential field is given an extra degree of freedom in
the time evolution compared to equation (5.1). Since the present computational method
solves for , this equation can be used to create a boundary condition on the artificial
boundary at the next time level according to equations (2.81) and (2.82) with L9 =
c[(32/i9tôr) + (1/2r)(ô/öt)]. In the present computational method the artificial lateral
boundaries move in horizontal direction according to the velocity of the intersection with
the free surface. This means that grid derivatives (see equation (2.50) have tò be taken
into account. The grid derivative of ç5 reads

(5.3)

The grid derivatives of and q on A are now given by:

= ct + v9V , (5.4)

= Çbt+V9VÇbt , (5.5)

where we have substituted from equation (5.2). These conditions have been used in one
calculation treated in Section 6.4.2 as an alternative for equation (5.1).

5.3 Floating Body
5.3.1 Body Gridding
In the two-dimensional method used by [16], the water'line' was determined by intersection
points determined from two extrapolations, namely from collocation points on the free
surface and on the wetted body boundary. Since in general these intersection points did
not lie on the actual body surface, they were projected onto it. The extrapolation from
collocation points on the body boundary and the subsequent projection has introduced
unnecessary inaccuracies.

Since accuracy is important, we have improved the method for gridding of wetted body
boundaries in. the present method. It is now set up along the following lines. After the
time integration of the collocation point positions and the time integration or updating of
a body's position and orientation, the waterline of the body is determined from the inter-
section points of its boundary (which is known exactly) and extrapolation curves through
nearby free-surface CPs. The shape of the waterline is then used for the determination of
the new grid on the wetted body boundary. This general idea can be applied to all bodies
whose shape is known exactly. A more detailed description of a regridding algorithm will
be given below for ellipsoidal bodies.

We will first describe the intersection algorithm used in calculations described in later
chapters. At any time level, the surface or hull of a floating body can be described by
a vector function E(, 9) of two variables and 9. We now have a parameterization of
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the body surface, see Figure 5.1. We also need a parameterization of N curves through
CPs in the free surface to find discrete points on the waterline, where N is the number
of panels adjacent to the waterline. We approximate such curves by a parametrized path
A(s) with parameter s, where i = i . . . Nw. At present we use quadratic curves through
three collocation points at a time. The first point belongs to a panel adjacent to the wa-
terline. The second is the collocation point on the panel adjacent to the first one and not
adjacent to the waterline. The third point is the collocation point belonging to the next
panel found when going away from the body in the same direction on the computational
grid. Thus we have Nw quadratic parametrizations of curves lying in the free surface F
and - in the case of adequate gridding intersecting the wetted body boundary S in
the waterline.

The next step is to find the waterline points by setting

T(s, , 9) A(s) - E(, 9) = O . (5.6)

The iterative algorithm we use to find the intersections is Levenberg-Marquardt. If the
grid on the free surface is adequate, there should be no problem in finding the intersection
points. But cases may occur where no intersection point exists or where several intersec-
tions are close together, so that a wrong intersection point may be found. Without being
able to guarantee finding the correct intersection point in all cases, we have optimized
the method by choosing an initial guess for the iterative algorithm in the following way.
Let s = O and s = be the coordinates of the first and the second point determining A
respectively, then the initial guess is taken as

A source of inaccuracies still remains with the new method, namely the extrapolation
of the free surface towards the waterline. The inaccuracies may be reduced by using ex-
tra information available in the determination of the intersection. This is suggested as a
subject for further research.

After these waterline points have been determined we have a discrete representation of
the waterline ¿38 by intersection points. They are used in gridding (the wetted part of)
the body.

We now turn specifically to an ellipsoidal body. To avoid the occurrence of triangular
panels we have chosen to use five networks on the ellipsoid, one on the 'bottom' and four
on its lateral 'sides' surrounding the former one, see Figures 6.1 and 6.2. This means there
are four points k = 1, 2,3,4 (k increases in counter-clockwise direction when seen from
the fluid interior) on the waterline serving as network vertices for two body networks each,
and four Uk in the interior of S serving as vertices for three networks, see Figure 5.2. (The
determination of the Uk is described below.) In the calculations described in Chapter 6
the 7 are determined from extrapolations from the network intersection lines on F of
the four networks we have used on F to surround the body, see Figures 6.1 and 6.2.

For the determination of the network edges on the ellipsoid we use a particular point
C on S which is, in a certain sense, in the middle between the Tk It is defined as the
intersection on the wetted part of the boundary of the ellipsoid and the planes that per-
pendicularly bisect the line pieces connecting 'T and 7, and and Y4, respectively. The
points Uk are now taken on S between Yk and C. The network edges are now determined as
curves on the ellipsoid connecting all points 7 with Uk, and the points Uk among them-
selves such that the connecting curves together with the waterline enclose five patches
with four vertices each, see Figures 6.1 and 6.2 for an illustration. Finally, the CPs are
chosen in a way such that the waterline shape is followed by the CPs that are closest to it.
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A(S)

Figure 5.1: The parametrized ellipsoidal body surface t9), the parametrized curves
A(s) through triplets of collocation points, and the waterline points T(s,

, t9)

Figure 5.2: Four points in the waterline, four on the wetted part of the ellipsoid, and
connecting network edges
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The above algorithm gives an adequate collocation point distribution on ellipsoids that
are not too long or too flat (since equi-divided angles rather than distances on the body
boundary are used to determine the collocation points distribution) and as long as the
waterline is not too complex-shaped. More general gridding algorithms exist for more
complex bodies like ships but are not yet incorporated in the present method.

5.3.2 Body Force
For the accurate simulation of the motion of freely floating bodies an accurate determi-
nation of the fluid force on these bodies is crucial since they change the motion. In this
section we describe the numerical algorithm for quadrature of the pressure that we used
to obtain the force on a floating body. We also test it in combination with the panel
method to get an impression of the accuracy we can expect.

The fluid force consists of three parts which we define as follows: pj E , p E (1/2)Vq.
Vç), and p z. Before p can be calculated, the Laplace problem for has to be solved.
This involves the DBC equation (4.30) on freely floating bodies, in the right-hand side
of which occurs an integration of (p, + p5)N over S to obtain F. This part of the force
therefore is calculated before p can be calculated. After has been solved for, the total
force F is determined.

Next we consider the quadrature of the relevant part of the fluid force. We consider
one of the components pu = + , u = i, n, s, of the fluid pressure. According to
equation (4.73) F is given by

F = ff[pu(x, t)N(x, t) - (e(x, t))N(e(x, t))]dA
S(t)

+
fi (N()dA + Ê0(t) . (5.7)

The first integral, which we call in this equation is written as

f = ff Qu(X,t)4x , (5.8)
5(t)

and is an integration over the complete wetted surface S. We will treat its quadrature
now; and delay that of the second integral to the end of this section.

The integral for f is divided into a sum of integrals over all panels on S:

f - >ff Qu(X,t)4x E , (5.9)
j=1

where zA2 indicates panel number i on S. The locally tangential vectors s, s pass
through a quadrilateral region A2 in the locally tangent plane which is bounded by
the perpendicular projections of the liñe pieces bordering the actual panel in the body
boundary. For practical purposes this is the integration region we used. For an accurate
representation of the area of the quadratic local approximation of the boundary, we employ
a Jacobian:

dA = J(s,$)dA
= + (Rj's + Rs)2 + (Rj's + Rls)2dsds (5.10)
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For Q(s, s2) a similar quadratic approximation is used based on the values in the points
in the molecule and the finite difference weights as described in Appendix B. This yields
a function a2) that is quadratic in the tangential curvilinear coordinates a, o,
and only locally in the orthonormal coordinates s, s. However, for the evaluation of this
function in certain points on the paraboloid approximation of the surface, it is assumed
that s = a and s = a. This is inaccurate to second order in the values of these
coordinates.

The force-like quantities f are now numerically integrated with a 3x3-point Gaussian-
quadrature rule. The quadrature formula for a single panel is then given by

fi > wkQ(ak, bk)J(ak, bk) (5.11)
k=I

where Ft is the force exerted on panel i, (ac, bec) are the coordinates of the break points
selected in A' according to the rules of double three-point Gauss quadrature, see e.g.
Section 2.1 in [71], and wk are the associated weights. This completes the description of
the implementation of the Gaussian quadrature method in the present panel method.

Since the accuracy of the double three-point Gauss quadrature is of fifth order, see [71],
Section 2.1, the second-order global accuracy is expected to be maintained for the force
obtained from integration according to this quadrature rule. The accuracy of this quadra-
ture method has also been explicitly tested by numerically integrating several functions
over part of a circular cylinder with radius R. The motive for choosing this body was that
we wanted to apply the quadrature algorithm to calculations of Wave diffraction around a
vertical cylinder, see [38]. The cylinder symmetry axis coincides with the z-axis, the z and
y-axes are in a plane perpendicular to the cylinder. The integration area is bounded by
thecurves (x,y,z) = (Rcosço,Rsin,0) and (x,y,z) =
where R 1, H = 1.16, z is a grid stretching parameter, and E [0, 2ir). The collocation

Here m and n are the numbers of panels in the azimuthal and vertical direction respec-
tively, and S is a grid torsion parameter. We varied the resolution by taking (in, n) =
(64, 10) and (m, n) = (128,20). We varied the grid torsion by takingS = O and 5 = 0.03125
and the grid stretching by taking z = O and z = 0.1. We integrated the scalar integrands
Q(, z) = z and Q(, z) = cos(p), p = 0, 1, 2,3. The results are presented and com-
pared with exact values in Tables 5.1 and 5.2 for grids with S = z = 0, and in Tables 5.3
and 5.4 for distorted grids with S = 0.03125 and z = 0.1. The observed inaccuracies are
in agreement with a second-order method and the actual values are considered accurate
enough for the purpose of verifying the method.

On the undistorted grid we also integrated the force caused by a solution of the Laplace
problem on a domain between z = O and z = H with infinite lateral extent. If linearized
free-surface conditions are imposed on z = H with a certain wave frequency w, one

points were taken

kt = 27r

as (x', k1, z') = (Rcos

k f e_1\
Rsin H(), where

, (5.12)2)m2 +ôsin (2x
n

-kt L_1
_..._2. / k-1\1+zcos4ir (5.13)m2)
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Table 5.1: Integrated values of polynomial functions over the undistorted grid

Table 5.2: Integrated values of trigonometric functions over the undistorted grid

possible Stokes wave solution is given by

(x, y, z, t) = A cos(kx - wt), (5.14)

where A is the wave amplitude and k its wave number, and the dispersion relation

w2 = ktanh(kh) , (5.15)

should be satisfied. We integrated the force in x-direction on the 'transparent' cylinder,
for A = 0.232, w = 3.4406259, k = 1.324, and t = 0.0. The numerical results on the
coarse and the fine grid, and the analytical result in eight decimal places are, respectively,
0.52846093, 0.52884911, and 0.52897904; polynomial extrapolation from both numerical
results yields 0.52897851. From the above results we conclude that the pressure quadra-
ture algorithm with the given resolutions is very accurate for several functions, even for
quite distorted grids.

We now return to the second integral in equation (5.7). It is the integral over Ê(t), cor-
responding with W, which should be small if this splitting of the fluid-force integration
into a large part and a small deviation is used. (Otherwise the total pressure is integrated
at once over S.) The integration area is a rather narrow part near the waterline of the
body. We restrict ourselves to relatively mild cases where each zenithal coordinate curve
(lines with = corist on the ellipsoid) on the body intersect the waterline ÔS and the
virtual waterline V only once. Then over all zenithal curves on the body through each

Table 5.3: Integrated values of polynomial functions over the distorted grid with 5 =
0.3125 and e = 0.1

(m,n) z0 z1 z2 z3
(64, 10) 7.29728 4.23242 3.28126 2.86181
(128, 20) 7.29069 4.22860 3.27216 2.84856
(exact) 7.28849 4.22733 3.26913 2.84415

(m, n) cos o cos 2 cos 3
(64, 10) -0.0 1108 0.00230 0.09407
(128, 20) -0.00035 0.00007 0.00296
(exact) +0.00000 0.00000 0.00000

(m,n) z0 z1 z2 z3

(64, 10) 7.28218 4.24464 3.31450 2.92564
(128, 20) 7.28731 4.24774 3.31752 2.92891
(exact) 7.28849 4.24846 3.31817 2.92958
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Table 5.4: Integrated values of trigonometric functions over the distorted grid with S =
0.03 125 and E = 0.1

of the points W' in the set of the waterline intersection points, ()N() is integrated
between W' and V' on V according to Simpson's Rule. On the ellipsoid the resolution q
for the break points is based on the lengths a and b of two 'horizontal' half axes of the
ellipsoid and on the number N of panels along the waterline. We have chosen:

q = . (5.16)

The break points are distributed (equidistantly in 9, which is the zenithal angle) between
W and V. The integrand is then evaluated in all these points and numerically integrated
using Simpson's Rule. The values found in this way are then integrated in the azimuthal
direction, using Simpson's Rule as well. The result is the approximation of the small force
related to this (small) integration area.

5.4 Solution of the Laplace Problem

5.4.1 Storage of Influence Coefficients and Solution of Matrix
Equation

From [17] we know that in the method used by [16], the computational method used four
plus K large matrices to store the influence coefficients and system matrices, where K is
the number of freely floating bodies. Three of them were N x N-matrices, namely to store
Cd, C, and A, the fourth, to store A', was an (1+' ck)Nx(1+l ck)-matrix, and the
remaining K, to store C, were ckN x ckN-matrices. Here ck w Na/N < i and the N are
the numbers of collocation points on DtN boundaries such as freely-floating body bound-
aries, see also Subsection 4.5.1. Furthermore define ck)N = cN = NB = >IL N.
For the relatively small two-dimensional computations this implementation gave no prob-
lems with respect to memory requirements, but after three-dimensional calculations had
started, the number of collocation points needed rose sharply, such that the limits of
the computer system (CRAY C90/8, later CRAY C90/12 and CRAY C90/16) came
in sight. We used only one CPU and the maximum memory that could be used was
256Mw = 2048Mb. With the present code this was sufficient for about 4400 collocation
points if c = c1 = 0.26. Because we wished to compute problems with more CPs we
decided that the required memory should be reduced.

Several tricks are available to reduce working-memory requirements, see [9]. One is
the use of a quick external memory such as solid-state storage devices for the temporary
storage of Cd and C3, reducing the working-memory requirement considerably, but this
is machine dependent. This technique has not been used in the present work. Domain
decomposition is a more elaborate technique enabling even more drastic reductions. It is
discussed in Subsection 5.4.2. During the present project this technique was still under

(m,n) cosp cos2 cos3
(64, 10) 0.00076 0.36298 +0.13254
(128, 20) 0.00018 0.36407 0.00409
(exact) +0.00000 0.36442 +0.00000
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investigation, see [43], so we did not yet deem appropriate to introduce it in the method
for floating bodies.

Another simple trick reduces the working-memory required for storing the large matrices
to the equivalence of one (1 + ck)N X (1 + ck)N-matrix, one N x N-matrix,
and K ckN x ckN-matrices. We call the memory space related to the (1 + ck)N x
(1 + ck)N-matrix Me, that related to the N x N-matrix M5, and that related to
each ckN x ckN-matrix M.

Each time the two spatial problems for q' and ç are solved, the dipole coefficients
are stored in Me, the source coefficients in M5, and the coefficients of the freely-floating
bodies in matrices C in M, after they have been calculated, see Figure 5.3. Next the
matrices A and B are set up, see equation (2.31); B is stored in M5 and A in (part of)
Me. After the right-hand side vector b has been calculated, the matrix equation (2.31)
is then solved using a solver that does not change the values in Me, e.g. a Bi-Conjugate
Gradient Method, which we often used. Next, A is extended with the C and part of C5
to obtain A' which is stored in Me. After b' has been calculated, the matrix equation
(4.68) is solved.

To solve the matrix equations the system matrices stored in Me (as well as the right-
hand side vectors) are relayed to subroutines in the code. For the = 0-matrix equation,
we only need the N x N coefficients in A to be handed on. If they would be stored in the
upper left-hand corner of a two-dimensional (1 + ck)N x (1 + c) N-array Me, we
would only have to hand this block on to the subroutine for matrix solution. Fortran77,
which is used for the computer code, does not allow to pass an arbitrary rectangular block
in a two-dimensional array directly to another subroutine without using an extra array
the size of the block to be passed on, which we obviously want to avoid. Therefore the
elements of A are stored by filling up column by column of Me rather than to leave the
lower NB elements of the first N colums empty. The first N2 elements, counting each
column from top to bottom before continuing with the next one, are then passed to the
matrix solver.

Since we want to use the same array for the elements of A' and pass it to the matrix
solver again, we resort to redistribution of the elements of A which is equal to the NxN-
block in the upper left-hand corner of A' - over Me. Next the remaining elements of A',
partly originating from B and C, are stored in Me as well. In this way we have managed
to reduce the memory required for the four plus K matrices from (4+2c+c2+í1 c)N2
to (2 + 2c + c2 + c)N2. The relative memory reduction is given by:

1
2+2c+c2±1c 2

(5.17)4+2c+c2+1c 4+2C+c2+ic
Thus a relative memory reduction is reached of a quarter at least, when K = 1 and c1 i
and of a half at most, when I1 Ck = 0. Since the memory required for these matrices
is proportional to N2, this means that on the same system the maximum number of
CPs that can be used is increased by a factor of at least (2/3)v 1.15 and at most

1.41 compared with the earlier way of storing. An increase of the minimum relative
memory reduction to three eighths is possible by storing C also in M, which requires a
slightly more complex redistribution algorithm. Then the maximum number of CPs that
can be used is increased by between (2/5)\/Th 1.26 and 1.41. In this analysis
we have assumed that only the large matrices occupy memory, but this is not the case.
For large values of N the above figures are approached if all other arrays need less than
0(N2) memory space. After economizing the memory use in this way we could compute
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a problem with about 7300 CPs at maximum if c = c1 = 0.18.
When the alternative method for solving the freely-floating body problem presented

in Section 4.6 is used, the left-hand-side matrix is the same for both the ç5 and the
problem and no redistributions are needed.

The above method for reducing the memory requirement is particularly useful with do-
main decomposition techniques where the solutions in several subdomains are coupled
(made continuous at the interfaces separating the subdomains) using iterations. In that
case, spatial problems in the subdomains have to be solved several times, each time with
new, hopefully better, approximations of the solution on the interfaces. Each time a
spatial problem is solved on a subdomain within the coupling procedure, the influence
coefficients remain the same. Therefore they can remain stored in Me for A, A', C, and
M, for B. In domain-decomposition techniques where the kind of boundary condition on
the interfaces alternate between Dirichlet and Neumann from step to step in the coupling
process, influence coefficients have to be exchanged between A or A' and B accordingly
at every step in the coupling process.

As soon as we started three-dimensional calculations, we started to use a Bi-Conjuagate-
Gradient-method for solving the matrix equations, since it was much more economical
than the Gauss solver we used in the two-dimensional calculations. For the problems we
computed using several thousand CPs, this solver typically needed several tens of itera-
tions to reach residual vectors with Cartesian norm less than 1.0 10-7/ Ibil, where b
is the right-hand side vector and M the number of matrix elements. At first the initial
guesses for the solutions X and X' of the matrix equations (2.31) and (4.68) where taken
to be O. To improve the efficiency of the iterative solution we have improved the choice
of the initial guesses. Instead of taking O we took the solution at the previous time level
of the same matrix equation (or Laplace problem). We have compared the old and the
new method for a simulation during 10 time steps of the propagation of a moderately
high nonlinear wave in a three-dimensional domain of one wavelength long. The number
of required iterations was reduced by almost 20%.

5.4.2 Cost Reduction of Solving the Laplace Problem
In applications it may be desirable to simulate flows in large and complicated domains
requiring large numbers of CPs. A disadvantage of (single-subdomain) BIEMs is that in
three dimensions they need at least order V4'3 resources, provided the resolution does
not change with the volume. Using a model for the required resources, we will show that
a domain decomposition method reduces the required resources for BIEMs to order V,
which is the same as with volume discretization methods (VDMs) which can also be made
to require order V resources. Furthermore we will show how this model may be used to
tune the subdomain division to the computer system available and vice versa. We will
also mention other methods in development with the aim of cost reduction.

Because we wish to compare the efficiency of BIEMs and VDMs on solving the
same physical problem with the same accuracy, the analysis will be based on the three-
dimensional volume of the numerical domain and the resolution, rather than on the num-
ber of surface or volume elements. Consider a three-dimensional numerical domain with
volume V. The dimension of a volume element or boundary panel in one spatial direction
is denoted by p, the (local) resolution by Q = p'.
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When a VDM is used, the numerical domain is divided volume-wise into N = GVQV
elements, where G,, is a function of the volume shape and the details of the discretiza-
tion and Q is a typical resolution such that G,, is close to unity. Since a VDM Laplace
operator works only locally, matrix condensation can be used to have the total memory
needed for a VDM depend on V in the following way:

M,,(V) = , (5.18)

where ia,, is a (positive) constant depending on the details of the technique and the hard-
ware. (Below we will introduce similar constants indicated by subscripted ii's and r's with-
out giving their meanings explicitly.) Using iterative matrix solution on the sparse-matrix
system, the total CPU-time for setting up and solving Laplace's problem, time-stepping
during S,, time steps can be reduced to

TV(SV, V) = TVSVGVQ,,V , (5.19)

according to [54]. Both M and T,, are proportional to the volume for the given resolution.

In a single-subdomain BIEM only the boundary of the numerical volume is subdivided
2/3 2 23into panels. The number of panels is 6Gb QbV / , where Gb is a function of the precise

shape and discretization of the boundary and is close to unity for rather well-behaved
domain shapes, and where Qb is the resolution needed in the BIEM to obtain the same
accuracy as with the VDM. Since the numerical Laplace 'operator' in a BIEM works
globally rather than locally, the matrix involved is a full matrix containing 36G3QVI
elements and the total memory required is given by

M(V) =
= [36/42) + 6/41)G Q2V_]GQ4V . (5.20)

The total CPU-time needed to set up and solve the problem in Sb time steps can be
described as:

Tb(Sb, V) = Sb[216T3)GQV2 + 36r2) GQV + 6Y1)GQV]

= Sb[216Y + 3642)G Q2V_a + y(i)G_Q_4V_i]G2Q6V2 (5)
where we have assumed that the average time needed to calculate an influence coefficient
is independent of Gb, Qb, and V. 43) is non-zero when a direct matrix solver is used.
It is clear from the latter two equations that a single-subdomain BIEM needs resources
proportional to at least V43, which is substantially less favourable than for a VDM.

This relatively bad efficiency is caused by the fact that the Laplace operator is a global
(integral) operator. It can be improved by having it work in more restricted regions which
re spatially separated. [83], [33], [53], and [54] state that compartmentalizing the do-

main using multipole acceleration or an FFT-method can result in order V methods while
allowing machine accuracy.

Another efficient technique is domain decomposition, a particular kind of which has
been developed for use with BIEMs by [43]. For the purpose of studying its efficiency,
subdivide the numerical domain into subdomains, the boundaries of which are covered
with K panels each, for simplicity. Provided the resolution on the subdomain boundaries
is a smooth continuation of the resolution on the total-domain boundary (which is the
same as above) and provided the resolution is the same on adjacent subdomain boundaries,
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the number of subdomains is given by the quotient of the total volume V and the volume
of a single-subdomain problem. The length of a subdomain can be approximated by

-1/3 1/2 -i . .Gd [(1/6)K] Qd where Gd depends on the geometry and the precise subdivision into
subdomains and is of order unity, and Qd a typical resolution in the multi-subdomain case.
The average subdomain volume is then G'[(1/6)K]3/2Q3. The total memory required
as a function of K when using domain decomposition in the process of solving Laplace's
problem on the region with volume V is expressed as

Md(K, V) {pK2 + K]6VGdKQV
[(2) + K']6v"GdKQV , (5.22)

which is proportional to V as opposed to V4t3 for the single-subdomain BIEM as
long K does not depend on V. In fact this stresses the purpose of domain decomposition,
namely to use subdomains as 'basic building blocks', see Figure 5.4, to increase the volume
V of the largest numerical domain for which numerical solution is feasible, with equal
panel dimensions and a given amount of computer resourèes (memory as well as CPU-
time). The original Laplace problem is now split up into smaller Laplace problems on
the subdomains. The final solution should be the same as when the problem would be
solved on the total domain in one go. This is brought about by coupling each individual
subdomain solution to those in its neighbours. To this end boundary conditions on the
interfaces between the subdomains are initially guessed and then improved in an iterative
coupling procedure. This involves solving several Laplace problems on each subdomain
with different and ever improving (hopefully) interface conditions. The iterative coupling
procedure is stopped as soon as a certain accuracy criterion is met on all interfaces.

[42] have shown that for a division in one direction parallel to the free surface with
rectangular subdomains the number of iterations in the coupling process is almost inde-
pendent of the number of subdomains. [39] present results of calculations suggesting that
there is an upper limit, say C, to the number of coupling iterations in the case for Laplace
problems related to free-surface waves. It is not yet clear how unfavourably the number
of iteration steps needed will be affected in the case of generally shaped subdomains.
However, if there is such an upper limit for subdivision in one horizontal direction, it can
be shown that for subdivision in two horizontal directions according to a checker-board
pattern the total number of iteration steps needed is not higher than C2. Similarly for a
subdivision in three perpendicular directions the total number of required iteration steps
is not higher than C3. Depending on the exact coupling strategy, this number may prob-
ably be reduced. For an extensive treatment of a domain decomposition teëhnique see
[43]. Obviously, for the coupling process extra CPU-time is needed. We will assume that
the average CPU-time needed to solve a Laplace problem in one subdomain is the same
in every subdomain. The total CPU-time needed for solving an Sb time-steps problem
can be expressed as

Td(Sb, K, V) = Sb[T»K + r2)K2 + T'K]6VGdKQV
= Sb[T + Y2K + T K2]6vGdKQV . (5.23)

is non-zero if a direct matrix solver is used. Td is also seen to proportional to V for
fixed K. We have now demonstrated that domain decomposition can change the order of
efficiency of BIEMs from V413 to V, which is the same as for VDMs. The exact amount
of resources needed depends on the details of the method and computer system, which
are summarized in the constants in equations (5.19) to (5.23). This means that BIEMs
can compete with VDMs, provided convergence of the coupling process is guaranteed for
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a sufficiently large class of problems. If the amount of CPU-time needed for solving the
Laplace problem is approximately the same for each subdomain, the work can be dis-
tributed over a number of processors each of them solving on (approximately) the same
number of subdomains. Another advantage of domain decomposition is that it enables
a solution of Laplace problems on domains with a very large aspect ratios, which would
otherwise be difficult or impossible to achieve with BIEMs.

Above we have studied the cost when using domain decomposition with fixed K and
changing V. It is also interesting to do the opposite, namely to find the optimum K as
regards the memory requirement Md and the CPU-time requirement S1Td per time step
for a given V. Setting aMd/ÔK = 0 and S13Td/ôK = O and solving for K = KM and
K = KT respectively, discarding the irrelevant mathematical solutions K = oc, yields

(1) (2) 1/1d(Id)
(1) (2) 1 ifYd(Td) ' =0,
- Td (Td )_1)2 + 12r'(T3)' - Td (Td Td 0(/( (2) (3) (2) (3))_1) if (3)

(5.24)

(5.25)

(5.26)

These relations can be used to determine the optimum value of K as regards memory
and CPU-time requirements, for given 4» and It can be seen that
the optimum value of K does not depend on V. So the optimum subdomain size can
be determined independently from V, and these optimum-sized subdomains can then be
used as building blocks. This is important, otherwise an extension of the computational
domain would require a new division into subdomains with the new optimum value of K,
which would be very inconvenient. This advantage is lost if K cannot be kept equal on all
subdomains. In that case the subdomains can be allocated to different kinds of processors
according to their computing speeds and to the values of K.

Another approach is to choose an optimum software and hardware configuration -
and thereby i4',i42, and 3) as well in a way such that KM KT.

The above models can be refined according to the dependence of the number of required
coupling steps, of the CPU-time requirement for the calculation of the influence coeffi-
cients and of the matrix solution on V, Gd, Q, K, and on the hardware. In practice, these
dependences and the coefficients u and r in the above equations may best be determined
from test computations.

The applicability of the domain-decomposition technique depends on whether the iterative
coupling process converges. Convergence has been proven for block-shaped subdomains,
see [43], and for several other cases it has been shown numerically that convergence an
be reached. For generally-shaped subdomains this is still an open question. When con-
vergence is guaranteed, domain decomposition can become useful in the treatment of very
large problems. Another option is the use of an FFT-method or multipole-acceleration
method.

5.5 Temporal Evolution
The numerical temporal evolution in the present panel method involves interactions be-
tween the spatial gridding and the time stepping. For useful answers to flow problems
stability and accuracy of the method are crucial. The stability depends on the time-step

KM =
KT =

K=
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(M + A)1[iw(A(w) - A) + B(w)] - ÀI (M +A'(C +C)
I AI

Here M is the inertia matrix, A and are the matrices with coefficients representing the
instantaneous response of the fluid to the motion of the ship, or local added mass and
restoring coefficients respectively, A(w) and B(w) are the frequency dependent added-
mass and damping matrices, C is the matrix of restoring coefficients, and I is the unit
matrix. All these matrices are 6 x 6-matrices.

According to [56], a practical simplification is to choose the maximum eigenvalue in
the entire frequency range to form a conservative stability criterion: satisfying the most
stringent frequency w* component will satisfy all other components. Substituting iw* for

s in equation (5.28) allows the determination of À(iw*) It is useful in practice only if
a good estimate can be given for À(iw*). From equation (5.28) it can be seen that this
can be done if for M, A, B, A(w*), B(w*), and C good estimates are available. Using
these. estimates, an upper limit for the time-step size can be determined for a simulation.

Since the eigenvalues will not vary greatly with w, [56] say, any frequency sample near
resonance should suffice for a stability estimate. Often the heave mode is the most critical.
Reducing equation (5.28) to heave motions only and solving it we have

b + iw*(azz(w*) - zz)
- 2(m+)

- 2
[bzz (w*) + iw* (a (w*) - a) i c

2(m+) j Lm+&j

= O . (5.28)

(5.29)

size and on the spatial grid. In the present method the stability is actively controlled. At
the beginning of a time step the step size is chosen in a way such that it meets certain
stability criteria. Several of them have been given in Subsection 2.3.2. In Subsection
5.5.1 we give a stability criterion by [56] as well as two other of which one has been

applied in calculations described in Chapter 6. After a time-step size has been chosen,
grid-adaptation velocities are determined that control the grid motion. In Subsection
5.5.2 we present requirements and methods for the grid control for stability and accuracy
during the temporal evolution.

5.5.1 Time-Step Adaptation
In Subsection 2.3.2 three stability conditions have been given which are relevant for free-

surface wave simulations even on nonuniform grids. This collection is, however, not com-
plete in the sense that numerical instabilities may still arise when these conditions are
met everywhere on the grid. This is particularly true for simulations of wave-body inter-
actions. We will describe three more relevant stability conditions for this case.

[56] developed a stability analysis for the differential equations governing the ship equa-
tion of motion which they expect to apply equally to linear and nonlinear seakeeping
problems. Based on a the linearized equations of motion of a ship they derive a stability
condition of the form

)(iw)t E Rstab (5.27)

where Rstab is the stability region of the time-stepping algorithm, w is a frequency of one
of the modes of motion of the ship, and À is a solution of
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since = 0. Because we will simulate the motion of a freely floating sphere that is
in equilibrium when it is semi-submerged in Chapter 6, we apply this formula to this
body. Substituting m = 1, = 0.5, the resonance frequency w 1.00, azz(w*) 0.43,
b(w*) 0.25, and CZ: = 1.50, we find

.\(iw*) 0.083 + 0.023i ± (-0.012 + lOi) . (5.30)

Substituting this into equation (5.27) with for Rstab the stability region of RK4 (which we
have used throughout), we find that t ' 2.8 = O.45T is required, where T 27r/wt is.
the oscillation period associated with the frequency w.

Since one of the research goals is a development towards a method that can simulate
large body motions, attention is now paid to the stability of the grid motion near the
(waterline of) a body. Two stability conditions are presently derived in a heuristic way.
They are both related to processes near the waterline and strongly connected with the
maintenance of good grid quality. One is based on the requirement that the distance of a
collocation point in a panel adjacent to the waterline of a body to this waterline measured
along the free surface does not change too drastically within a timestep, see Figure 5.5.
The other is based on the requirement that the time step must be chosen so small as to
ensure that no free-surface collocation point comes too close to or even crosses a body
boundary within that time step, see Figure 5.6. Both requirements are related, but it
should be noted that they are indeed distinct. The first requirement is about the distance
along the free surface: if it changes too fast, the numerical representation of the problem
becomes too inaccurate. The second requirement is about the perpendicular distance of a
collocation point to a body boundary: once it becomes less than zero, a physical principle
is violated.

For an analysis of the first type of instability we consider a panel adjacent to the wa-
terline. We require that the distance D between this CP and the waterline does not
change too much within a time step. If the time step is too large compared with the rate
of change of the free-surface elevation near the waterline, the CP might not be able to
follow the physical path of its water particle well enough in case of material motion. It
might then be too far away from the panel centre on the new time level for the original
level of accuracy to be maintained. The proposed time-step condition is meant to allow
the CP time to follow its material path.

To derive the first condition we consider two adjacent panels, one on the free surface
with collocation point XF and one on the wetted body boundary Xs, expressed in the
geometry frame. They are separated by part of the body's waterline. The normal vectors
to the flow boundary 9 in each of these points are denoted by F and respectively.
We approximate either panel by a plane piece to which the aforementioned vectors are also
normal. We assume d/R « 1, i = 1, 2, such that the distance between the quadratic
local approximation of the boundary and the tangent plane is small compared to d.
This is also necessary for a good local approximation of the problem in other respects.
The distance D of XF to the intersection line (approximating part of the water line) of
both plane pieces can be shown to be

D= flS(XFXS)
(5.31)

HflF XflslÍ
see Appendix E. For accuracy and stability reasons we require that D does not change
with an amount that is of the same order as D itself within one time step, so

D'(ztJ5) « i . (5.32)
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Figure 5.4: Subdomains used as building blocks of the total numerical domain. The
various boundary types, including interfaces I, are indicated

Figure 5.5: Drasticchange of the distance D between XF and W
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In determining D we need the grid derivative of F It can be shown ,see Appendix F,
that

DflF
(5.33)

'where the local rotation vector WF indicating the instantaneous time rate of change of F
in the collocation point XF is given by

WF = (vF,1 flF)S1,F + (VF,5, . flF)S2,F (5.34)

where 81,F and 82,F are the local tangential vectors which constitute a right-handed or-
thonormal frame together with

It sh6uld be noted that this relation holds even if VF is not the material but the grid
velocity, as long as XF stays within the free surface. For the velocity of the body CP
we take VS = Vç5(xs), which means we take its material velocity. For the local rotation
vector in XS, we have, according to Appendix F, the following expression:

Ws = - Rj'visi,s - R'v2s2,5 (5.35)

where y = [V(xs)vBwB x (xsxB)]s,s, i = 1,2 are the local velocity components
relative to the body boundary. For notational simplicity we define XF - zs, Y
VF - y5, and wp - 's The final result for the stability condition is

x ns)+ns5 (nF X fl5)(flFfl5)W
-1

(536ns.x HnFXnSH2

which is a first-order approximation in the sense that account is taken neither of any
higher-order time stepping method nor of higher-order approximations of the free-surface
and body shape. This condition should be applied to all pairs of panels on opposite sides
of all waterlines in order to prevent loss of accuracy and possible instabilities associated
with it. A stability condition similar to this one, but neglecting the time-rate of change of
the normal vectors in the evaluation of D has been implemented and used in calculations
described in Section 6.3.2.

For the second condition we determine the first intersection point of a rigid moving body
and of an approximation of the trajectory of a CP. Requiring that the CP does not enter
the body within a time step gives a condition on the time-step size.

In a body-fixed frame, e.g. the FAI frame, the surface of the body is described as a
function E of two variables n, y, so a for a point XS on the body surface we have

= E(u,v) . (5.37)

Let RG be the matrix containing the unit vectors of the body-fixed frame expressed in
terms of the earth-fixed frame. Let XG be the centre of gravity of the body and the origin
of the FAI frame (expressed terms of the earth-fixed frame). Then we have for x in the
earth-fixed frame:

x.(u, y) = XC + RGE(U, y) (5.38)

To a second-order approximation in time, the path line of a nearby collocation point XF
on the free surface is given by

12= XF(tO) + TVF(to) + r aF(to) , (5.39)
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where VF 5 the grid velocity of the collocation point, aF its grid acceleration, and r =
t - t0. Similarly, for a point X attached to the body surface, we have

y, t) = [XG + Rc(to)(u, y)] + T[VG + 1a(to)E(u, y)]

+r2[aG + (to)E(u, y)] , (5.40)

where

RG = WQ x RG (5.41)

= G x RG + WC x (W x RG) (5.42)

are the first-order and second-order time derivatives of the orientation matrix.
For intersection points of the path line and the body surface, if they exist, we set

XF(t) XS(U, y, t). This yields the following three-component equation in the three
unknowns r, u, and y:

r2[aF - as - fsE(u, y)] + Y[VF - VS - lsE(u, y)]

+[XF - - R5E(u, y)] = O , (5.43)

which can, in principle, be solved for r, u, and y. (The superscripts and the arguments to
have been dropped for convenience.) The smallest positive solution TO of r is related to
the first point on the body boundary where the free-surface collocation point would enter
the body. We can conclude that, to a second-order approximation, the stability condition
related to the requirement that a free-surface collocation point should not enter a body

is given by

Zt < r0 .
(5.44)

For every collocation point whose trajectory intersects the body surface, r0 can be deter-
mined in order to establish a value for the next time step that is small enough. In the
calculations described in Chapter 6 we have not applied this condition. It is proposed for

future implementation.

5.5.2 Grid Adaptation
The grid in numerical calculations should be chosen in a way that the calculations can
be carried out as accurately and as efficiently as possible. With complicated flows it can
be necessary that the computational method adapts the grid according to the evolution
of the flow. Regridding has the disadvantage that the relation between the old and the
new grid is relatively loose: the new grid points are determined by interpolation between
the old grid points. This may cause a relatively large loss of accuracy, see [9], Subsection

5.1.1.
As is stated in [10], the normal velocity of the collocation points on the flow bound-

ary is a physical quantity, the tangential velocity of the collocation points along the flow
boundary is part of the numerical technique. Controlling and adapting the grid can be

done by adding (relatively small, numerical) tangential adaptation velocities to their orig-
inal (Lagrangian) velocities, such that the grid velocity differs from the material velocity.

In this way a close relation is maintained between the old and the new gridpoints, which
is favourable for the accuracy with which the information on the old grid is handed over
to the new one. This technique was pointed out and described by [85], [10], and by [9],

who introduced it into the present method.

General requirements for an adaptation algorithm include:
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It should create and maintain a grid that is adequate for the simulation of the flow.
This means it should react fast enough to changes in the grid and flow that threaten
the stability of the computations;

In case of a stationary flow in a stationary domain, the grid should remain constant,
after an equilibrium has been established;

The grid density q (in terms of number of collocation points per unit area) should
stay within finite bounds: q .. O and q -* oc are unacceptable;

The grid density should have modest enough changes in space as well as iii time to
reduce inaccuracies.

Requirements specific to the present method in its present form further include:

The total number of grid points is constant, both on a global base as on a network
base;

The collocation points on either side of a network intersection should remain more
or less opposite to each other;

The grid should retain a rather rectangular structure: too strong deformations
decrease the grid quality;

The collocation points should stay rather central on their respective panels.

Quantitative criteria can be developed based on the above requirements, but this is not
carried out here.

Two kinds of adaptation mechanisms can be distinguished. In the first kind only the
local flow characteristics in a collocation point and its neighbours determine what adap-
tation velocity is added to the point's velocity. In the second kind the global collocation
distribution and flow characteristics determine the adaptive velocities in all collocation
points. The former methods are simpler, the latter are more powerful. The present com-
putational method includes a grid adaptation algorithm which reacts locally. For certain
problems, e.g. ships with forward speed, this is not expected to be good enough. There-
fore we study several options from a theoretical point of view.

We will now sketch a specific adaptation method. First, we introduce a 3 x N-matrix X(t)
containing the vectors x3 = of all j = i . . . N collocation or grid points, and a 3 x N
matrix P(t) containing the physical-velocity vectors p3 = V in all collocation points.
Furthermore we introduce a 3 x M-matrix B(t) of points &, j = 1, M such as a ship's
centre of mass or points in a body's waterline. Relevant quantities for the determination
of the adaptive velocity are:

The relative positions of the collocation points in X(t) with respect to each other
and to the points gathered in B(t). It is sometimes desirable that a collocation
point stays near a fixed position relative to certain elements in the above set, for
example in the case of mixed Eulerian-Lagrangian (MEL) motion of collocation
points following a sailing ship;

The curvature of the flow boundary, which is obtained frOm X(t). The larger the
curvature is in a certain region, the larger the local grid density should be to ensure
a minimum accuracy. The highly-curved region around a wavetop is an example;
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The components of the velocity gradient that are tangential to the flow boundary,
which is obtained from X(t) and P(t). The larger the velocity gradient is in a
certain region, the larger the local grid density should be to guarantee a minimum
accuracy. Strong shear near the bow of a ship is an example;

The actual grid density, which is also obtained from X(t). If the grid density is
already large enough in a certain region, no more collocation points need to be
contracted towards that region.

The above quantities can be used to achieve the requirements for an adaptive mechanism.

In global adaptive mechanisms all the elements in the above matrices are used. Local
mechanisms only use a local subset of these elements. A local adaptive mechanism ac-
cording to the above criteria, except the third, has been implemented by [9]. Adaptive
velocities were added according to the actual values of the above quantities (method (A)).
No systematic study of its effects has been reported so far.

As far as the reaction speed of the adaptive mechanism is concerned, it would be better
to determine the adaptive velocities using the time-rate of change of the above quantities
(method (T)): the adaptation then responds to the evolution of the flow rather than to
its actual state.

Since the grid adaptation takes place in a time-stepping procedure, we need time deriva-
tives of the quantities in the grid points moving according to adapted velocities. In
particular we assess the availability of the time derivatives that are necessary to integrate
the grid and the flow in time for each of the methods (A) and (T). We will consider both
RK4 and RK2-2 numerical time integration; for the former only first-order derivatives
are needed, for the latter second-order derivatives as well. The direct incentive was the
remark in Chapter 4 of [43] that the grid accelerations of the collocation points, needed
for the RK2-2 method, are not determined correctly in the method used by himself and
by [9].

Let y = y9 denote the grid velocity of collocation point. Then, in the present method,
we have

V9 Vp + Vq , (5.45)

where we have dropped the indices i. Here v, p is the physical Lagrangian velocity.
First we study method (A), so we take Vq u(X, P, B; x) as the adaptive velocity in the
collocation point x9. We will show how the first-order and second-order grid derivatives
of x and can be determined on the free surface as well as on other boundaries. The
first-order grid derivatives read

Dx
Dt

=

Dçb Dçf=

If a and b are two 3-vectors and a is a function of b, we define aa/ab as the 3 x 3 matrix
consisting of the elements aa/t9b. Using this and the above equations we have for the
second-order grid derivatives

V2x D Vp Vu
Vt2 = ;(p + u) = + - , (5.48)

D2q V i Vp Du
= , (5.49)

(5.46)

(5.47)
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where

and

Du N (Du Vx Du Vp' \ M Du D& Du Vs
- = -- + + + -

N (Du DuVp\ M DuDb" Du

In these equations we have used that V(a. b)/Vt = (Da/Vt) . b + a (yb/Vt). (This is
correct, contrary to what is stated in Chapter 4 of [43]). We have furthermore used the
relation (Va(b)/Vt) = (Da/Db)(Vb/Dt). It is clear from the above equations that the
second-order grid derivatives D2 s/Vt2 and V2çb/Vt2 can indeed be determined correctly
after the Laplace problems for and have been solved and when the dependence of u
on X, P, and B is given according to method (A). This allows the use both of RK4 and
RK2-2 for time stepping.

In method (T), we have the adaptation velocity also depend on k, P, and B, so Vq E
u(X, P, B, X, P, B; s, ). Here is equivalent with the grid derivative. Since X and s
depend on u, this means that u would depend on itself, which is undesirable. Therefore
it is impossible to construct a method (T) that depends on X and s. Removing this
dependence we get Vq u(X, P, B, P, B; s). Such an adaptive velocity allows Vs/Vt
and Vçb/Vt to be determined. However, V2x/Dt2 and D2q5/Dt2 involve the time deriva-
tive Vu/Vt, and it is easily verified that is involved in determining it. Whether
RK2-2 time-stepping can be combined with a method (T) depends on whether ç5 can
be determined or circumvented without introducing quantities of which the second-order
time derivative cannot be determined from quantities calculated in the present algorithm.

(.5.50)

(5.51)
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t+t ---------
t -

Figure 5.6: A collocation point entering a body
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Chapter 6

Motion of a Sphere

6.1 Introduction
In Chapter 2 we have described the present computational method, and in Chapters 3, 4,
and 5 we have described developments that were undertaken to extend and improve the
method. The present chapter demonstrates the merits of the method for some examples
after the extensions and improvements have been added. This is done by calculations
using a computer code based on the extended and improved method.

For the Laplace problem for ç we have applied the dynamic body-boundary condi-
tion (DBC) given in Section 4.3 and the expressions for two terms in this DBC given
in Section 4.4 were also needed. The fluid force on the sphere has been calculated with
the accurate technique described in Section 3.4. The technique presented in the same
section for the rotation of the floating body by means of rotating the unit vectors of the
principal-axes-of-inertia (PAT) frame has been tested for a rotating sphere and it worked
well. The calculations described below, however, did not involve body rotation. At the
lateral boundaries we have applied the circle-symmetric absorbing boundary conditions
(ABCs) given in Section 5.2. The sphere has been gridded using the algorithm described
in Section 5.3. The fluid pressure has been integrated with the algorithm given in the
same section. The storage of influence coefficients and the initial guess for the solution
of the matrix equation have been economized as described in Section 5.4. Finally, the
time-step size control related to the time rate of change of the distance of nearby collo-
cation points (CPs) to the waterline, as described in Section 5.5, has been applied with
the large-amplitude motions of the sphere. These developments have enabled us to carry
out the calculations and obtain the results presented below. Without them this would
not have been possible.

In the present work we have restricted ourselves to motion of a sphere in the free sur-
face. In Section 6.2 we describe the physical and computational domain, its gridding,
the physical and computational interval, and the time-step size, which are similar for all
computations in this chapter.

Section 6.3 deals with forced harmonic oscillations of the sphere. Small-amplitude mo-
tions are described in Subsection 6.3.1. The results for the fluid force have been compared
with those from linear frequency-domain methods. We have carried out large-amplitude
harmonic oscillations of a sphere, which are described in Section 6.3.2. The resulting
forces have been analyzed harmonically and their amplitude dependence is revealed. Sec-
tion 6.4 deals with small-amplitude free motions. The present results are compared with
those from linear, methods.

109
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6.2 Domain Gridding and Time Stepping

The aim of the present calculations was to simulate the interaction of a semi-submerged
sphere with radius R = 1.0 in otherwise still water of infinite horizontal extent and
infinite depth under a horizontal free surface. The length scale L for these problems is
takei:1 equal to R. By measuring the force on the sphere, its hydrodynamic coefficients
can then be determined. Since numerical calculations of infinite duration on a domain of
infinite dimensions cannot be carried out, we have limited both the time interval and the
numerical domain.

The oscillations have been carried out during a few, J, periods to allow the flow to
establish itself in a way such that the force signal on the body is close enough to the
'infinite' situation we wish to simulate. The numerical domain was also truncated. Ex-
cept in the last calculation the flat horizontal bottom of the numerical flow domain was
taken at a depth H of at least 5D, D = R being the draught of the sphere, to minimize
non-physical reflections from the bottom. For the same reason, H was chosen at least

= 2ir/w2, being the infinite-depth wavelength of waves with a frequency w according
to linear theory. In the lateral directions the numerical flow domain was truncated by
a vertical cylindrical boundary, its axis passing through the centre of the sphere. To
minimize reflections from the lateral boundary, its minimum distance A distance to the
body's waterline in equilibrium has been taken at least J)/4, which is half the distance
a group of the aforementioned waves travels within J oscillation periods. We applied the
absorbing boundary condition given in equation (5.1) with c = 1/w for the phase velocity.
In the last calculation H = 2R and A = 3R.

The sphere in the numerical experiments has been gridded using five networks, as has
been described in Subsection 5.3.1. The free surface was gridded using four quarter-ring
networks bounded by radial lines which passed through the four body-network corners
on the waterline. (When we describe the shapes of free-surface networks, we refer to its
shape in the case of still water, when it is flat.) The lateral boundary was also gridded
using four networks. The bottom was gridded using five networks, the innermost being a
square of dimensions (1/2)/F(R + A), the four outer being trapezoid-like patches whose
outmost side is part of a circle. For an illustration, see Figures 6.1 and 6.2. Close to
the sphere, the free-surface panels were smaller than or approximately the same size as
those on the sphere itself. In the case of (relatively) low frequencies, their radial dimen-
sions grew algebraically toward a maximum. Their radial dimension was at most .À/16,
to guarantee small numerical dispersion, see Subsection 2.3.2. The value of the function
P giving the relative error in the phase velocity of waves as a function of panel dimension
zd divided by the wavelength \, see Subsection 2.3.2, for d = .X/16 is estimated to
be P(2ir/16) 0.01, based on computational results presented in [85], Figure 12.3. The
maximum phase error in the radial direction after J periods that would be caused by the
spatial discretization alone is estimated at f « 0.015 « 0.0024rad, which is acceptable for
our goal of testing the method. In the azimuthal direction we used 64 panels. The ver-
tical resolution on the lateral boundaries and on the outer bottom networks was reduced
compared to the radial resolution on the free surface near the outmost edges. In Table
6.1 we give details of the experiments as regards domain dimensions, simulation intervals,
motion amplitude or initial deviation, numbers of panels, numbers of time steps and basic
time-step sizes. For all the calculations presented in this chapter, the time-step size was
taken no larger than .t < T/40 = 7i-/(20w) where T is the period of the (principal) os-
cillation of the sphere. This ensures the amplitude and phase errors due to time stepping
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Figure 6.1: The grid on the semi-submerged sphere, the ring-shaped part of the surround-
ing free surface, and the lateral boundary

Figure 6.2: The grid on the lateral boundary and the bottom
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Table 6.1: Domain dimensions, panel numbers, amplitude a for forced motions or initial
position zG(0) for free motions, simulation interval, time-step number and size for the
calculation presented in this chapter. The following symbols indicate: S=small, L=large,
For=forced, Fre=free, O=oscillation, and M=motion. The terms unbounded and basin
are also found in the titles of the subsections of Section 6.3 and are explained there

alone would remain below the limits ( = O.84J iO and f = 1.6O iO- J, respectively.
The stability conditions given in Subsections 2.3.2 and 5.5.1 are met by these time-step
sizes everywhere in the domain throughout the computations. No grid adaptation has
been employed on the free surface, but grid-alignment velocities have been added to the
CPs on the lateral boundary and the bottom. Thus the lateral boundary was kept vertical
and the CPs on the bottom moved horizontally on the bottom.

6.3 Forced Oscillations

6.3.1 Small-Amplitude Motions
For seven frequencies w in the range of [0.5, 2.0] we carried out calculations for harmonic
oscillations in horizontal or vertical direction. The oscillation amplitude has been taken
a = 0.O1R. Figure 6.3 gives an example of the pressure distribution (except the hydro-
static part) on the sphere at t = 2T during the vertical oscillation with w = 2.00. It is seen
that the pressure on the sphere varies from left to right in the x-direction. The pressure
distribution is slightly asymmetric, which is attributed to small nonlinear effects. The
largest positive pressure on the right, where the sphere is moving, is slightly larger than
the largest absolute value on the left. The distribution is very symmetric with respect to
the x-axis, as it should, which indicates the accuracy of the method.

The oscillations have been carried opt during J = 2, 3 oscillation periods, the force
signal being already almost periodic after one oscillation period. This is shown in Figure
6.4. The signal in the third period is seen to deviate from the oûe in the second period.
We attribute this to reflections by the lateral boundaries from fast waves generated in
the initial stages of the first period. This is supported by the results in Subsection 3.5.2
where the numerical domain was much wider and the force in a large-amplitude oscillation
was strongly periodic from the second to the fifth period inclusive. Because hardly any
transient effects were visible there and because the domain depths were large compared to
the pricipal wavelength and the body dimension in both cases, we expect transient effects

experiment A H N a, zG(0) I S
SForO; w = 0.50 6v 4v 7296 0.01 2.550 102 0.025T
SForO; w = 0.75 6v 4v 7296 0.01 6.125T 245 0.025T

SForO; w = 1.00-2.00 2v 5.00 5056 0.01 3.125T 125 0.025T
LForO; w = 1.00 2v 5.00 1792 0.2 4.25T 170 0.025T
LForO; w = 1.00 2v 5.00 1792 0.3 4.25T 170 0.025T

SFreM; unbounded y 5.00 4480 0.01 26.6871 210 0.1271
SFreM; unbounded 2v 5.00 5056 0.01 26.4330 208 0.1271
SFreM; unbounded 2v 5.00 5056 0.01 26.0517 205 0.1271
SFreM; unbounded 4v 5.00 5248 0.01 67.0989 528 0.1271

SFreM; basin 3.00 2.00 4160 0.01 28.7121 379 0.0758
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Figure 6.3: The non-hydrostatic pressure distribution on the sphere in surge oscillation
with w = 2.00 at t = 2T
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Figure 6.4: The horizontal-force signal on the sphere, oscillating at w = 1.50, as a function
of t modT. Transients disappear very fast and after one period the signal is almost
periodic
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to be smaller than the effect seen in Figure 6.4.
Figure 6.5 shows the free-surface elevation at t = 2T during the horizontal oscillation

with w = 2.00. The wave pattern is clearly dipolar, with strong symmetry with respect
to the x-axis and anti-symmetry with respect to the y-axis.

We have integrated the relevant part of the pressure to obtain the relevant force signal
according to the method described in Subsection 5.3.2. The added-mass and damping
coefficients have been determined according to their definitions in Subsection 3.2.1 and
based on the force signal in the second oscillation period. In Tables 6.2 and 6.3 we compare
the results based on the second and on the third oscillation period with those obtained
from graphs in [52], [76], and [80], which have all been produced by linear methods. From

Table 6.2: This table gives results for the hydrodynamic coefficients in surge of the sphere.

Table 6.3: This table gives results for the hydrodynamic coefficients in heave of the sphere.

[80] we took the values for w = 0.75, 1.00, and 1.25. For the other frequencies we resorted
to [76] for the values for w = 0.50 and to [52] for those for w = 1.50 and 1.75. All of these
values are given in the columns marked PPK. The absolute inaccuracies of the values in
these columns are estimated to be on the order of 0.01. The relative inaccuracies in the
present results based on the second oscillation period are estimated to be on he order of
0.01. This is based on our experiences in the two-dimensional computations presented in
Sections 3.4 and 3.5.

It can be seen that there are differences between the present results from the second
and those from the third period for many of the calculations. We attribute this largely
to reflections from the lateral boundary of wave components that travel faster than those

w PPK [T, 2T] [2T, 3T] PPK [T, 2T] [2T, 3T]

0.50 0.57 0.5665 - 0.00 0.007868 -
0.75 0.66 0.6559 - 0.11 0.1008 -
1.00 0.57 0.5647 0.5759 0.35 0.3487 0.3543
1.25 0.35 0.3593 0.3473 0.48 0.4819 0.4989
1.50 0.21 0.2235 0.2135 0.45 0.4674 0.4638
1.75 0.16 0.1671 0.1689 0.39 0.3939 0.3779

2.00 - 0.1545 0.1625 - 0.3134 0.2976

w PPK [T, 2T] [2T, 3T] PPK [T, 2T] [2T, 3T]
0.50 0.76 0.7525 0.7635 0.15 0.1482 0.1484
0.75 0.56 0.5558 - 0.25 0.2489 -
1.00 0.44 0.4311 0.4319 0.25 0.2445 0.2563
1.25 0.39 0.3885 0.3815 0.19 0.1922 0.1888
1.50 0.39 0.3909 0.3925 0.13 0.1286 0.1224
1.75 0.44 0.4098 0.4134 0.08 0.07846 0.07410
2.00 - 0.4302 0.4328 - 0.04506 0.04340
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with frequency w. They have been generated at the impulsive start of the oscillation.
The hydrodynamic coefficients based on the signal of the second period show a good
agreement with the linear results for most frequencies in heave, and fair agreement for
the other results. Part of the differences are due to the fact that the results of PPK have
been taken from figures.

6.3.2 Large-Amplitude Oscillations
We have also carried out vertical oscillations of the sphere at a frequency of w = 1.00
with amplitudes a = 0.05R, OlOR, 0.15R, and a = 0.20R during four oscillation periods.
The motion has been started with a ramp function during the first oscillation period.
The computations yielded stable results during several oscillation periods. (We have also
carried out oscillations with a = 0.30R with an implementation of the DBC that contained
a mistake. In this case we have noticed that the use of a stability condition based on the
smallness of the relative change of the distance between the waterline and a nearby CF
was needed.)

In Table 6.4 we have summarized the data obtained from these large-amplitude oscil-
lation calculations. Based on the computational results of the sphere in heave oscillation

Table 6.4: Amplitudes and phases of force components on a sphere oscillating in heave

at w = 1.00 at amplitudes 0.01, 0.05, OlOR, 0.15R, and 0.20 we calculated the following
values of y, according to the definition given in Subsection 3.2.2: yu = 2.30 ± 0.03,
722 = 0.45 + 0.02, and 733=20 0.19 ± 0.01.

6.4 Free Motions

6.4.1 Equilibrium Test
The aim is to test whether a state of equilibrium for a homogeneous sphere is maintained
in time-domain computations. The numerical domains used here are similar to those used
for the forced-oscillation experiments with the sphere, see Subsection 6.3.1. As ABC we
applied equation (5.1). The semi-submerged sphere is given the mass of the displaced
fluid and released in its equilibrium position at zero velocity and acceleration. The 'nu-
merical' volume V of the displaced volume was determined by a separate calculation of
the hydrostatic force on a sphere fixed in a semi-submerged position in a fluid at rest. Of
course, here we did not use the technique to prevent integrating the hydrostatic pressure,
which balances the force of gravity, so the total hydrostatic force on the body was calcu-
lated. The body mass was then taken as rn = V. (Remind that the fluid density is scaled
to unity.) This reduces the influence of the deviations of the numerical approximation
of the body shape from the exact (spherical) shape. The exact vertical force Fz,exact
which should be equal to V (because of the scaling) - and numerical displaced volumes

a A11 A20 A22 22

0.05 0.1148 166.898° 2.0837 0.0011 96.193°

0.10 0.2289 166.923° 2.0822 0.0045 88.978°

0.15 0.3415 166.966° 2.0799 0.0100 100.211°

0.20 0.4521 167.026° 2.0767 0.0174 97.684°
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T' for three different discretizations are given in Table 6.5. The data in the table show

Table 6.5: Data concerning the numerical calculation of the vertical hydrostatic force on
a sphere for three discretizations and its exact value. Here ¿Xsphefe is the average panel
length of a panel on the sphere and h0 is its value in the coarse discretization

the convergence towards the exact value when the panel dimensions are halved.
We have carried out an equilibrium test for the algorithm for freely floating bodies

and we used the middle resolution. We have given the sphere a mass m equal to V =
Fz,fixed = 0.26053 and released it as a freely floating body in its equilibrium position. At
the initial time we have found F2,1ree = 0.26053 (and a relative error less than 10-),
which is a very accurate result.

6.4.2 Decay Test in an Unbounded Free Surface
The computational method is further verified using simulations of a semi-submerged ho-
mogeneous sphere which is released in a position slightly above its equilibrium (rest)
position and allowed to approach towards equilibrium by a decaying oscillating motion.
The physical domain is a fluid, of infinite depth and horizontal extent, which is initially
at rest. The initial vertical position of the centre of the sphere is taken as = 0.O1R,
R = 1.0. In the computations, the time-step size was taken as Lt = T/40, where
T = 4.313 is the oscillation period obtained from a figure in [3] showing their linear re-
suits for the same problem. The wavelength we expect for waves with this oscillation
period is .\ = T2/(2ir) = 2.96 = 0.943ir. We carried out the calculations on three numer-
ical cylindrical domains all with depth H = 5.0 but with different diameters C = R + A,
namely C = R + ir, C = R + 2ir, and C = R + 4ir. As absorbing boundary condition we
employed the first-order condition (F) in equation (5.1) with e 1/w = T/27r 0.971,
which is the linearized infinite-depth phase velocity of waves with a frequency w = 2ir/T.
An extra calculation has been carried out on the medium large domain using the second-
order absorbing boundary condition (S) in equation (5.2). The vertical position of the
sphere's centre, or in fact ZG/ZG,0, is shown in Figure 6.6 as a function of time. The
resulting oscillation periods are given in Table 6.6, which are clearly very close to that in
the linear results of [3]. The table also shows the distance A between the waterline of the
sphere, the number N of collocation points, the total simulation interval I, and the value
of the period T measured from the first four oscillations.

The tops or maximum vertical positions relative to the initial elevation occurring
each oscillation period are given in Table 6.7 together with the linear results by [3]. The
agreement is particularly good only for the calculation on the large domain during the
first two periods. This suggests that numerical reflections from the lateral boundary still
play a role. They are caused either by a too small distance between the sphere and the
lateral boundary for the linear approximation of the ABCs to be sufficient, or by waves

total number of panels
number of panels on sphere
.Xsphere

792
180

h0

1792
320

0.75h0

2200
500

0.6h0

(exact)
(exact)

0.0
h 0.5625h 0.36hg 0.0

Fz,fixed - Fz,exact 0.00234 0.00127 0.00080 0.0
Fz,fixed 0.25946 0.26053 0.26100 0.26180
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Figure 6.5: The free-surface elevation around the sphere oscillating in surge with w = 2.00
at t = 2T
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Figure 6.6: The vertical position of the centre of gravity of the sphere in the decaying
oscillation in the physically unbounded free surface
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Table 6.6: Data about and results from the calculations for the decaying sphere and the
resulting oscillation period. (S) indicates that ABC (S) has been used in the calculation

Table 6.7: The first four or five tops in the decaying oscillating motion of the sphere. (B)
indicates the results by [3]. (S) indicates that ABC (S) has been used in the calculation

with a phase velocity larger than c, or both. We exclude discretization effects because
any adverse effect of the coarser discretization in the basin with A = 4x is outdone by the
beneficial effect of the larger domain. We have tried to improve the result in the 'medium'
domain by applying the second-order condition (S) instead of of the first-order condition
(F). Apparently this makes hardly any difference. This means that the second-order ap-
proximation of (S) is hardly an improvement with respect to the linearized approximation
of (F). We conclude that A = 2ir is too small too prevent fast-running waves from spoiling
the solution.

We will now give a well-known linear model for the above motion which is exact as far as
infinitesimally small motions are concerned. We will also simplify it, as was done in [23],
and subsequently use this simplified version to determine hydrodynamic coefficients of the
sphere in heave. These will be compared with results from forced oscillation tests. This
shows that the simplified version does not produce accurate hydFodynamic coefficients.

According to linear theory, the above vertical motion for the sphere can be described
exactly, for infinitesimally small motions, using the following equation:

(m + + bG(t) + zG(t) + fz2(t - r)c(r)d = 0 (6.1)

see e.g. [74] or [80]. Here rn = (2/3)7r denotes the mass of the sphere,
, and ?c =

its infinite-frequency added-mass, damping, and restoring coefficients, respectively, and
its retardation function.
The method described in [23] suggests that decay tests similar to the one described

above are used to determine the added-mass and damping coefficients of bodies at their
eigenfrequencies, at resonance therefore. In the determination of the hydrodynamic coef-
ficients therein, the above formula is used with total neglect of the retardation function

A N I T
r 4480 18.87 4.29 ± 0.02

2x 5056 18.69 4.29 ± 0.02
(S) 27r 5056 18.42 4.29 ± 0.02

4ir 5248 47.45 4.31 ± 0.02

A top 1 top 2 top 3 top 4 top 5
4x 0.638 0.342 0.199 0.098 0.070

(B) 0.635 0.345 0.187 0.101 0.054
ir 0.634 0.328 0.222 0.111 -

2ir 0.632 0.362 0.166 0.111 -
(S) 2ir 0.632 0.362 0.166 0.112 -
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representing the memory effect of the flow. This simplified model reads:

(m±)G(t) +z6(t) = O . (6.2)

We will demonstrate the influence of this neglect on the results for the hydrodynamic
coefficients of the semi-submerged sphere.

Neglecting the influence of the retardation function and replacing and b2 with

a and ¡3 respectively, we solve the above equation for z(t), given zG(0) = ZG,O and
zG(0) = O. The solution reads

Here is an amplification factor, '5 is the logarithmic decrement, w is the oscillation
frequency, and is a phase angle. The minima and maxima occur at Tn_1/2 (n - 1/2)T
and r,, nT, n E F4, respectively, where T 2ir/w. We determined w as rn/n for
n = 5, and S as the slope of a line fitted through the points (ra_112, - ln(z(T_1/2)/() and
(r,,, - ln(z(r,,)/). From the calculated motion, shown in Figure 6.6, we find S = 0.1013
and w = 1.030.(From the calculations presented in Figure 8 in [3] we determine 5 = 0.1006
and w = 1.030, which is in excellent agreement withthe present results.) Solving equations
(6.5) and (6.6) for a and ¡3 yields

Ca = m
82 + w2

¡3 = 25522 (6.9)

and substituting the values for S and w found from the present calculations, and using
m = (2/3)ir and c = ir, we have a = 0.838 and ¡3 = 0.594. These two values are
the 'simplified' approximations for the added-mass and damping coefficient of the sphere,
respectively, at w'./ = 1.030.

On the other hand, the results in Subsection 6.3.1 may be interpolated to find a = 0.420
for the added-mass coefficient and b = 0.240 for the damping coefficient after scaling.
Clearly, (a - a)/a = 1.00 and (ß - b)/b = 1.12, indicating that the relative errors in the
'simplified' estimates of the hydrodynamic coefficients are large. The reason for this is
that the approximation without a retardation function is only valid in the case of harmonic
motions.

In this case including the term with the retardation function in equation (6.1) hardly
affects the nature of the motion. This can be seen from Figure 6.7, where we show the
decaying motion as well as a function of the form given in equation (6.3) which was tuned
to the actual motion of the sphere. The differences are largest in the first quarter period

caused by transient effects in the motion of the sphere and later on due to reflections
in the numerical experiment.

(6.8)

where

ZG(t) = e_5t cos(wt - p) , (6.3)

( = (6.4)

5= b

'w)
(6.5)

2(m+a)

W =
(2(ma))2 (6.6)\m±a

¡'5= arctan(- (6.7)
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6.4.3 Decay Test in a Cylindrical Basin
Another comparison with results from a linear method can be ruade for the following
simulation. A homogeneous sphere which would be in equilibrium in a semi-submerged
position, is released (slightly) off-equilibrium in the vertical direction with zero velocity
and acceleration. The physical flow domain is now a fluid with depth H = 2R in a
cylindrical container with radius C = 4R. A difference with the above problem is that
reflections from the solid lateral boundary will interfere with the sphere's motion. We
used a grid similar to that used for the aforementioned calculations involving a sphere; it
is shown in Figures 6.1 and 6.2. We used M = 1280 panels on the sphere and N = 4160
panels in total. From [24] we estimated that the oscillation period would be T = 3.6364,
and we took t = T/48. The initial vertical position of the sphere's centre of gravity was
ZG,O = 0.O1R.

Figure 6.8 shows the vertical position (zQ/ZG,Q) of the sphere as a function of time
during a time-interval of duration I 7.90T = 28.71 for the present calculations. The
volume of the fluid in the numerical basin has been determined at every time step. The
result is shown in Figure 6.9. The analytical value of the initial value is V0,a = 98.46798.
From the figure we observe that the numerical value of the initial value is V0,, = 98.39
which has a relative difference with the analytical value of 7.910, whereas the maximum
variation amounts to 0.00064 or 6.5 10 in a relative sense. The numerical total energy
E minus the numerical initial energy E0, of the system is given in Figure 6.10 as a
function of time. It is observed that the numerical energy oscillates in time, whereas
it should remain constant in theory. The analytical initial energy is E0,a = 99.98632.
The numerical initial energy is E0, - 99.67858, which has a relative difference from the
analytical value of 3.1 . iO-a. The maximum deviation from the initial numerical energy
value E0, is 0.0000736, which has a relative difference from the initial numerical value
of 7.4 . iO-i, and it is 0.0035 times the initial (potential) energy of the sphere. These
values indicate that mass (volume) and energy conservation are satisfied to a very high
degree in this calculation.

The general behaviour is similar in both calculations, but small differences are clear
near both instances where the motion amplitude is small: there are extra oscillations in
the results by [24] at about t 10. Also the times when the first minimum after t = 20 for
ZG is reached differ: in our calculations it occurs at t 21.57, in Ferrant's at t 21.06,
which shows a relative difference of about 0.023.

Both methods use an explicit fourth-order Runge-Kutta method for time integration.
We used time-steps of Lt = 0.07576, whereas Ferrant used zt = 0.1, so this difference
is not very large. As was mentioned before, we employed M = 1280 quadratic -
panels on the sphere. From Table 6.5 and the known second-order convergence of the
present method we deduce that the numerical volume (and mass) differs from the exact
volume by 0.0012 in a relative sense. [24] only used about M 200 flat panels on the
sphere. Furthermore we have used 25 panels in the radial direction on the free surface,
whereas Ferrant has used 31. These estimates are based on his Figure 17 showing his
grid. In the present method we used linear distributions of and quadratic ones of .

In [24] both the geometry and the singulartity distributions of and ç,. were taken as
piecewise linear functions on triangular flat panels. Based on_Table 8.3 in [85], Section
8.6, we expect that his method is of order 0(h) globally, and h1 OiR and , 0.25R
are typical panel dimensions on the free surface T and the sphere S respectively. This
is confirmed by a convergence study by [25] on a test problem for the Laplace problem
on a box-shaped domain. The maximum error in the potential is shown to be of 0(h),
although the maximum and mean error error in çb, show convergence as 0(h2). It is not
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Figure 6.8: The vertical position of the centre of gravity of the sphere vertically oscillating
in the centre of a cylindrical fluid-filled basin
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Figure 6.7: A comparison of the nature of the decaying oscillation of a sphere and the
function given in equation (6.3)
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Figure 6.10: The numerical total energy E minus initial energy E0, of the system of the
vertically oscillating sphere in the centre of a cylindrical fluid-filled basin. The values can
be nondimensionalized according to L = R = ft5, g* = 1.00, and p = 1.00
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Figure 6.9: The numerical fluid volume as a function of time for the decay test in cylin-
drical basin. It can be nondimensionalized with L* = R* = 0.5
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clear from this study, however, what the beahavioiir would be on a domain with curved
boundaries, like the sphere and the cylindrical wall in the present problem. The present
method is of order 0(h2), see e.g. [85], and h1 O.2R and h5 O.06R are typical panel
dimensions on F and S respectively. Particularly on the sphere Ferrant's grid seems very
coarse for the problem. From this analysis we expect that the present reluts are more
accurate than those given in [24].
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Chapter 7

Conclusions and Recommendations

In Chapter 2 we have described the basic computational method that has been developed
later in this thesis. In Subsection 2.3.3 we have replaced a stability condition, derived
by [9], by a combination of two simple conditions. One of them relates the maximum
allowable time-step size to the period of small-amplitude ('linear') gravity waves, the
other one relates it to the time a free-surface particle needs to pass a panel. For a good
understanding of the stability and accuracy of time-domain BIEMs we recommend more
research into the interaction between the temporal evolution and the spatial solutions at
each time step, particularly for long time intervals.

In Chapter 3 we have described several numerical improvements to the method and car-
ried out verification and validation experiments. In Subsection 3.3.1 we have shown that a
local quadradic approximation developed by [9] gives accurate results for outgoing waves
far from an oscillating body. Furthermore, in Subsection 3.3.2 we have analysed the
fluid-force components and identified those that are relevant for the determination of the
added-mass and damping coefficients of a body. In Subsection 3.4.2 we have shown that
integration of only the relevant pressure components yields more accurate values for the
hydrodynamic coefficients as compared with integration of the total fluid pressure.

We have applied the improved nonlinear panel method described to small-amplitude
vertical, horizontal and rotational oscillations of a circle and a square in the free surface
of a fluid. This has been described in Subsection 3.5.1. For nondimensional oscilla-
tion frequencies which are well-spread in the interval w E [0.25, 1.75], we find excellent
agreement for hydrodynamic coefficients of the circle with values produced by a linear
frequency-domain method based on potential theory. The present results for the square
show good agreement with the values from linear frequency-domain analysis. In the limit
for zero motion amplitude both methods should give the same results. According to [105],
who found good agreement between experiments and linear frequency-domain results, we
may conclude that the present method can simulate fluid-body interaction well for small
motions.

[161 has also studied harmonic motions of the circle with a similar panel method. The
present results agree much better with linear frequency-domain results than Daalen's.
We conclude from a small study that for a given resolution the integration of only the
relevant part of the fluid force gives better results. Apart from this other factors may
explain the differences with [16]. First, he has used a depth-over-draught ratio of 5. Close
inspection of Figure 2 in [107] indicates that this might not be deep enough to exclude
bottom influences to an extent that the results are indiscernible from infinite-depth values.
Second, from private communication we know that he carried out the force integration
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using constant integrand values on flat panels, whereas we used a Simpson integration
method along the cubic-spline description of the wetted body boundary. Third, differences
in the horizontal domain truncation and the discretization which is not described there
in sufficient detail to allow a comparison may have contributed to the differences in
the results. We conclude that

In Subsection 3.5.2 we have described the application of the panel method to the
nonlinear problem of a square oscillating in heave with large amplitudes: up to 80% of
the draught. Even though the corners of the square are rather sharp, the calculations do
not break down, which illustrates the robustness of the method. For a given frequency, the
amplitudes of the m-th superharmonic (m = 0, 1,2, 3) change as functions of the motion
amplitude a. Qualitatively the amplitudes for m = 0, 1, 2 inthe present calculations show
a behaviour which is very similar to the behaviour predicted by second-order theory. For
a particular oscillation frequency the order of magnitude of the double-frequency part of
the force is the same as in results from earlier second-order methods pertaining to a square
and a U-shaped body. The third superharmonic appears to be approximately cubic in a,
as is expected from small-amplitude expansion. This behaviour is persistent, even though
the a-interval is large. To allow a direct comparison with results from the present panel
method, calculations are recommended with body shapes for which analytical higher-order
results or measurements are available.

Results from the calculation of a strongly nonlinear sloshing event, which we have
described in Section 3.6, compare very well with those from a number other methods.
Because most of the other methods are fully nonlinear as well, this is considered as
support for the accuracy of the converged solution from the present method.

From the above we conclude that the panel method described in Chapter 2, together
with the improvements given in Section 3.3, produces accurate results: hydrodynamic
coefficients from LFD analysis concerning harmonic oscillations of a circle and a square
are be reproduced very well in a broad frequency range. Furthermore the nonlinear re-
sults for the heaving square are consistent with second-order and third-order predictions
and appear very credible when compared with those from several second-order methods.
This means that the pressure integrated over the wetted body boundary is computed very
accurately. A nonlinear sloshing event was simulated with high accuracy. This shows that
a time-domain panel method is available with the same performance as analytical meth-
ods and with a potential for accurately modelling fully nonlinear fluid-body interactions.
Research into forces resulting from other body shapes, with strong flare for example, and
from excitation with incoming waves is desired in order to further establish the potential
and feasability of time-domain BIEMs.

In Chapter 4 we have studied methods for the simulation of the motion of freely float-
ing bodies which are based on the determination of the time derivative of the velocity
potential by solving a Laplace problem. In Subsection 4.3.1 we have derived a DtN-type
dynamic body-boundary condition for this Laplace problem in the same way as [97], but
mori general in the sense that deformation of the body shape and a time dependent
body mass distribution are also accounted for. The resulting boundary condition is com-
pared with two earlier ones by applying them to a problem whose solution is known, see
Subsection 4.3.2. The derivation of the condition by [16] has been shown to contain an
inconsistency. Only the condition based on a derivation according to [97] gives the correct
result. This is a confirmation for the correctnes of this boundary condition. In Subsec-
tion 4.4.1 we have derived a three-dimensional expression for the normal derivative of the
velocity-squared that can be used in the present computational method. In Subsection
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4.4.2 we have derived an efficient method for the determination of the time derivative
of the inertia matrix, which is useful in the case of rotating bodies with constant mass
distribution.

We have outlined the numerical solution method for the time derivative of the potential
according to [16] in Subsection 4.5.1. We have noted that the formulation for the dynamic
body-boundary condition given by [97] allows a more efficient calculation of the extra influ-
ence coefficients than was clear from the formulation by [161. In Subsection 4.5.2 we have
extended the technique for accurate pressure quadrature described in Subsection 3.3.2 to
more general cases. In Subsection 4.5.3 we have described a time-integration method for
floating-body motions which uses the classical fourth-order Runge-Kutta method. The
orientation of a freely floating body is indicated with three unit vectors. To preserve
the orthonormality of these vectors, we recommend the use of finite-rotation matrices
describing the rotation of the body between two time levels.

An alternative method for the description of free-body motion has been derived in
Section 4.6. It is based on the identification of a quantity which can be interpreted as
the difference of the body velocity and the average velocity of fluid that would replace
the body. This difference velocity can be used in a DtN-type kinematic body-boundary
condition which is very similar to the dynamic body boundary condition and leads to a
system matrix for the Laplace problem for the potential which is identical to that for its
time derivative. The solution of the former Laplace problem can be used to determine
the body velocity after it has been solved. The equality of both system matrices can be
exploited to simplify the algorithms for the solution of both matrix equations. Because
the second-order time derivative of the difference velocity is known from the solutions of
the aforementioned two Laplace problems, numerical time-integration methods involving
second-order time derivatives of the quantity to be integrated can be used. This can be
used to employ e.g. a two-stage two-derivative Runge-Kutta time-integration method,
which in combination with a panel method requires about half the amount of work that is
needed with the classical fourth-order Runge-Kutta method, provided the number of time
steps is the same in both methods. A study into the accuracy of RK2-2 time-stepping
algorithms combined with a panel method for freely floating bodies is recommended.

In Chapter 5 we have treated various numerical aspects of the present numerical method
and of BIEMs in general. We have derived an absorbing boundary condition for (ap-
proximately) circle-symmetric flows which involves the second-order time derivative, see
Section 5.2. In Subsection 5.3.1 we have given a method for the determination of the
waterline on and the gridding of a partly submerged ellipsoid using only quadrilateral
panels. It is general in the sense that it can, in principle, handle any orientation of the
ellipsoid provided it does not fully submerge or emerge. This gridding algorithm requires
improvements for very elongated and very flat ellipsoids and in the case of complicated
waterline shapes.

In Stibsection 5.3.2 we have described the pressure-quadrature algorithm - based on
a well-known Gaussian quadrature method that has beeñ used in the calculation of
the fluid force on a body in the present work. Its accuracy is demonstrated with test
calculations.

In Subsection 5.4.1 we have reported the implementation of an efficient storage of the
influence coefficients involved in the present method by reducing the number of arrays
needed in the computer code. Further reduction is possible by using the system matrix
for the storage of the extra influence coefficients related with the dynamic body-boundary
condition. The efficiency of BIEMs is compared with that of volume discretization meth-
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ods in Subsection 5.4.2. Based on a model for the required CPU-time and working mem-
ory, it is shown that the cost of single-subdomain BIEMs depends on the volume of the
numerical basin in a significantly less favourable way than volume discretization models,
provided the resolutions are the same in both methods. The use of a domain decomposi-
tion method developed by [42] on multiple-subdomain BIEMs is shown to have the same
kind of dependence of the cost ou the domain volume as volume discretization methods.
The cost model, based on one given by [43], is furthermore shown to be potentially helpful
in tuning the decomposition of the fluid domain and the computer system used towards
a minimum cost; according to a model for the costs the optimum number of collocation
points per subdomain is independent of the numerical-domain volume.

In Subsection 5.5.1 we have described a stability condition that has been derived by
[56], and that can be helpful in determining a maximum time-step size that allows a stable
time-domain simulation of freely-floating body motions. We also propose two additional
time-step conditions that are related to the motion of collocation points on the free surface
near the waterline of a body. The first one helps to prevent free-surface collocation points
to move to very decentral positions on their panels. The second one helps to prevent the
penetration of the body boundary by a free-surface collocation point. When implemented,
they improve the stability and robustness of the computational method.

General requirements for a grid-adaptation method enhancing the stability and accu-
racy of a BIEM have been given in Subsection 5.5.2. It has been argued that globally
reacting adaptation methods are more powerful than locally reacting ones. We give rele-
vant quantities that may be used in a grid adaptation method. Two kinds of adaptation
algorithms are distinguished according to whether they involve only the actual values
of the relevant quantities or also their time derivatives. The second kind of methods
is expected to be more effective. We have described the use of correction velocities for
grid adaptation which have collocation points move in a non-material way, according to
a method described by [9] and [10]. It has been shown that an adaptation method
based on correction velocities of the first kind may be used with time-integration meth-
ods involving second-order grid derivatives. General expressions for these derivatives are
given, which according to [43] have been implemented incorrectly in the method used by
[9] and [43]. It has also been shown that the second kind of adaptation methods involves
the second-order time derivative of the potential, which is not evaluated in the present
BIEM. To date this prevents its combination with a time-integration method that uses
second-order time derivatives. It remains to be established whether a different method
does enable this combination. More research into the handling of the grid in nonlinear
panel methods is recommended to solve problems near e.g. floating bodies.

In Chapter 6 we have demonstrated that the hydrodynamic coefficients in surge and
in heave of a semi-submerged sphere can be determined very accurately with the present
three-dimensional nonlinear panel method, see Subsection 6.3.1. They have been deter-
mined from the force signal during the second oscillation period on a sphere oscillating
with an amplitude of 0.01 times its radius, and have been compared with results from sev-
eral linear frequency-domain methods. The large-amplitude heave oscillation calculations
described in Subsection 6.3.2 reveal an amplitude dependence on the motion amplitude
that is consistent with the behaviour expected from perturbation theory given in Subsec-
tion 3.2.2. The simulation of the decaying motion of a sphere after a small displacement
from equilibrium in an unbounded free surface, described in Subsection 6.4.2, gives re-
sults that agree very well with those from a linear method by [3] if the artificial lateral
boundary is placed far enough from the body. Otherwise reflections spoil the solution.
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When this boundary is placed at approximately one (principal) wavelength, the use of
a first-order and a second-order absorbing boundary condition hardly makes a difference
for the motion of the sphere during the first four oscillations. It is demonstrated that
the neglect of the memory effect (retardation function) leads to large errors in the deter-
mination of hydrodynamic coefficients from the decaying oscillation. This memory effect
does not affect the nature of the motion (after one quarter period). In Subsection 6.4.3
we have shown that the vertical oscillation of a semi-submerged sphere released off equi-
librium in in a cylindrical container calculated with the present method is similar to that
calculated by [24J, but that details are different. These differences are attributed to the
larger accuracy of the present calculations.

We conclude that the present method is accurate and stable for small vertical and horizon-
tal motions of a sphere, for both forced and free motions. This is due to the higher-order
accurate panel method and time-stepping method, as well as to an effective body gridding,
a correct dynamical body-boundary condition, and accurate pressure quadrature.

Large vertical oscillations of a sphere can be simulated stably for several oscillation
periods, which is partly due to a condition on the time-step size preventing strongly de-
central collocation points. Further tests are are recommended to establish the capabilities
of the method more fully.

The efficiency of the method has been enhanced in the calculation of the extra influ-
ence coefficients, the storage of influence coefficients, the initial guess for iterative matrix
solution, and the determination of the inertia matrix.

The above developments and results have brought the accurate, stable, and efficient nu-
merical modelling of general wave-body interactions a bit closer. We furthermore pro-
pose improvements as regards the aspects of the simulation of free body motion (Section
4.6), pressure quadrature (Subsections 4.5.2 and 5.3.2), time-step adaptation (Subsection
5.5.1), and grid adaptation (Subsection 5.5.2).

The above method is not yet capable of modelling many of the design problems men-
tioned in Chapter 1, and major developments to BIEMs are still necessary to reach this
goal. We recommend developments toward the inclusion of realistic ships, effective grid-
ding algorithms, the accurate determination of connection curves of networks in general
and of the waterline in particular, the generation and absorption of waves, the motion of
the grid in the sense of both grid adaptation and grid motion along with e.g. a ship, and
development of domain-decomposition techniques. Such developments are expected to be
necessary to reach the goal stated in Chapter 1.
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Appendix A

Runge-Kutta 2-2 Scheme

In an RK4 time-stepping scheme four evaluations of the function f are needed per time
step. In the present method this means that the influence coefficients are calculated four
times every time step. These expensive calculations may be removed partially by using a
fourth-order two-stage two-derivative Runge-Kutta (RK2-2) method, see e.g. [9], Section
6.1, with only two time levels per time step. Still four function evaluations are needed,
namely both it = f(t, u) and it = f(t, u) at both time levels, but the same influence
coefficients can be used in the determination of both f and f, and the remaining extra
work is relatively small. [9], Chapter 6, has shown how f may be obtained for the variables
that are integrated in time in the free-surface wave problem.

We discuss the combination of this method with free body motion in Section 4.6 and
with grid adaptation in Subsection 5.5.2. Therefore we give the scheme for several RK2-2
methods according to [43], Appendix A. It reads:

K' = O , (Al)
K2 = O , (A.2)

K1 = f (_, + + + , L = 1,2 , (A.3)

K2 = (_, + ui_1 + + , £ = 1,2 , (A.4)

= u_1 + (11Kii + 21K + a'2K2 + c22K2) , (A.5)

and is applied at every time level t_1, i {1,. . . , S}. Possible values of L, m E {1, 2}
and ¡3, such that a method of fourth order in ¿Xt is obtained, are given in Table Al, see
e.g. [43]. When, as in the present method, the second-order derivatives ü are determined

Table Al: Possible values of the coefficients obtaining a fourth-order two-stage two-
derivative Runge-Kutta time-stepping method
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coefficients RK2-2a RK2-2b RK2-2c
¡3 1/2 2/3 1

1 13/16 5/6
0 3/16 1/6

21 1/3 3/8 1/2
a22 2/3 3/8 1/6
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with lower accuracy than the first-order derivatives, the method with the lowest total
weight of the second-order derivatives, i.e. RK2-2c, is advised by [9], Subsection 6.1.2.



Appendix B

Spatial Approximation

Here we describe the details of the approximation of the panel shape and the distribution
of and on it. Their spatial derivatives are approximated using the values of the
positions of and the values of çb and çb in the CPs in a 3 x 3-molecule of CPs. For this we
use a finite-difference approximation of tangential derivatives along the domain boundary
employing finite-difference weights.

The weights are determined by coupling a central finite difference scheme in the com-
putational domain to a Taylor expansion in the physical domain. The values in the CPs
of a function f of which derivatives are computed are the same in the physical and in the
computational domain. Here f may denote coordinates of the CPs or values of and .

We label the CPs in a molecule as shown in Figure B.1. Denoting the set of function values
in the nine CPs of the molecule by F2 = (f34, f3, f32, f21 f2O fJl f32 fJ3 f34)T
and the set of two first-order and three second-order derivatives with respect to the co-
ordinates u = (u,v) in the computational domain by f = the
application of the central scheme yields

(Bi)

Here D is a 5 x 9-matrix containing the finite-difference weights in the computational
domain:

For non-central points, the discretization scheme is single-sided in one or both tangential
directions, so D is different then. This completes a brief description concerning the
computational domain.

By (sim, J2m 3m), m E {-4, . .. , 4} we denote the orthonormal 'physical' coordi-
nates of the nine points in the molecule in the local frame of the central CF. We take
(sr, 3°) = (0, 0,0). The function values collected in F3 are approximated with a
Taylor series:

pm f10 + fs + fS2m + 'f (m)2
+ + f$28,

(3m)2
, (B.3)

where f = (f831, fy32, f$1.2
f)T are evaluated in the central point. F3 can now be

approximated by

F3 f3°1 + C3f , (B.4)
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4
f2 w"f2

5k
rn=-4

4

fi =J 8k
m=-4

Thus we have expressed f in terms of the function values in CPs in the molecule, which
was our aim.

From [17] we know that [16] and [9] used equation (B.9) to determine first-order tan-
gential derivatives of , e.g. to obtain , and then used the same equation applied to
the in its molecule to obtain The inconsistency of this easily proven, starting
from the principle that , is to be determined from values within the 3 x 3-molecule.
For the determination of with m $ O, values of in CPs outside the molecule of CP
number j are used. Therefore the approximation of determined in this way is not
consistent with the principle.

The geometry of a panel is described in terms of n2 indicating the perpendicular dis-
tance or 'height' of the boundary within the panel with respect to the plane tangent to
the boundary in the CP. Locally the boundary is represented as n3 = n3(s,$). Since s21
and s are tangent to the boundary, locally, p211 = O = n2. The second-order derivatives

k=1,2 , (B.9)

3m pm
, k,=1,2 (Bio)

where 1 is the 9-vector of which all components are unity. C2 is a 9 x 5-matrix containing
linear and quadratic functions of the coordinates (S31m Sm) of the CPs in the molecule.
The five elements on its nine rows, numbered with in E {-4, .. . , 4}, read

c (dm, sim, (m)2, smsm, (Sm)2) , m = 4,. . 4 . (B.5)

where Cm denotes row number m of the matrix C.

Equation (B.4) might be used to determine f by means of a least-squares method, but
this means that the solution has to be carried out for every quantity whose tangential
derivatives are needed. Therefore we proceed in a different way to obtain a matrix that
can be inverted once and for all. Substituting from equation (B.4) into F2 in equation
(B.1) yields

f = DCif , (B.6)

since Dl O. This equation establishes a coupling of derivatives in the computational
and in the physical domain. It is inverted to obtain

E5 = (DC2)-'f (B.7)

where (DC2)-' is a 5 x 5-matrix that can always be inverted, see [9], Subsection 5.1.2.
Finally we substitute from equation (Bi) into equation (B.7), which yields

= (DC1DFi WF , (B.8)

where W (DC2)'D is a 5 x 9-matrix containing the finite-difference weights in the
physical domain. Its elements on the first and second rows are called w' and
respectively, with in E {-4,4}. The elements on the third, fourth and fifth rows are
called w1, w2, and w2 respectively. Now equation (B.8) can be rewritten as



Figure B.1: Two CPs and their respective molecules in the computational domain. The
numbering (m) of panels within a molecule is indicated
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Figure B.2: A panel with the tangential vectors s and s of its local frame and the
vectors p and p in the directions of its local principal curvatures
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and s- respectively. These

and they can be straightforwardly calculated with the finite-difference weights applied to
the dot products of the normal vector in the central GP and the position vectors of all
CPs in the molecule.

We will now determine the positions of the panel vertices. The splines describing the
network edges are used to compute vertices of panels bordering the network intersections
in such a way that they coincide with points x(s) at integer values of s. The panel vertices
in the interior of a network are determined from the positions of and the surface curva-
tures and normal directions in the four CPs surrounding each vertex. For each panel,
the approximations of the four vertices are based on the average positions of each of the
following pairs of GPs xi'', and xi". These average posi-
tions are then projected onto the plane tangent in the GP concerned, yielding four points

1 2 &" respectively. The vertices are then approximated according to equation
(Bu) applied in the points k = 1, 2,3,4. Per vertex, the approximations of the four
adjacent panels are then averaged, yielding the final panel corners with projections c.
The result is that we have a division of each network Pkt into panels whose GPs and four
vertices are now known.

The description of the boundary given in equation (B.11) is used to approximate the
infinitesimal boundary part dA in the BIE equation (2.25). Define as the per-
pendicular projection of onto the plane locally tangent in the GP, which is the
quadrilateral region with vertices &', k = 1,2,3,4. Now replace dA with J3(si, s2)dA,
where dA3 = dsds passes through Here the Jacobian .P is given by

J(si,s2)

[u + ((R)-'si + (R2)'s2)2 + ((R2)_1s1 + (RY1s2)2] 2 (B.15)

This completes the approximation of the domain boundary.

In the present method quadratic local approximations of q along the boundary and linear
local approximations of çt are used. They read

(si,s2,ri(si,s2)) = ç +81si +,382s2

of nJ, however, are non-zero and are related to the two local principal curvatures of the
boundary, R and R respectively, see Figure B.2. Their directions p and p are always
mutually perpendicular, and they are defined such that p is obtained by a rotation over
an angle +7r/2, with respect to the positive normal direction, in the tangent plane. In
general the angle between p and s is non-zero, and in that case

n(s, ) (Rfl1()2 + (R2)' + + hot., (Bu)

where R and R are the curvatures in the directions s.
curvatures and R2 are defined by

(Rfl1 (Ñ)'cos2, + ()_1sin2'
(R2)1 [-CÑfl-' + ()Th] cos'3sin

(R)1 (f3)_1sin2/,3 + ()_1cos23



m=-4

14
lm=4

ffG( (, s) ; + w + w)JJ(, s) dA]m

ffGn((s, s) ; x) (dom + ws + ws + (s (B.18)
2 S181

+ w2s1s2 + w2 ()2) J2 (si, 52) dAs] m}
, i 1... N

Here 6O is the Kronecker delta and and indicate values in the rn th point in the
molecule for the determination of tangential derivatives in the j th CF. In this equation
superscripts i and j indicate that the superscribed quantity is taken in the CP with this
number.

The integrals in the above equation are evaluated according to the description given by
[84] and [85] ín a way such that the local truncation error per panel for the determination
of is always of O(x3), except on the outermost panels on a network, where it is of
O(x). Here x is a measure of the panel dimensions. The above holds true even if
in the approximation of the boundary by panels as described above, gaps occur between
the curved panel surfaces, and the approximations of the distributions of and çbr, are
discontinuous across panel boundaries. For smooth boundaries the global truncation error
in ç is therefore of O(Lx2), and the one in the fluid velocity y is of order Q(zx). In
the present method the numerical quadrature for the surface integrals depends on the
distance - x. Usually the computational region around a panel i wIth dimensions
of O(zx1) is subdivided into four regions along spheres with centre s2 and radii Dk,
k = 1,2,3 andO <D1 <D2 <D3. If - x2I < D1 analytical quadrature is applied,
if D1 < H 1M < D2 Gauss 9-point quadrature is applied, if D2 < H - x < D3
Gauss 4-point quadrature is used and if I - xj > D3 Gauss 1-point quadrature is used.
For the numerical integration of the terms containing , the method proposed by [9],
Subsection 5.2.1, has been adopted.

A re-ordering of the terms in equation (B.18) finally leads to a matrix equation in 2N
quantities, namely the and the , j i . . . N. The coefficients of these equations,
which can be assembled in a matrix, represent a discretized form of the fundamental
solution G and its normal derivative G. This matrix equation is given in equation
(2.30).
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+ 132s1s2 + + h.o.t. (B.16)

s2, n(si, s2)) = + cIì1si + J2s2 + h.o.t. (B.17)

[85}, Section 8.6, has shown that a quadratic approximation of and a linear approxima-
tion of ç, suffice for a computational method with global truncation errors of O(x2),
where x is a measure of the panel dimensions.

We now substitute into equation (2.29) the above Taylor approximations of the Jaco-
bian of the panel area, equation (B.15), and of distributions of and , equations (BiG)
and (B.17). The tangential derivatives in the latter two equations are further expressed
according to equations (B.9) and (B.10). After some rearrangements, the discretized BIE
reads
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Appendix C

Rewriting of DBCs Published Before

In this appendix we will rewrite the DBCs published by [14] and by [16] in a form em-
ploying vector notation for convenience of comparison in Subsection 4.3.2.

We start with the original, two-dimensional, version of the DBC given in equation

(18) in [14], namely:

fl=x n + WG(&2 - X s2) - (R82 + çb82): . s - (R.' - &22)x n . (C.1)

Here x indicates a point linked to the body boundary, WG is the two-dimensional body
rotation, s2 is a vector tangential to the body boundary with coordinate s2, and R2 is

the radius of curvature of the body boundary. Note that we have replaced some of the
symbols in [14] by other symbols with the same meaning, and that we have accounted
fdr the different directions of the radius of curvature and the normal vector, which points
into the fluid in the present work.

We now generalize the above quantities to three dimensions; we introduce the tangen-
tial vector s1 such that it forms a locally orthonormal system of vectors together with 2

and n, in that order.
The first term on the right-hand side of the above equation is rewritten as follows:

X n=[aG + G x r + WC x (,c x r)] . n=N AG + n [WC X (&'G x r)] , (C.2)

where the symbols hve been used according to their definitions in Chapter 4. The second
term on the right-hand side of equation (Cl) is rewritten as:

wG(q82x.s2)=n.[wGx(VçbvGwGxr)] , (C.3)

where we have used the fact that WC in two-dimensions corresponds with WC = WGSI in
three dimensions. The third and fourth terms can be considered as a (two-dimensional)
dot product of two vectors:

I R'b2 + S2fl I 52"
- &232 )

.(C.4)

Without loss of generality we assume that the two-dimensional curvilinear coordinate
system in the point x XC + r we are considering satisfies the conditions - reduced to
two dimensions which are given in equations (4.60) to (4.63). Then the two-dimensional
Laplace equation, which is satisfied by , can be written:
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(C.5)
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Then the first vector in equation (C.4) can be written as:

( R'&, +Ç532n '\ - ( + &2fl
D-1_e. . I-I

\ - Y8232 J '\ 'Pnn

The second vector can be written as:

I x S2
x.n ) =vG+wGxr

ô I h'2
h' )=(n.V)V. (C.6)

(C.7)

Next we apply the operator (n. V) to the second vector in the dot product:

(n. V)(vG + WC x r) = (n. V)[wc x (x XC)] =
(n V)(w x x) = (WG s2)si - (WC .81)82 , (C.8)

where we have used the fact that VC, and XC are independent of space. Furthermore
we have:

V [(We 82)81 - ("-'e 81)82] = fl [WC x Vq] . (C.9)

Since (n. V)(a. b) = [(n. V)a] . b + a [(n. V)b], we deduce from the results in equations
(C.4) to (C.9) that the third andfourth terms in equation (Cl) can be rewritten as:

xVq5] .(C.10)

Finally, the DBC given by [14] is written in terms of vectors and vector operators as
follows:

= N . A + n [ x ("-'C x r)

+WC x (Vq - V - csic x r) - Vq. (VG + W x r) + ',.'c X Vq] . (C.11)

From this equation the expression for Wp in equation (4.32) has been derived.
Next we derive a vector form of the three-dimensional DBC given by [16] in his equation

(A.28), which reads:

Ç5tn = x n + (WC X 32)[(± . s) - &] - (WC x si)[(± 2 -
(Rj'b, + SI)( . si) - (Rb, + 2)(x . 8) (C.12)
+(çs,s, + ÇS2S2 - (Ri' + R')çb)(b . n)

In the same way as above the first term on the right-hand side is rewritten as in equation
(C.2), whereas the second and third terms are rewritten in an analoguous way as in
equation (C.3). The fourth, fifth, and sixth terms are rewritten in an analoguous way as
in equation (Cb). This again leads to equation (Cli).



Appendix D

Time Derivative of a Surface or Path
Integral

Here we derive expressions for the time derivatives of an integral over the wetted surface
S of a floating body or along its waterline 88(t), which are themselves functions of time.
These expressions are used in Section 4.6. Define the surface integral 1s and the path
integral Ip of the axial vector field f(t):

is II f(t)dA (D.1)

S(t)

IP f f(t)dL (D.2)

8S(t)

(An axial vector gives a direction, like the force on a body. It does not depend on the
position of the origin, contrary to e.g. the position of a particle.) Splitting the total
time derivative into the time derivative in a body-fixed frame, 5/6t, acting on quantities
with respect to this frame (indicated with - ), and a rotational part allows us to write
equations (Dl) and (D.2) as

(D.3)

where I represents either 1s or Ip, see also [97]. Here the underlined J represents the
vector I when viewed from a body-fixed frame. No translational part needs to be included,
since translation does not affect axial vectors.

For the time derivatives of an integral with a time dependent integrand f as well as
integration domain S(t) or 88(t), we have

{{;

f(t)dA} = J {f(}dA + f f(t) [n x dL,
S(t) S(t) ôS(t)

f f(t)dL} f {f(t)}dL,
8S(t) âS(t)

where r is attached to a fluid particle sliding along the body surface and n x (6/6t) {r} . dL
effectively is that part of the tangential velocity that is perpendicular to dL (so to the
edge 88(t) of the wetted body botindary 8(t)). Here dL is taken in the positive direction
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of the contour with respect to the direction of the normal vector on S(t). Since the path
DS(t) is closed there is no contribution at its boundaries due to stretching of the path.

Substituting from the last equations into equation (D.3) and hence into equations
(D.1) and (D.2) yields

{I} = if -{f(t)}dA + f f(t) x dL + úG Xfff(t)dA, (D.6)
S(t) 35(t) 5(t)

= f {f(t)}dL+wGxff(t)dL (D.7)
OS(t) 3S(t)

We now write (8/öt){r} = - VG - WG x r. We observe that G is independent of
the position on 8(t), so we move it under the integral in the last term. Merging the split
time derivative under the integral we obtain

{I} = J {f(t)}dA + f f(t) [n x (V - VG - WG xr} dL , (D.8)
S(t) 3S(t)

{I} = f {f(t)}dL . (D.9)
ÔS(t)

Thus the time derivatives of the surface and path integral are given in terms, of quantities
in the earth-fixed domain.



Appendix E

Distance to Waterline

In this appendix we give a derivation of an approximation of the distance and its time
derivative of a GP to the waterline, which are used in Subsection 5.5.1 in the derivation

of a stability condition.
Consider a GP 5F on a panel bordering the waterline of a body, and the GP Ss On

the panel on the body which shares an edge with the free-surface panel. The respective

normal vectors in the CPs are F and ris. We approximate each panel with part of the

respective tangent plane to the fluid boundary in each GP. We call their intersection line

L. The tangent-plane parts are low-order approximations of the respective panels and L

is a low-order approximation of the waterline.
We now derive an explicit expression for L in the form z = s + Ar for s E L. Here s is

a support vector, r a direction vector, and A E IR a parameter. For r we take r = F X n5.

For s we choose the point on L which is closest to x'. Since F x (flF x fly) lies in the

tangent plane through 5F and is perpendicular to L, s can be described by:

S=XF+ÇO[flFX(flFXfls)] , (El)

for certain E H. Similarly, if q is the point on L closest to 5ç, we have:

q=xs+c[ns x (nF x ns)J , (E.2)

for certain ç E IR. Since s and q are both on L, we have s + ¡ir = q for certain ¡i E IR, so:

Xp+Ç[flFX (nFXfls)J+/1(nXns)=xs+ç[flsX (flFXflS)]

Next we take the dot product on both sides with s, which yields:

s (SF - Ss)
= (n x fls) (nF X n)

where we have used a x (b x e) (a c)b - (a - b) c and a (b x a) = O. Substituting

this into equation (El) we find:

s= 5F + fracns . (SF - XS)(flF x fls) (nF X flS)[flF X (fly X fly)] , (E.5)

and the distance D of 5p to L (which is the same as the distance of 5F to s) is then

given by:

D
nS- (SF - SS)

I flF X nsII

provided IInFII = i = HnsH. This is the result shown in equation (E.6).
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We define - SS and iY XF - ±S, where indicates the total time derivative
which is the same here as the grid derivative V/Vt. Using the definition of the vector
norm the product rule for grid derivation, and basic algebra, we find:

D1b + ns U (nF x nS) (F fl5+ F
- HnFXnSH2

In Appendix F we derive that F = WF X nc' and ns = 's fly, where and w
are given by equations (F.20) and (F.22) respectively. Using this, and a x (b x c) =
(a - c)b - (a - b) - c, and a (b x a) = O, we finally find for the relative time derivative .of
the distance of the CP to the waterline:

D_115 ( x ns)-+ns-U (flF X flS)(flF-flS)

where -
n5 - >< nsIj2

(E.7)

(E.8)
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Grid Derivative of Normal Vector
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In this appendix we give a derivation of the grid derivative of the normal vector in a CP

on the free surface and on a floating body.
First we consider a region E IR2 with a yet unspecified coordinate system (si, 82).

Let a map Q(t) : * F(t); (s1, 82) * x(s1, s2,t) carry over to the transient free surface
F(t) consisting of points x(s1, 2, t), whose vector components are given with respect to
an earth-fixed reference frame.

In an arbitrary point x(s1, s2, t), two different tangential vectors to F(t) are given by:

S1(si,s2,t)
8x

t) (Fi)

S2(si,s2,t) (si,s2,t) , (F2)

and a normal vector is given by:

.ÌV(s1, 2, t) S (s1, 2, t) x S2(si, s2, t) (F3)

The vectors S, S2, and N need not be of unit length, nor need S1 and S2 be perpen-
dicular, in any point x(si, s2, t) of F(t).

Consider a particular grid point X(ui(t), a2(t), t) travelling in the free surface F(t) in a
generally non-material way; 0(t) (o1(t), cî2(t))T describes its path in 1. Its grid velocity
in F is given by V(ai(t),a2(t),t) (VX/Vt)(ai(t),a2(t),t), where V/Vt ô/ôt+V.V
is the grid derivative. It is the Lagrangian derivative following the grid point.

We wish to find a simple expression for the grid derivative of the surface normal vector
N. Using its definition equation (F.3) we write:

VN V(S1 x 52) VS1 VN
Vt = Vt = Vt xS2+Six

Vt
(F.4)

Using the definitions of S, i =. 1, 2, given in equations (F.1) and (F2), we evaluate:

VS, VX8,
= (X) + (V . V)(Xj . (F.5)

We will now rewrite the last term in the above equation by using the product rule of

differentiation. We have:

V)X] = (V. V)X + [(V si)(h1)]X51 + [(V

n)-(h')]X + (V V)XS . (F.6)
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Here we have taken a locally orthogonal curvilinear coordinate system in X. Since X
only depends on Sj, s2, and t, we have X,. = O. As has been explained in Subsection
4.4.1, the curvilinear coordinate system can always be chosen such that a(hJ1)/as, = O,
i,j = 1, 2. The result is that:

V)X] = (V, V)X + (V
osi

Using this equation and the fact that X,1 = X12,, equation (F.5) becomes:

DS DX,, (DX'\ y y x- vt vt) ,,
We now further specify the coordinate sustem (si, 52) in such a way that, in the particular
point X(ai(t), a2(t), t) and at the particular point in time under consideration, S1 and
S2 are perpendicular and have unit length; therefore N has unit length as well. To
indicate their local orthonormality in X, they are written as Si, 2, n. The coordinate
system (Si, S2) is further (re)scaled in a way such that, in X(ai(t), a2(t), t) at time t, the
scaling factors of the curvilinear system (si, s2) on F(t) are also unity. [In general, for
each point X F(t) and for eacht point in time, a different coordinate system (sj, s2) on
1 and indeed on F(t) has to be devised to meet these conditions.] Under these conditions,
V = si(O/ôsi)+s2(ô/ôs2)+n(8/On). Since X(si,s2, t) is not a function of n, we rewrite
equation (F.8) as:

=
- [(V, . s) + (V,, (F.9)

Using definitions (F.1) and (F.2) once more, as well as V (DX)(Dt), yields:

= V,, - (V,, . s1)si - (V,, . 82)82 (F10)

With V, (V,, s1)s1 + (V,, . 82)82 + (V, . n)n we find:

Vs1 = (V,1 n)n , (Fil)
Vs2

= (V.,, . n)n . (F12)

Substituting these equations into equation (F.4) and using the orthonormality of s1, 2,
and n yields:

Vn
Vt-- (V,1 n)si - (V,, n)s2 (F13)

We now compare the right-hand sides of equations (F.11) to (F.13) with the cross products
of a vector w = w1s1 + w2s2 + w3n and the respective unit vectors:

wXs1=w3s2w2n (F14)
w '< 2 = '38i +w1n (F15)

wXn=w2s1w1s2 (F16)
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By identification of the terms and factors in the right-hand sides of these equations with
the respective equations in the triplet (Fil) to (F12) we find:

Vs1
Dt

= xs1 , (F17)

Vs2
Dt

= ,xs2 , (F.18)

Vn

with

= (V82 n)s1 - (V81 . n)s2 . (F20)

It is to be understood that V is the grid velocity of the CP under consideration.

For the normal n5 of a fluid particle XS sliding along the boundary of a body with
the fluid velocity we write the material time derivative as:

Dn5 öns

Dt = Ot
+()GXflS , (F21)

where we have split the material time derivative into a part ö/Ot in a frame attached to
the body and a rotational term. The first term can be expressed in terms of the loacal
relative velocity of the fluid particle and the body boundary and the local curvature R of
the body boundary in the direction of the relative velocity. The result is:

DflSR_1(V)+
. (F.22)

= .,xn , (F.19)
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Summary

The work of ocean and coastal engineers and naval architects can be supported by compu-
tational models for the interaction of water waves and flows interacting with e.g. offshore
platforms, coastal-defense works, and ships. One particular boundary-integral equation
method based on a potential-flow model is further developed. After a description of the
method, it is verified and validated in two dimensions by calculating fluid forces on oscil-

lating surface-piercing bodies, as well as highly nonlinear waves in a tank. The description
of the fluid-body interaction is elaborated and extended. The numerical algorithm for this
interaction is improved. An alternative body-boundary condition and algorithm are de-

rived and designed. Further improvements to the numerical method are also described.
Three-dimensional calculations for forced and freely floating bodies give good results.
Conclusions and recommendations for further work are given.
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S amenvatt ing

Het werk van tecnici voor de oliewinning buitengaats, civiel-technici voor de kustverdedig-
ing en scheepsbouwkundig ontwerpers kan ondersteund worden door rekenmodellen voor
de wisseiwerking van watergolven en -stromingen met bijvoorbeeld offshore platforms,
kustverdedigingswerken en schepen. Een bepaalde randintegraalvergelijkingmethode ge-
baseerd op een potentiaalstromingsmodel wordt verder ontwikkeld. Na een beschrijving
van de methode wordt zij geverifleerd en gevalideerd in twee dimensies door vloeistof-
krachten op oscillerende oppervlakdoorsnijdende lichamen te berekenen, zowel als sterk
niet-lineaire golven in een reservoir. De beschrijving van de vloeistof-lichaamwisselwerking
wordt uitgewerkt en uitgebreid. Het numerieke algoritme voor deze wisseiwerking wordt
verbeterd. Een alternatieve lichaamsrandvoorwaarde en -algoritme worden afgeleid en
ontworpen. Verdere verbeteringen aan de numerieke methode worden ook beschreven.
Driedirnensionale berekeningen voor gedwongen en vrij drijvende lichamen geven goede
resultaten. Conclusies en aanbevelingen voor verder werk worden gegeven.
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